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KELOWNA STILL 
LEADS VALLEY 
IN PRODUCTION
Crop of 1,401,500 Boxes Predicted 
for 1938 is W ay Ahead of Any 
Individual Apple Area
B E A T S  P E N T IC T O N  
D ISTR IC T
They May Come Here
Is Kclownu to have an influx of 
transients?
Press dispatches in Coast papers 
stated tliat on Monday some 300 tran-
—------  sients left Vancouver on freight trains,
Grape Production is Another Ma- bound for Kamloops and Penticton.
ior Factor in This Section That agreement with the
L   ^ T-, j  .• -I-.* provincial government, single unem-
Boosts Production figures ployed men are receiving $0.40 relief
each ten days, but they must apply 
Kelowna’s Immense fruit area still for each subsequent payment at a
WILL m o w N A  GET BAKERS PROTEST
,  TOBACCONIST CAKE 
AT CMVENTION? ||„poKTATIONS
Coast Unemployed Head for In- _____
terior and Fears Expressed Feel Should not be Permitted to
Bring Cakes from Vancouver 
Under Same Trade Licence
H a r r y  B r o a d  E l e c t e d  
N e w  P r e s i d e n t  o f  
O k - C a r i b o o  T r a i l
Association’s Annual Meeting at Wenatchee Selects Ke­
lowna Man as its Leader— Succeeds Dr. Doug. Dewar 
of Chelan— Look Forward to Big Year in 1939
O p e n i n g  o f  B i g  B e n d  N e x t  Y e a r  o f  G r e a t  I n t e r e s t
HA U U V  T Rrond woll known manafEcr of the R oval A n n e  hotel P^^^duccs by far the most fruit of any new town, an indication that they areA R K Y  J. Broad, well-Known rnanager or tne Koyai "nne norei fndivdual territory in the Okanagan searching for work.
in Kelowna, was elected on Saturday, July 16, at Wenatchee, Vallcy, the department of agriculture it was understood on Wednesday 
Wash., to the presidency of the Okanogan-Cariboo Trail association, estimates, for 1938 revealed last week that some 2,'50 transients had located should bo assessed a greater licence 
which made olans to “go to town” next year. He succeeds Dr. Doug, table published by The Kelowna at Kamloops, am| that another big than the bakers who operate in the
_  ,P . .t- ,, . A. • i. u • • Courier. The estimate for this year is gang had arrived in Penticton Wed- they maintain establishment,
Dewar, Chelan, who told the gathering that tourist business is big j 401,500 boxes of apples, compared nesday was the second day for the ^^ke employees, pay taxes and spend
business”, and predicted that it would almost equal the income from with Vernon’s 754,400 boxes and Sum- single jobless to receive their allow- their money in the city
V a l l e y  F r u i t  G r o w e r s  
R e s e n t  E d i t o r i a l  I n  
E a s t e r n  F a r m  P a p e r
A  petition protesting against the
practice of a local wholesale tobac- B.C.F.G.A. Seuds Strong Telegram to Montreal Paper
Protesting Editorial Stating That Orchard Pest Con­
trol Here is Borne by General Taxpayer— All Spraying 
Costs Borne by Orchard Owner— Editorial States 
Codling' Moths Are Breeding in Many Abandoned 
Orchards
conist of importing cakes from Van­
couver and selling them on consign­
ment to local stores, was presented to 
the city council on Monday night by 
Fred Burr,
The bakers took the stand thgt a 
tobacconist had no right, to go into 
the wholesale cake business under the 
tobacconist licence. ’They felt that to 
import cakes from Vancouver, he
R, J,-
>S V ■■
the apple crop, if properly directed and promoted.
Hopeful For 193!^
Harry Broad told the gathering that 
he felt that the coming year will be 
a banner one for the association with 
the opening of the Big Bend section 
in Canada, was explained that this 
could be made a loop trip popular with 
tourists.
Although the opening will create a 
problem, Mr. Broad felt that it could 
be overcome through co-operation. He 
said association members in Canada 
have been successfully raising money 
to carry on their work through movie 
shows. He said 500 men are now 
working on the Big Bend, road, which 
is due to open next year.
“I  feel that the Okanogan-Cariboo 
Trail association will really get going 
as an organization next season”, com­
mented retiring President Doug Dew­
ar. “With the opening of the Big Bend 
section of the highway in British Col­
umbia it will make a system of mod­
em  highways one of the most impor­
tant in the northwest. A ll will bene­
fit from it. A ll you have to do now 
is to step out on the roads and watch 
the large number of foreign cars trav­
eling over
iness is properly directed and promot 
ed the income from it may equal that 
from the apple industry and that is 
saying quite a lot.”
Other Officers Elected 
Willard Abel, Ca^cadian hotel man­
ager, Wenatchee, was elected first 
vice-president and C. Kay Moore, Ok­
anogan, second vice-president.
New  directors include Charles Ben­
nett, ^Wenatchee; E. Dickey, Revel- 
stoke; Harr5>- Black, Penticton; E. J,
Kelowna Man President
o f  L i e s , * *  S t a t e s  L e a d i n g  G r o w e r
A  STORM  of indignation has swept down the Valley this week as the result of an editorial in the Family Herald and Weekly
merland’s 554,500 and Penticton’s 508,- anco of $0.40. Mayor O. L. Jones pointed out that Star, published in Montreal, and lead to a spirited telegram of protest
800 boxes. Although there has been no major he doubted that the council was in a being sent to the paper by the officials of the B.C.F.G.A. The ed-
A  close check-up of the estimates for influx into the Kelowna district, a few position to take any action as the by- li'orial w hich  has aroused the ire o f the fn iit 'Prowers in this V a lie v
le year reveals the amazing fact that of the Coast jobless have passed law did not stlnulate anv narticular wnicn nas arouseo tne ire oi tne truit growers in this Valley
Kelowna’s production is even greater through hei'c. There is every possib- type of
than Vernon-Oyama-Winfield and Oka- iiity, some speculators believe, that the merely had clauses for retail and
nagan Centre by a fair markin. What single jobless will congregate in Ke- wholesale businesses and the tobac-
is still more surprising is that Kelow- lowna about the time of the Liberal conist held both a wholesale and re-
na’s production of nearly a million and convention, on August 25 and 26. Turn to Page 12, Story 2
a half boxes tops the combined yield
the year reveals t e a azi g fact t at of t e oast jobless ave passed la  did ot stip late a y partic lar *“  “ “ “ »
business to be licenced. It attacked the fruit industry here; stated that the general taxpayer
of British Columbia “provide an organization to keep private pro­
perties clear of pests ;” and insinuated that the Valley fruit grower 
was “urging politicians to pass laws at Victoria to ensure adequate 
returns to the grower while codling moth, woolly aphis and tent 
caterpillars are busily eating their way to the heart of growing fruit.” 
Leading Grower Protests -------------------------------------------- ---------------
“It is a mess of damned lies!” one 
of the leading fruit producers in the 
Valley told The Courier. “Why that 
man doesn’t know what he is talking 
about.”
>ui n a a i n
C - 
them. If the tourist bus- 
i - '
of Penticton, Summerland, Peachland,
Naramata and Kaleden.
Here are the comparative estmates:
Vernon, 754,400; Oyama, Winfield, Ok­
anagan Centre, 472,800; total, 1,227,200.
Kelowna, 1,401,500.
Peachland, 56,100; Summerland, 554,- 
500; Naramata, 152,575; Penticton, 508,- 
800; Kaleden, 81,570; total, 1,353,545.
Of course, Winfield and Okanagan 
Centre are actually in the Kelowna dis­
trict, while Peachland is as much in the 
Kelowna district as it is in the Pen­
ticton.
If Westbank’s tonnage of 95,800 boxes
of apples is added to the Kelowna total, ^  - , » _  , • j  W f * e k ’s  IS «U ie  o f  B  C  ^^A’t that they are worth bothering anagan
the production is nudging the imllion A d v e r t i s e m e n t  A p p ^ r e G  in  L a S t  W e C K S  i s s u e  o r  O.V.,. about in themselves but they give the gets the
C a l l  T e n d e r s  ( o r
C o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  N e w  
K e l o w n a  F e r r y b o a t
going out all over the country.”
The Family Herald and Weekly Star 
is reported by “Canadian Advertising” 
as having a circulation of 318,366. 
24,000 of this is in B.C. and about 81,-
and a half box mark at 1,497,300 boxes.
Penticton heads the list in pear pro­
duction at 65,000 boxes, with Kelowna 
second with 52,000 boxes and Summer- 
land a close third with 51,000.
Kelowna is supreme in grape pro­
duction, as it produces 900 'tons of the 
965 tons produced in the. entire Val­
ley. Winfield, Okanagan Centre and 
Oyama are next in line with 58,000
Gazette— Time Ends at Noon Friday
W o o d e n  H u l l  C o n s t r u c t i o n
“So the government is paying our 000 in the three prairie provinces, 
spraying costs!” he continued. “That The editorial in question appeared 
is certainly news to me. I wonder in the July 13th issue under the head- 
why I had to pay out several hundred ing of “An Okanagan Problem.” The 
dollars for spray material and labor article, which is discussed editorially 
this yqar,,if the government is paying pn page two of this issue of the Cour- 
for it? These articles which give such ier, says:
an erroneous picture burn me up. It “Kalamalka Lake, in the sunny Ok«
Valley of British Columbia, 
spotlight in our issue this 
wrong impression of this Valley to week. The occasion, therefore, pro- 
the very people to whom we sell our vides an opportunity to comment upon 
fruit. A  farmer in the dust bowl of some phases of fruit growing in that 
the prairies reading that would im- beautiful and healthy Valley. Some 
mediately have a feeling of antagonism innovations of recent times have 
for the local grower and a sales re- brought notoi-iety to that part of Can-
TH E  lone-awaited action of the provincial government in calling sistance to our fruit would be set up. ada. When the law of supply and de-_ . r Ti. _  . f , ___ That is where the harm comes in. The mand seemingly could not be worked
for tenders for construction of the new ferry to replace me pre- Family Herald calls itself “Canada’s to the profit of orchardists operating
sent Holdup was announced in the July 14th issue of the B.C. Q az- National Farm Magazine”, if  it is to commercially the more subtle adroit-
. '."a _ _ J____'Wvv - Vka r\-P. <S4- r\f fUto -nnl if rt iiroc —
HARRY J. BROAD
pounds. , ette. The advertisement stated that tenders would be received by be worthy of that title it should at ness of the modern politician was call-
Vernon has the most ciabapp^s, witn rvf mihliV wnrUc nri tw e lve  nV lo rk  noon o f F rid av  least make some effort to check its ed in to reconstruct an economic sys-
an estimate of 55,000 boxes, Kelowna the ministe ® P P facts before carrying such an editorial, tern which it was hoped would bring
being next with 32,000. ; July 22nd, 1938, (tomorrow). _   ^ ----
•Oliver and Osoyoos is a district Actually the advertisement called
which is progressing at a rapid rate in . tender.? for the construction of a 
___.... _____  ^ _______ ______ _ Who was chosen as leader of the the growing of apples, the total K d lo w n a V it -
Uecker, Cashmere; D. Crawshaw, Ver- Trail association for production for that area being figured ferrv No other details were
non; E. J. Jamieson, Armstrong; Harry the 1938-39 year at the annual meeting at 226.800 boxes for the coming year, ferry. No other details were
xurn to page o, latory i  . announcement that the contract
has been let will be awaited with in­
terest by the people of this district 
as that announcement will culminate 
a many, months agitation for a better 
ferry service on the main artery of 
the Okanagan Valley. Traffic move­
ment this year has been particularly 
heavy and the situation has become 
steadily more aggravated.
DISCREPANCIES 
IN TELEPHONE 
COMPANY BOOKS
Tim e is N o t  Ripe for Elimination 
o f  M ixed  Car Shipments in Favor 
o f Straight Cars to  Domestic Points
This Decision is Reached by Meeting of Growers and Ship­
pers in Kelowna— ^Fruit Board and Shippers Federa­
tion Asked to Investigate Two Angles
VIEWPOINTS ARE 
DIVERGENT ON 
MIXED CAR DEAL
Prairie Brokers and Wholesalers 
Cannot Agree on Elimination 
of Mixed for Straight Cars
F i s h in g  M a i n  A t t r a c t i o n  
F o r  T o u r i s t s  H e r e  
- T h i s  S u m m e r
That will do us incalculable harm not benefit to the producer. The law of 
only on the prairies but in Eastern course makes no distinctions and noth- 
Canada and Great Britain as well. The ing in the British Columbia market- 
fruit industry here is too big a thing ing statutes recognizes any difference 
to stand for such misrepresentation, between the interest of large opera- 
One gets a  little fedup with these con- tors working 1,000 acres or more and 
tinual pinpricks of misinformation Turn to Page 12, Story 5
Advice of the prairie trade was 
sought by the fruit and vegetable in­
dustry recently as to the desirability
Gr o w e r s  and shippers from all points in the Okanagan met in of eliminating mixed cars from theKelowna at the board of trade rooms on Saturday morning and Okanagan. The replies are interesting ______
after a free and open discussion, came tp the tentative conclusion ^"d^divegenL^^^^^ Barnes, Former Manager
is Believed to Have Crossedthe time is not ripe to deviate from the mixed car deal at present log^d, who obtained the information 
in favor of a straight car deal, but will continue investigations into for the B.C;F;G.A. following last Jan- 
all phases. uary’s convention in Kelowna, when
Two Major Contentions -------- ------------------------- — — ----— -  the information was requestecL^Fol-
south and the vegetable sections from lowing are the replies from brokers 
Two factors entered into the dis . . . .  .,
U.S. Border at Blaine
Kelowna north.
cussion most forcibly, one being the b .C. Fruit Board will take up
contention of the southern growers, as the angle of distribution and will sub­
given by J. Mars, of Oliver, that the j^it a report on distribution of soft 
southern soft fruit growers are paying fruit into various sections of the prair- 
mqre than their share of the assem- jg markets, keeping in mind the pos- 
blmg charges, and the other that with sibility that more mixed cars are go- 
the elimination of imxed cars distri- ing into the large prairie centres than 
oution would probably be cut down.
In order to investigate these two
and wholesalers on the prairies:
BRO K ERS
C. H. Robinson Company, Calgary
“In the larger markets this works 
out very fine but in a market such as 
Calgary, Red Deer, Lethbridge and 
Medicine Hat, a straight car of any
phases carefully, the Okanagan Fede­
rated Shippers association is being 
asked to appoint a committee to en­
deavor to work out a more equitable 
agreement of assembling charges be­
tween the sofe fruit gi*owers of the
are necessary. one commodity would be rather heavy
Although the southern growers claim r^oi
their fruit is being sacrificed for the popible the jobbers on the Cal-
sake of selling northern vegetables,
several of the shippers were not in- but usually when the B.C. deal
dined to fall in line with the sugges- starts in the jobbers here invariably 
tion, and wanted to be shown if the prefer to order their o\yn cars so they
vvill know exactly what they are hav-Turn to Page 8, Story 4
C ity  Parking Lots N o w  Ready
T o  Instal Suitable Lighting
ing and clean up daily.
“Some of the jqbbers clean up var­
ious commodities much faster than 
other commodities and in our impres­
sion it would only be penalizing the 
jobbers who can move mixed cars if 
it
Stanley Barnes, lately manager of 
the Okanagan Telephone Co. and one 
of the most prominent men in the Ok­
anagan Valley, is missing from Vernon 
and is believed to have crossed the 
border line at Blaine, following the 
alleged discovery of discrepandes in 
the Telephone Co.’s books.
No warrant has been issued for his 
arrest, as far as can be ascertained and 
almost completed restitution has been 
made, it is^  said, as practically all of 
Mr. Barnes’ property has been turned 
over to the company.
Company auditors are in the midst 
of an investigation now and the chief 
auditor declines to make any state­
ment. Col. E. B. Westby, Vancouver, 
president of the Okanagan Tlephone  
Co., has authorized the following 
statement.
“Stanley Barnes, lately the com­
pany’s manager, was dismissed upon 
the discovery of his misconduct in the
“During my trip to Wenatchee 
last week-end, I  met people: ev­
erywhere who were interested in 
the Kelowna Regatta and Beaver 
Lake. Many have visited Kelow­
na already and I met dozens 
more from the border to Wenat­
chee who are intending to visit 
Kelowna, this summer, either for 
the Regatta or to fish in Beaver 
and the Dee lake chain,” com­
mented R. G. Rutherford, who 
was re-appointed secretary-treas­
urer of the Okanogan-Cariboo 
Trail association at Wenatchee 
last Saturday.
‘T  found,” Mr. Rutherford con­
tinued, “that specialized adver­
tising in the State of Washington, 
such as that extolling the won­
derful fishing possibilties of the 
fishing lakes of this territory, has 
brought splendid results and most 
of the tourists arriving here are 
coming for this express purpose. 
But the general run of tourist 
trade is away down this year.”
“There is every possibility, 
from the observations I made in 
the south, that there will be a 
distinct upward swing in the 
tourist trade for the last summer 
months of August and Septem­
ber. Everywhere in Wenatchee 
people are talking about the Big 
Bend and its probable opening 
next summer.” .
Best o f Vancouver and Seattle 
Natators to  Perform in W estern  
Canada’s Biggest A q u a tic  Carnival
Proteges of Percy Norman and Ray Daughters W ill A p ­
pear at Kelowna Regatta On August 3 and 4—^ Many 
American Performers Expected
TW O  premier swim coaches may meet in Kelowna this summer at the annual Kelowna Regatta, which is to be held on August 
3 and 4. Ray Daughters, of Seattle, famed for his coaching of such 
world’s champions as Jack Medica and Helene Madison, will bring 
his proteges to Kelowna to match strokes with Percy Norman’s 
aquatic aces from Vancouver.
Famous Swim Coaches
As Ray Daughters is known as the 
premier, swim coach of the United 
States so is Percy Norman recognized 
as the outstanding mentor of Canad­
ian swimming and has been selected to 
train both Olympic and British Em-
nually at the Kelov/.na Regatta, will be 
official referee of the two-day event.
Gordon Vance, v/ho held the position 
of referee last year, v/ill not be here 
for the Kelowna Regatta as he is being 
sent east to Toronto by the Wrigley 
people, who are sending the champion 
half-mile swimmer.<? from each prov-pire Games swim teams.
Latest word from Vancouver, writ- ince to the Toronto Exhibition, 
ten by that long-standing friend of the Many Enquiries Received
Aquatic, Gordon Vance, is that Percy More enquiries than ever before 
Norman will be bringing thirty of his have been received from across the 
best swimmers and divers to match ijj American cities such as Spo-
strokes and graceful arches. ^vith the kane. .Portland, Seattle and Yakima.
was necessary to bill straight cars jT^anageinent of the company’s affairs.
POLICE START 
DRIVE AGAINST 
BICYCLE RIDERS
best of the Interior. Phyllis Dewar, 
Lynda Adams, George Athans and 
other well-known top ranking splash­
ers will be here.
L. C. Reid, Vancouver, will be the 
diving referee, appointed by the Can-
Smaller centres such as Wenatchee, 
Chelan, Omak and other similar spots 
are greatly enthusiastic about the 
prospects of the Kelowna jaunt.
One of the feature stunts of the en­
tire Regatta will be the arrival from 
Chelan of Doug Dewar in a splendid
out of the Valley.
“There is no doubt about it the 
straight car proposition would be con
Mr. Barnes left the Okanagan sudden­
ly on Sunday evening and steps have 
been taken to ascertain his where-
for Parking— W ill Put Second , p,obabli. cost of pulticg eould be arranged at destination but
Une in bhape Also this lo m shape for parking. They will on a market such as Calgary, Leth-
--------- report back at the next council meet- bridge. Medicine Hat and Red Deer
ing.A  city parking lot is now available 
on Water Street in the vacant lot in 
front of the police station. I f  present 
plans are carried to completion a sec­
ond lot on Water Street across the 
street from the fireball will also bo 
made available.
The city of Kamloops followed the 
course of action adopted by Kelowna
tion has been made and the affairs of 
the company will be unaffected by his
, ,  , X I .  ■ J misconduct.”it would be necessary to have mixed shortly after W. P. McDonald, gen-
cars during the small fruit deal. manager of the Canadian Public are not observing the laws of the city
“The minimum requested by the rail- gg^-vice Corporation, the holding com- and province regarding riding of hi-
adian Amateur Swimming Association
to adjudicate on the Canadian cham- seaplane, bringing greetings from Che- 
pionship dives for men and women, Ian’s big aquatic meet, which is held 
from the five-metre board. on August 6 and 7. This airplane is
Capt. A. O. Clampitt, another well- expected to take part in the opening 
Fines and. Seven More Have known Vancouver enthusiast seen an- Turn to Page 7, Story 6
Cycles Impounded for 7- Days • i.: -  v • \
Seven Offenders Pay Nominal
On Tuesday, Provincial Police in 
Kelowna commenced a systematic 
drive against offending cyclists who
in protesting the action of the provin- road on small fruits might be worked Okanagan Telephone Co., cycles, especially after dark
Best Buy C ity Ever M a d e
M ayo r Calls G ravel P it Deal
cial government which deducted the 
corporation’s outstanding accounts for
the maintenance of patients at Tran- ly too high for the markets as above
The question of parking lots was quMle from the corporations portion of stated, and would only be. in our
drawn to the attention of the citv the revenue under the motor vehicles estimation, as above stated, penalizing
S S l  on M onSy S  your own organization insofar that
from the junior board of trade. Tins Kelowna wrote a strong letter of they would not have the distribution
body asked that immediate slops be protest to the government and will straight cars that they would in
taken to put some lot in shape to ac- take the matter up with the Union mixed.
commodate Saturday night parking. of B.C. Municipalities. The municip- ‘‘We quite appreciate that the consolir 
In discussing the matter it was alities and the government have been <3ati°n charge is rnuch greater than
pointed out that the lot in front of waging a dispute for se^'eral months should be or than is realized by the
the police station was in shape and regarding the maintenance of patients destination receiver, but we do try to 
was being used. However it was felt at Tranquille.’ The municipalities have have them order cars as closely as
that this place should be suitably il- claimed that they had been velievcd possible to commodities that save as
of any share in this cost and have re- much consolidation as they possibly 
fused o pay the accounts sent by the „  „  , ,  „  , ' .
government. ’The government in re- " •  Robinson Company, Regina
taliation deducted an amount equival- “ The question of miking privileges 
ent to the Tranquille accounts of each in mixed cars is one of varied opinion 
municipality from that municipality’s among the trade. Some maintain that 
share of revenue derived from the it would be a detriment to the small
alright but where other commodities -  Vernon, Barnes left for his
are concerned the minimum is entire- Mabel lake. It is believed
shortages were uncovered for many 
years back.
None of the'- present employees are 
implicated at all, it is said. Barnes 
was bonded for about $3,000.
luminated and the city engineer was 
instructed to proceed at once to in- 
staU suitable lighting.
It was also decided to erect a .suit­
able sign to designate the pla^e ns a 
city parking lot.
Alderman Gibb and the city engin­
eer were asked to investigate t'ne let motor vehicle act. Turn to Page 6, Story 3
W e e k ’ s W e a t h e r
July Max. Min.
Wed. 13 93 53
Thurs. 14 93 54
Fri. 15 93 57
Sat. 16 97 66
Sun. 17 94 64
Mon. 18 92 60
Tues. 19 91 59
Means ....  93.28 59
f e ? d i r i r t S t 7  appe"?S’ travel and Soil Valued at $9,859- Blakeborough reported that the esti-
^oSrt fnd^w're  ^ .90 Obtained for $700.00 Sc'?a?drnf
riding a bicycle on a street at night ---------  1 42'T cubic yards of topsoil The lat-
without having a proper mounted The bylaw to purchase two lots to at “fiftv cent^ 'ncr cubic
light, or for riding a bicycle on a street be used as a gravel, pit from D. Me- ■
or the city park Jromenade. D o u g a l  p a s s e d  i t s  t h r e e  r e a d i n g s  at t h e ,  ten
Seven more bicycles were impound- city council meeting bn Monday night. r>iir^
ed for a week, at the end of which Alderman Gather dissented. value to the city of $9 859,90. The pur­
time their young owners will be given “This is going to turn into one of the price was a>/uu.u .
back their bikes with a warning from best buys the city ever made,” His The engineer stated that whereas the
the police regarding future infractions. Worship Mayor Jones stated, in speak- city was now paying $2.00 per cubic 
Lights, riding more than one on a ing of the bylaw. “We have been ex- yard for crushed rock, the same size 
bicycle, zig-zagging between the Ber- tremely fortunate in being able., to but a better quality could be obtained 
nard avenue light standards and en- purchase this property at this price ’as from the city’s new property for twen- 
dangering lives, and many other in- there is a large quantity of ; gravel ty bents per cubic yard and this would 
fractions are included in the list of there which is of high quality and the include the cost of screening^ The 
offences; city will save considerable money dur- trade price for this ^ a v e l  , today at
Those appearing in police court Wed- ing the next few years. ’The gravel -Vancouver is $1.40 per cubic yard. He 
nesday morning were Richard Coe, bills will be reducetd considerably expressed himself as convinced that 
Andrew Spencer, Lloyd McClure, Jack through this purchase.’,' ; the purchase of this property by the
Hemelspeck, John McKergovv, May His Worship asked the city engineer city was one of ihe best moves the 
Dickens and Nicholas Rambold. if he had the figures available and Mr. city ever made.
' ' !
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H. A. I ’niHcr, Sccrctiiry
K. P. MacLcan, Editor and Manager
'I'he ICelov/im Coiiilei haii by far the |;rcateBt clrculntloii of 
nny iicwBiiapcr cirLuliitlni; in the Ccturiil Oltnniif'nn Valley.
TUUUSDAY, JULY 21st, 193IJ.
P e r f i d i o u s  A t t a c k
How lonf'. Oh God, how loiiK?
Well might tho Okatiiigaii ttsk how long it must 
continue to sulTcr undof tlic sniping of eastern pupeis 
and periodicals which seem determined to convey an 
entirely erroneous impression of conditions in tliis 
Valley to tlieir tliou.siinds of readers in otlier sections 
of the Dominion.
Last year, it will be recalled, tlie Winnipeg Free 
rross, one of the leading newspapers in the Dominion, 
launched tin entirely unjustilled attack on the apple 
packing industry in this Valley. It charged that the 
Okanagan apple pack was nothing but a fancy face 
with an almost cull fill, but when the facts of the 
case were presented the paper did apologize for its 
misleading article. It is unfortunate that damaging 
articles are readily seen and eagerly read but apol­
ogies find correct versions are frequently overlooked. 
It is as a result of this that the Okanagan is still living 
down on the prairies and in Britain, the unfortunate 
reputation given it by the erroneous report of the 
Winnipeg paper.
The Family Herald and Weekly Star of Montreal 
is the latest eastern paper to go off the deep end. 
To it, perhaps, shoUld go the orchids for misstatements 
and confused facts. In its editorial of July 13th, it 
charged that it was too much to expect the taxpayers 
of this province to wage war against the codling moth 
and other insect pest for the profit of' the growers in 
this Valley; that a tremendous acreage of neglected 
properties but serve as a breeding ground for the or­
chard pests; that fruit growing in this Valley is an 
uneconomical proposition and that the growers are 
more concerned with having legislation to subsidize 
them passed at Victoria than they are fighting the 
codling moth.
A  scrutiny of the Montreal paper’s editorial, which 
appears on another page, will reveal to the most cas­
ual reader that it had been written by some person 
who had not the faintest knowledge of conditions in 
the Okanagan. One is led to suspect that he has 
never been farther west than the editorial chair he 
occupies in Montreal.
Conditions in this Valley today cannot be com­
pared with conditions in l912 and the Valley roads 
are not flanked “by so-called orchards, in various 
stages of neglect . . . . a happy hunting ground for 
fine specimens of the entomologist’s stock in trade.” 
The Courier has, it on the authority of one of'the  
best-informed fruit men of this Valley that there is 
less than one per cent of the orchards in this Valley 
that are neglected or abandoned. ; Moreover if the 
Montreal writer were as fully cognizant of conditions 
here as, he should be, before writing such an article, 
he would know that abandoned orchards in this Val­
ley are. no breeding place for codling moth or any 
other insect. He would know that conditions, here 
are not similar to those in the east. He would know 
•that orchards must have water to live and that no 
abandoned orchard receives water. He would know 
that once the water is turned off an orchard here, a 
peculiar condition sets in. He would , know that the 
trees without water, become semi-petrified; the wood 
becomes as hard, as iron; so hard that it is almost 
impossible to cut it. He would know that codling' 
moth or any other orchard pest cannot live in the 
wood of the trees of abandoned orchards. He would 
appreciate the fact that the less-than-one-per-cent of 
orchards here which are abandoned are no “happy ' 
hunting ground for fine specimens of the entomolo­
gist’s stock in trade.” ,
He would know, if he were conversant with the 
conditions of which he writes, that there .is no foun­
dation in fact for the statement that “at various times 
in the last twenty-five years great battles have been 
fought with the codling nioth.” He would know that 
woolly aphis and tent caterpillars are riot “busily 
eating their way to the heart of growirig fruit.” True, 
there is a continual fight to keep the codling moth 
from spreading but conditions here are infinitely 
more satisfactory than they are sou h of the border 
even in this year when every condition has been 
favorable to the incubation of the pest. He would 
know that woolly aphis are scarcely a pest and the 
codling moth coritrol methods also controls the tent 
caterpillar which has riever become the pest here 
that it has in Ontario and Quebec.
But our eastern “booster” reaches the height of 
absurdity when it states that “it is too much to ex­
pect the general taxpayer of British Columbia to pro­
vide an organization to keep private properties clear 
of pests on the scale which has followed improvident 
planting of unsuitable fruit land.” If the Family 
Herald and Weekly Star had one iota of sound infor- 
‘ mation about this VaUey it would know that the 
general taxpayer of British Columbia does not bear 
one cent of the cost of pest control in this Valley.
If he does the local fruit grower has no knowledge 
of it for it is the grower that pays the spraying bill 
in its entirety, cost of material and labor. There 
have been cases where the government authorities 
have ordered the spraying of certain orchards but 
the cost of this operation has always been charged 
with the tax bill against, the property. Also, if eighty 
five per cent of the growers of a definite district wish 
to organize a compulsory spray district, the government 
will enforce it, but the entire bill is charged against 
the entire body of growers in the district and not to 
the general taxpayer of the province. When a paper 
with a supposedly national outlook makes such er­
roneous statements as that quoted above, it but shows 
its lamentable ignorance, and the futilty of its claim 
of being a national agricultural paper.
It is difficult to understand just what motive 
there is for this perfidious atteck on the fruit industry 
in this Valley. The statements are so ridiculous that
Uiey are scarcely worthy of aUentlon excepting that 
a careful perutial of the editorial leads one to the belief 
that it Is a back-door attack on controlled marketing; 
an endeavor to build up a sales resistance to Okana­
gan products on the juairies and in the eastern mar­
kets where we dispose of our products. Such state­
ments as that claiming the Okanagan /'rowers are 
more Interested In having laws passed at Victoria en­
suring adequate returns, than In controllinj' the cod­
ling moth are such a palt)able injustice to the local 
grower that one is led to suspect an ulterior motive. 
In this we may be doing an injustice to the Montreal 
jiaper as it may have been merely talkin/' througli Its 
hat. If such be the case it would seem to be time 
to draw to the attention of these .so-called “national” 
papers that it would be better if tliey cliecked their 
facts a little before spreading such an erroneous im­
pression as tliis under discussion arnon/', in ' this 
instance, three hundred thousand readers across the 
entire Dominion.
S u n d a y  o n  B e r n a r d
Kelowna’s business streeets are usually in a fairly 
pre.sentable condition but on Sundays they are a dis­
grace—especially Bernard Avenue. The dawn creep­
ing over the hills on Sunday mornin/'s reveals such 
a condition that the sun must find it difficult to smile 
on the Orchard City, 'riic Saturday Tlight crowd has 
come and gone and left its imprint. Half-catcn hot- 
dogs fry upon the pavement; paper bags sail gaily 
along in the breeze; chocolate bar wrappers search 
fo r ’heels to which to cling; gum wrappers line the 
gutters; all the heterogeneous debris of a crowd is 
there in all its ingloriousness.
The pity of it is that it is more obvious on Sun­
days because there ai*e fewer cars parked along the 
street to hide the litter from the sight of the passerby. 
There is orily one remedy. One cannot ask the crowd 
to desist from disposing of their debris by the simple 
method of throwing it into the gutters and upon the 
sidewalks. Such a plea would fall on unheedirig ears. 
Moreover, it might be argued that to do so is the 
privilege of the Saturday night crowd. The solution 
does not lie with the crowd. It lies with the city 
fathers. A  couple of men and a couple of hours early 
Sunday morning could radically alter the appearance 
of the street. There are relief men available and, 
while we do not as a rule advocate working on Sun­
day, it is quite conceivable that a couple might be 
found who would gladly assume the task of clearing 
up Bernard in the early hours of Sunday morning, say 
starting a1 seven. Until this practice is adopted, as 
long as business is done in this city on Saturday night, 
the hotdogs on Sunday will be present imderfoot, the 
scraps of paper will be fluttering aimlessly in the 
breeze of every passing car, the street will resemble 
an untidy backyard more that the main thoroughfare 
of a progressive city. '
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Kelowna In Bygone Days
(From the flies of the Kelowna Courier)
THIRTY YEARS AGO  
Thursday, July 16, 1908
J. Collins & Co. have sold the Evetts estate of 
65 acres at Benvoulin to J. Mallet Paret, of Reston,
Man. for the sum of $12,000.
« .
The city water cart met with disaster when, on 
its maiden trip last Friday, the horses became fright­
ened and ran away, reducing the cart to a shambles.
* *
Three young men were caught stealing cherries 
from Henry Burtch’s orchard and were flned $5 each 
in police court..
* ♦ *
The tobacco crop throughout the Valley is in 
fine shape, most of it being two feet high. A  big in­
crease in acreage is noted this year being about 60 
acres against 20 and 30 other years. The new cigar 
factory has commenced operations.
Tender of Canadian Fairbanks Co. was accepted 
by the city council for the electric lighting plant to 
cost $14,645.
o’clock. A  baseball game takes place at 5.15. E. C. 
Weddell is in charge of the field sports and J. F. 
Burne of the water program.
B e a r d s
The men of our neighboring city of Vernon are 
growing very hirsute all because of a “whiskers con­
test”. This was arranged, as part of a celebration to 
be held in August and the intention was to bring back 
some of the dignity of the old days when most adult 
males wore beards. ’This recalls a recent similar af­
fair in a New Jersey town when the wiriner was a 
red-headed contender, of whom the report says: Its 
autumnal color shone resplerident in the sunlight, and 
it extended from chin to cheekbone, more than an 
inch long.” .
While the Vernon gesture is merely to create am 
appropriate atmosphere for the old-timers’ night, it 
vvpuld almost seem that Vernon had something in this 
whisker business. These dull summer days make it 
an opportune time to meditate the pros and cons of 
' why men do not return again to the full beard. If a 
municipal celebration is made ' more impressive by 
old-time whiskers, why not revive the custom? Man 
is notoriously bbstinant in regard to changes in the 
style of his clothes; let him prove he is not mulish 
about everything he should or should not wear. Let 
him wear a beard.
It may, in all seriousness, be claimed, that much 
of the confused and unsound thinking of these times 
is due to the lack of whiskers. Most of the early phil­
osophers had beards to stroke or pull while they me­
ditated, surely a soothing and helpful little trick. 
There is no inspiration in stroking a shaven chin and 
one dare not meditate ■while he weilds a modern razor. 
Shaving and meditation just do not combine; the 
former needs the entire concentration of the operator.
In a world changing as it goes forward, and riot 
always for .the best, let men change back to the Dun­
drearies, the GMways, the sideburns, or even the 
goatee, that lent distinction to their forbears. Bring 
back the glory of the full and flowing beard. Brush 
instead of “scrape” each morning. Put the taunt back 
into “barefaced’\ Let us see again “the beards of 
Hercules and frowning Mars”. Let us swear by “the 
beard of Allah”. Let man go ferocious again; be “full 
of strange oaths and bearded like the Pard.” This 
matutinal shaving and powdering is but unnecessary 
evidence that all is vanity.
The timid and esthetic may be reassured. Con­
sider the modern possibilities of a permanent-y^aved 
beard resting calmly on the waistcoat, or daintily mar­
celled sidewhiskers disobedient to the wind. And all 
should bear in mind that where there are wagging 
beards there is either wisdom or interesting gossip.
Those who hesitate should keep in mind the red- 
haired New Jersey prize-winner, whose beard “in its 
autumnal glory shone richly in the sunlight.” The 
beard is among the few rights of man that time and 
changing customs cannot take away;, so w hy not give 
it a chance. Our Vernon friends are/ engaged in an 
experiment full of great possibilities. Who can say 
that their beard-growing started in fun may not be­
come so impressive and satisfactory that beards will 
become the outstanding characteristic of the northern 
city.
TW ENTY YEARS AGO  
Thursday, July 18, 1918
Strict regulations regarding food to be served _ at 
meals, especially in boarding houses and even in­
cluding picnics and lawii socials are now in order. 
Beef and veal may not be served at the evening meal 
any day but Wednesday and Friday; pork may not 
be served except at the morning meal on Sunday, 
Tuesday and Thursday.
No decision was reached at Chilliwack where a 
meeting of the. Fraser Valley Millcjeroducers Asso­
ciation considered forming an agreement with the 
Okanagan United Growers whereby the vegetable 
crop of the former would be handed through the sell­
ing agency of the O. U. G.
* # *
Kelowna’s /twelfth annual regatta is to be held 
bn August 15. Field sports commence at 9 a.m. -with 
a lacrosse game at 11 o'clock and water sports at 2
TEN YEARS AGO  
Thursday, July 19, 1928
The Liberal government of Premier J. D. Mac- 
Lean met with a crushing defeat at the provincial 
elections yesterday, the Conservatives electing 33, 
Liberals 14, and Labor 1. J. W. Jones, Conservative, 
polled 2,035 over D. W. Sutherland, Independent, 1,603, 
a majority of 432. • ♦ ♦
A  vote on loan by-laws will be taken on August 
1 consisting of $8,500 for the purchase of fire-fighting 
equipment, $20,000 for waterworks extension, $15,000 
for hospital building program and $12,000 for school 
purposes.  ^ ^
Results of the Interior of B.C. tennis tournament
were as follows: T. O. Ryall, Vancouver, men’s sin­
gles; Miss King, Vancouver, ladies’ singles; Langlie 
and Nordstrom, Seattle, men’s doubles; Misses Miller 
and Jackson, Victoria, ladies’ doubles; Langlie, Seattle 
and Miss Strauss, "Vancouver, mixed doubles.
Eastern provinces report light apple crops this
year, but the Okanagan crop has increased;
♦ ♦ ♦
At the annual meeting of the Okanagan Musical
Festival the following officers were elected: C. E,
Campbell, chairman; W. J. Cook, vice-chairman; Mrs. 
H. W. Arbuckle, general secretary; H. W. Arbuckle, 
treasurer. ■ , ' 4c ♦ •
Orangeirien’s-D ay  was fittingly celebrated here 
on July 12 with lodges from Kamloops, Salmon Arm, 
Armstrong, Vernon and Peachland assisting Kelowna.
• ' ♦ ♦ ■ 4 c
, Percy Dunn left on Wednesday for Vancouver 
where his marriage to- Miss Fannie Ogden, sister of 
Mrs. A. J. Pritchard, takes place today.
A  splendid stand by A. C>. Bennett and A. K. Loyd 
resulted in a win for Kelowna, 150 to 82 over the tour­
ing Vancouver bowlers.
A Year of War in China » »
Japan’s war with China is now one year old. One 
wonders how the Japanese people will greet the an­
niversary and how the Japanese high command ■will 
explain i,t. For last July the Tokyo military were 
coolly assuring their people that the “incident” would 
last only six weeks.
What the Japanese military failed to foresee was 
the morale which their “positive policy” had evoked 
among the resentful Chinese. That in itself was “a 
blunder worse than a crime.” No worider that Chiang 
Kai-shek in his appeal to the Japanese people calls it 
the “rriadness of the militarists.” In retrospect it is 
inconceivable that Japan, with its Doibaras and lesser 
intelligence officers, should not have perceived the 
stiffening in the lumbering bulk of China. For the 
handwriting had been written boldly on the wall 
many times before July 7, 1937.
There was the unparalleled tribute to Chiang 
Kai-shek on his fiftieth birthday on Oct. 30, 1936, when 
the entire nation subscribed its pennies to buy him 
a fleet of airplanes. No less significant was the Sian 
coup in December, 1936. This extraordinary episode, 
beginning as the kidnaping of the Generalissimo by 
Northern Chinese who wanted Chiang to fight Japan, 
ended in the burial of the hatchet between the Na­
tionalists and the so-called Reds; that is, in a unified 
China. Despite these, signs and portents, however, 
the Japanese soldiery superciliously counted on the 
Chinese putting up the “umbrella resistance” which 
had marked so many of their civil conflicts.
The tinder was ignited near Peiping. Who first 
fired upon whom is still a moot question. A  Japanese 
arrriy contingent, conducting night manoeuvers oti 
July 7, had a brush with local Chinese soldiery. Even 
if Tokyo’s claim that the Chinese fired first be accept­
ed, the outside obser'ver is likely to conclude that the 
Japanese were “asking for it.” At any rate, the piled- 
up resentment of the Chinese nation could be held in 
no longer. Not only the people,' but Chiang himself,
refused to be browbeaten. The Japanese at Shanghai, 
Nanking, Suchow, and Chengchow found that China 
had become a magnified Nineteenth Route Army.
It has sometimes been said that the Chinese are 
not real fighters. Now the world and Japan see what 
a gargantuan mistake this is. A  host of foreign of­
ficers, from General Gordon on, have frequently paid 
tribute to the soldierly qualities of the Chinese. What 
has kept their soldierliness under a bushel in modern 
times has been lack of leadership. No man will fight 
with elan if he is constantly afraid that his officer is 
going to betray him. But officers in the present war 
found a new patriotism. And, thanks to the valuable 
assistance of the German advisers, they have devel­
oped the qualities of martial leadership.
Two great lessons stand out in the twelve months’ 
history of this savage conflict; one of problematic im­
port, and the other of good irhport.
The first is that, no fnatter How the war ends, the 
Chinese have shattered the myth of Japanese invul­
nerability. Nipponese legions have fought with am­
azing courage and endurance, But they are invaders 
in a country grimly in arms, and mbn are puny beside 
the spirit of a roused nation, the spirt which, to take 
the most dramatic bpisode of the war, was revealed in 
the opening of the Yellow River dikes. Query for 
the historian: What does _ this. roused Chinese spirit 
portend in world affairs?
The secorid lesson is that Ctiina reinforces Spain 
and even Ethiopia in upsetting the theory of quick 
wars. Offense, it is true, has grown into a juggernaut 
which can blot out cities and populations in a twink­
ling. But self-preservation is stronger than enginery. 
In the spirit of man resides a quality of resistance 
against which mechanics will beat in vain. Those who 
think of new wars which can be ended in six weeks 
may well be pondering the lesson of China. China’s 
losses may indeed have been Europe’s gain.
DIG_,N1TY, IT CAN BE most inconvenient at limes. 
It i.s all*right in its place but the very nature of tho 
beast usually prompts it to be curried too far. Tho 
noble institution of bankin/' must have dignity it 
seems . . . .  Oh. above all el/;e, a financial institution 
must preserve its dignity . . . .  There seems to bo 
something about Uic luuulling of money wldcli com­
pels one to liuve a superabundunce of dignity. Dignity 
is the first requisite of any matter tliat is the concern 
of a bank or any finimeial institution . . . .  The result 
is that when the mercury flirts with tlie lumdred dc- 
grei marlt and the entire populace iias sired its suit 
coat and is temirtcd also to shed its sliirt, the bank 
employees must by all means preserve the dignity of 
the institution by keeping on their suilcoats . . . .  On 
Monday I flitted between two banks . . . .  a sort of 
rob-Petcr-to-pay-Paul cpisedc, don’t you know . . . .  
but we will let that pass . . . .  Anyhow the boys in 
both banks were looking so immaculate in their en­
tire haberdashery . . . .  But oh, so warm. Not one 
person outside either counter wore a coat. But every 
manjack inside did . . . .  Is it possible that there ia 
some psychological fuel to the effect that a man with 
a coat on will not rob you as quickly us one without 
a coal? Or it is that the man with a coat on worko 
belter than one without . . . .  Or is it that tho jolly 
old dignity must be preserved, don’t you know . . . .  
For my part I would just as soon trust the coatlcsa 
man with my ten bucks. I would reason that when, 
tho thermometer gets around the mark it has fre­
quented during the past week, that the man who dof­
fed his suit coal and rolled up his sleeves was showing 
the bettor common sclase . . . .  at least his mind 
would be a little less likely to be concentrated on the 
stream of perspiration cascading over tho humps €*f 
his vertabrae, and would therefore be freer to con— 
qentrate on the problem of what to do with my de­
posit . . . .  anci he would be in better humor to deaf 
with my cheque . . . .  Everythirig obtains its degrees 
by comparison . . . .  It seems to bo a trifle warm  
here this afternoon pouriding this typewriter. I think 
the most cooling reaction I can obtain is to slip into 
a bank and take a look at manager, accountants and 
staff in full dress regalia . . . .  They will look so hot 
that it will cool me off even better than a dip in the 
lake or a bottle of beer . . . .  T«t, tut, I must not 
forget my dignity.
r p m
DO YO U READ BOOKS OR newspapers at meal 
times? If you are interested in starting an argument 
. . . .  far be that from me, of course, . . . .  that question 
is usually fairly effective. There is a time and a place 
for all things and, personally, I think there are times 
when the meal is greatly enhanced by a good book 
or the latest paper. Somehow a dish that you do not 
like manages to slip down a little easier if it can 
washed down with the latest news. Then, too, there 
are times in every household where the paper, or 
book, serves as the last defence of the cornered male 
■. . . . I saw a questionnaire on the matter the other 
day." Four women and two men discussed the subject 
Three of the women flatly refused to allow any read­
ing whatsoever at their tables. The fourth woman 
and the two men felt that it was permissable to look 
at the morning paper at breakfast time. There is a  
isharp cleavage of opinion there. Perhaps the three 
women who would not permit their husbands to 
glance at the headlines over his toast and coffee, are 
blessed with bright and cheery morning partners. 
Breakfast at the best of times is no bright and chatty 
meal and especially to those some of us who do not 
feel like launching into animated conversation the 
minute our feet touch the floor. Sornehow or other,
T think that wheri themorning paper is propped up 
in front of you, the morning cup of coffee tastes a  
little better, the eggs are more apt to suit yoiir palate, 
the bacon is a little crisper, the cereal a Little fresher, 
the toast browned a little better, the jam a little tar­
ter, the sun a little brighter, the conversation a little 
easier . . . . and that after all makes the breakfast a  
little pleasanter . . . .  And right there, to get in a little 
blurb for ourselves, I might say that the reason that 
The Courier is now available at breakfast time, is that 
it is our desire to make Kelowna’s Thursday break­
fasts a little cheerier . . .  . but I won’t say it . . . .
r p m
FATHER HAS RECEIVED another blow. This 
time at the hands of ten thousand London, England, 
school children, who took an intelligence test. Fathers 
are an unfortunate set. No one praises them. Mother^ 
crowned with laurels, get buttered up all over. Two  
celebrated English dramatists have recently published 
autobiographies full of praises of the maternal side, 
but somewhat critical of other branches of the family 
tree . . . .  and now even the children have joined in; 
all the more effectively; perhaps, from not knowing 
what they were doing . . . . It seeins that London’s  
cleverest children are the sons and daughters of uni­
versity professors . . . .  the children of proffessional 
people come nex.t, followed by those who have been • 
brought up in the atmosphere of big business. Right 
at the bottom are the children surroimded from birth 
by an atmosphere of want and poverty. The inquiry 
leads to the conclusion that the scholastic ability of 
children in the mass, though not necessarily individ­
ually, varies according to the professional and social 
status of their parents as reflected in the opportunities 
that this status provides . . . .T o  this rule however 
there is one important exception . . . . The children 
of ordinary seamen rank much higher than might 
have been expected. It is suggested that this is be­
cause they see so little of their fathers, who are 
naturally away from home a great deal . . . .  But 
fathers, much maligned as they be, are noble fellows. 
They , can rise above their chagrin at the result of these 
investigations so far as it affects them personally, and 
patriotically rejoice that the final conclusion of all 
is that Great Britain, like other countries, is fully 
equipped with an inexhaustible store of gifted 
children.........
Save the M atch »  «
and the contract should be let soon after.
The new telephone directory is now in the hands 
of the phone subscribers and is of greater interest in 
Kelowna because the street numbers of the houses 
are given. The'revised listing will be of inestimable 
value in this city and' the thanks of the city goes to 
the phone company for its cooperation in this matter.
sons riding on one machine is also coming under the 
eye of the police. On Tuesday night on Harvey avenue 
three girls were seen bn the one bicycle. One was 
straddling the seat, a second standing on the pedals 
while the third road the handlebars. The machine 
naturally wobbled all over the road and every passing 
motorist was forced to swerve wide to avoid hitting 
it. It is this sort of thing which leads to a high acci­
dent rate among bicycle riders and puts grey hairs 
into the heads of the car drivers.
E d i t o r i a l  C o m m e n t
One more step towards providing a new ferry to 
replace the Holdup has been taken by the provincial 
government. In the issue of the B.C. Gazette of July 
14th the tenders were called. Just one week is given 
the contractors to submit their bids as the final date 
that the tenders will be received is noon of Friday, 
July 22nd. To-morrow, then, the tenders will be in
On Tuesday the local detachment of the provincial 
police commenced a checkup on bicycles in the city 
and several riders were in court on Wednesday. The 
entire population should be behind the police in this 
campaign as bicycle riders have been consistent and 
flagrant violators of all traffic regulations. Bicycles 
are being checked to see that they comply with the 
regulations as regards lights, reflectors and other mat­
ters, ■while riders blithely disregarding traffic rules 
will be taken into court and either fined or the bi­
cycle impounded. The practice of two or three per-'
Douglas G. Corrigan has been “grounded” by the 
United States government. This cancellation of his 
licence will meet with general approval. The young 
man’s courage and skill command respect but his per­
formance in flying the Atlantic in an unfit plane is 
one which was so spectacular that other equally fool­
hardy youths are likely to attempt to emulate it. If 
the practice were permitted the, fleets of the world 
would soon be spending the greater part of their time 
scouring the oceans for planes which had come down.
The careful landlord planted trees
In verdant groves, the eye to please. 
They grew and flqurished, rich in game 
And timber— till the tripper came. 
“I ’ll light a cigaret,” he said,
And lit five miles of woods instead.
High on that hill, in days of old.
The gorse displayed its honeyed gold. 
And thousands went there to admire 
The view— till it was set on fire.
“I ’ll light my pipe,” some idiot said.
And lit the mountainside instead.
■ . a
You visitors who roam afar
On foot, on cycle, or by car,
By all means smoke when you’re inclined, 
Provided you will bear in mind 
The match is not invented yet
Which only lights a cigarette.
— Truth.
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K E O W N A  SCHOOLS F O R T U N A T E Y  
F R E  FROM INFECnOUS DISEASES 
DURING PA S T  YEAR  SAYS NURSE
Only 133 Cases W ere Reported and None of the Ailments 
W ere of Serious Nature— Nurse MacKenzie Gives 
Complete Report
A n  interesting report from the school nurse, Miss Dorothy E.MacKenzie, was received by the school board at its July meet­
ing last week, the most important feature being the lack of any seri­
ous infectious diseases in the school last year. Only 133 infectious 
diseases were reported during the past school year, 35 of these being 
chicken pox. Following is the complete report of the school nurse;
The Conservative Leader
*nio number of pupils enrolled was 
1,211, Of these 1,110 were examined 
by Dr. ICnox, the remainder being 
either absent at the time of the ex­
amination or new pupils. 1,097 were 
given health reports to take homo 
wth the results of the doctor’s exam­
ination. There wore a great many 
physical defects, dental decay being 
the most obvious, but I will not go into 
this as you will no doubt get these 
figures in Dr. Knox’s report. A ll the 
children were weighed and measured 
and 12% were found underweight.
Also 1,224 had their eyes tested and 
of this number 111 had defective vi.s- 
ion (this does not include those al­
ready wearing glasses). In many 
cases the defect was very slight and 
practically all of those who had really 
bad sight have obtained glasses by 
now. Doubtful cases which needed 
further examination were sent to Dr.
Boyce, who very kindly did this work 
free' of charge.
Absentees were checked daily at 
the elementary and junior high 
schools, and each one was seen be­
fore being admitted to the classroom, 
regardless of the length of time of 
the absence. Where there was any 
doubt as to the cause of absence if 
it was longer than three days the 
homes were visited. The main object 
of this check on absentees is to con­
trol infectious diseases which, fortun­
ately, have not been much trouble 
bhis year. Five hundred and twenty- 
eight home visits have been made 
during the year—absentee- visits and 
follow up work. These visits are a 
great help to both the teachers and 
myself in understanding the pupils, as 
the family background and home life 
have such a great effect ori the pu­
pils’ health, behaviour and progress at 
school.
Forty-eight health talks were given 
in the lower grades. As health has an 
important place in the curriculum now 
it is stressed much more in the class­
room by the teachers.
Infectious Diseases
We have been very fortunate this 
year with regard to infectious diseases.
There have only been 133 cases of in- pay for cocoa.
positive In the rural districts, 9.9 per­
cent is the lowest it has been in the 
city since the tuberculin tests were 
started 3 years ago.
Age Groups 
0—6 
7— 12 
13— 16 
17—20
20 and over
Total Positive Negative
14 2 12
168 11 157
30 3 27
— —
10 5 5
222 21 201
with positive reactionsA ll tho.se 
were examined and X-rayed at the 
clinic and as far as has been possible 
their families are contacted to find 
the possible source of infection.
Notices for Diptheria Toxoid were 
sent to the parents of 975 children. Of 
the number 300 consented to inocula­
tion and these children were inoculat­
ed by Dr. Ootmar last fall.
Goitre
Two hundred and nine children in 
the Elementary and Junior High 
School were found to have goitre and 
of these 124 received iodine treatment. 
They were given iodine tablets only 
with the consent of their parents and 
at their own expense if they were 
able to pay for them, otherwise they 
were free. 192 took iodine tablets in 
smaller doses as a preventative meas­
ure for goitre. Over 13,000 tablets 
were given.
Cocoa Kitchen
This year we had the cocoa kitchen 
open but it was run on a very much 
smaller scale than previously. It was 
open, a few weeks before Christmas, 
then from Januag^ 10th to February 
28th. Due to the mild winter, lack of 
funds, and other reasons cocoa was 
given only to children who were un­
dernourished and lived too far from 
school to go home. By giving free co­
coa indescriminately, we found it 
keeps many children at school during 
the noon hour who would be better 
off at home. A  circular letter was 
sent to thb parents to see if they were 
willing to pay for cocoa at a nominal 
fee, just enough to pay for materials. 
The response from this was very poor 
with less than 1 percent willing to
j* fectious diseases and skin diseases in 
Ip  the school, namely; Impitago, 37; Scab- 
ies, 14; Pink eye, 46; Mumps, 1; Chick- 
en Pox, 35.
Clinics:
Accidents
There have been no really serious 
accidents this year to speak of, with 
the exception of one child burning 
his hands, which was painful but not 
There have been 52 school children serious, and a couple of sbght accid- 
examined at the travelling Chest Clin- ents in the gymnasium. The rest have 
ic by Dr. Kincade. O f this number the been minor injuries confined to cuts. 
Doctor recommended that three child- burns, sprains, toothaches, etc. 
ren go to the local Preventorium for Registration and medical examina- 
the summer then to the Vancouver tion of the pre-school children was 
Preventorium afterwards as they all held on June 18th. There were just 
had bad lung conditions, although not 78 this year, a great many less than 
active T.B. Two of these children, last year.
are at present in the preventorium During the winter quite a lot of 
and the other has gone to Vancouver, clothing was given to needy families 
We have four children at school who as well as food in severe cases. This 
have had T.B., but there is nothing was donated by parents of school 
active at present and they are check- children, the Welfare Association, as 
ed at the clinic every four to six well as private individuals and service 
months. The rest of the children ex- clubs.
amined were found to be negative. in closing, I wish to thank the School
Tuberculin tests were given to 212 Board, Dr. Young, Dr. Knox, Dr. Oot- 
pupils and ten teachers this year by mar, the principals and teaching staff 
Dr. Knox. Out of the 222 there were of all the schools and all the doctors 
21 with positive reactions, 9.9 percent, for the assistance and co-operatiOn 
Altbbugh there was just 5.7 percent they have given me during the past
Ancarly-forgottcji man i.s back in the limelight again. For Hon. R. J.Manion, M.C., M.D., C.M., load the field for the succession to (he 
leadership of the Conservative party at its convention in Ottawa last 
week.
When Mr. Bennett was elected to that leadership in 1927 Dr. Manion 
was so close behind he could have reached out and grubbed Mr. Ben­
nett’s coattails. He followed the new leader into the 1930 election cam­
paign and so into the cabinet. In fact this stormy petrel of the north 
of Luke Superior was the buckingest broncho in the cabinet.
“Bob” Manion Is fighting Irish. His father was Patrick J. Manion 
and his mother Mary O’Brien. Both Irish-Canndlans. He was born in 
Pembroke, Nov. 18, 1801, and was educated at the Fort William Public 
and Port Arthur High Schools.
He took up medicine and surgery and might have done brilliantly 
had not politics and the war intervened. His first public office was ald­
erman at Fort William in 1913-14.
He served witli the French army In 1915, then joined the Canadian 
Army Medical corps. He was a front lino M.O. and while medical officer 
of the 21st Bn. he was in the thick of the Vimp Ridge “show.” When 
the smoke cleared he had gained a Military Cross.
He had been nominated by the Liberals in 1915 ns a candidate for 
the House of Commons, and in 1917 both Liberals and Conservatives 
united to give him a Unionist nomination. He was elected.
Banc of Hansard
Of medium height, he has none of the asceticism of Mr. Meighen 
nor the ponderosity of Mr. Bennett. Yet when he speaks he says two 
words to their one. A  speech by Dr. Manion makes old soldiers in the 
Commons instinctively duck for cover. A  machine gun drawls by. com­
parison. The late Hon. W. S. Fielding was long considered the speediest 
talker in the House. When he passed on Dr. Manion inherited the title. 
He is the bane of Hansard and the despair of reporters.
In action his mind moves so swiftly that the words pour out in spate. 
They come so fast at times that they out-speed his mind and he says 
things he later views with surprise. At times he is bitter of tongue, but 
is at heart a friendly soul. He has been known to hammer an oppon­
ent unmercifully, perhaps unfairly, and then in the lobby afterward 
to apologize. His opponent usually accepts the apology.
As as cabinet minister Dr. Manion’s experiences have been varied 
and full. It was his ill-luck to hold portfolios which he had to relinquish 
before he could get the minister’s seat warm.
When Mr. Meighen reorganized his cabinet after union government 
in 1921, Dr. Manion went in ms Minister of Soldiers Civil Re-Establish­
ment. Mr. Meighen, however, had his usual luck with general elections 
and Dr. Manion lost his portfolio, though he won his seat again.
In 1926 Mr. Meighen formed another cabinet, and Dr. Manion, by 
this time a recognized Conservative, was included. Hon. Charles 
Murphy was the Liberal postmaster general and one morning after the 
1926 debacle, he arrived at his office to find Dr. Manion busy on the job. 
Mr. Meighen had appointed him postmaster general and Dr. Manion did 
not believe in letting the mails wait.
Alas! Mr. Meighen’s jinx again sat on Dr. Manion’s doorstep. The 
new government did not survive the 1926 general election and again 
Dr. Manion went back to the opposition trenches.
Meanwhile he had put down his war impressions, and “A  Surgeon 
in Arms” was published, a readable narrative of the great adventdre 
from a medical officer’s viewpoint.
By 1927 Ontario had decided to do something about the Liquor ques­
tion and Premier Howard Ferguson asked Dr. Manion to initiate the 
Liquor Act and its machinery.
After a year he returned to carry on his duties in the House of 
Commons. Then came the election of 1930. The fighting Fort William  
veteran was in with a government that intended to stay in. Mr.'Bennett 
made him Minister of Railways and Canals, which department he ad­
ministered until the change of government in 1935.
During his term with the Bennett government Dr. Manion was sent 
to Geneva to head the 1933 Canadian delegation and later he was a ' 
delegate to the Disarmament conference.
An Irishman at a disarmament conference is something like a 
Pacifist at a Nazi rally, but Dr. Manion showed that it took a fighter to 
talk about stopping fighting.
In the 1935 election. Dr. Manion as a minister had other ridings 
besides his own to assist. It was hard sledding. The betting, however, 
was still on Manion to win in Fort William, until Harry Stevens, wing­
ing his way west, stopped off at the head of the lakes to toss a couple of 
Reconstruction party monkey wrenches into the Manion machinery. 
The Reconstructonists nominated a candidate, the C.G.F. joined in the 
fracas and ah Independent sniped on the edge of things. The net result ' 
was that Dr. Manion was beaten by Mclvor, Liberal. Mclvor had 5,481 
votes. Dr. Manion 4,565, but the Reconstructionist had garnered 2,030 
votes, the C.C.F. 1,635, and the Independent 78.
PEACHLAND TO VOTE ON $3,500 
BY-LAW  TO BE USED FOR SCHOOL 
PURPOSES; NEW TEACHER REQUIRED
Replacement of Pipe Above Power House is Expected to 
Cost About $1,000— New  Masonic Hall is Under 
Construction
tujiivcntion at Vancouver, returned to 
iier lioine here on Tue::day.
* *
Mr. and Mr.s. Barkweii, of Edmonton, 
were /'ue.sis at tlie Trei)uii!er Auto
Camp last week.
• * •
A Burdekin left for a trij) to Eng­
land recently.
• « «
M js. A. Cummings, of Trail, is a 
guest at tlie liome of lier inotlier, Mi'.s, 
C. C. Inglis. • ♦ ♦
Miss Helen Arnott, of Suminerland, 
is staying at tlie home of Mr. and Mrs. 
_____________  W. E. Clements.
A  R EQ U E ST  for a vote on a $3,500 money by-law was made by ^ J3 *McClcment. of Westthe Peachland school board at the meeting of the Peachland Summerland, spent the week-end here, 
council held on Wednesday night, July 13, in the municipal 'hall. Her daughter, Mrs. Lloyd, is remaining 
Councillor A. J. Chidley, who is also chairman of the school board, ,
explained that this money was required tor repairs, a new heating ^  „„
system snd a new sanitary system for the school, while some ot it inorninj' and was badly wrecked as It 
would also be used to re-furnish and fit the vacant room for use went over the hill, and landed on its 
after the holidays. The school population has increased to such an no.so alongside the main highway. The 
extent that a new teacher will have to be obtained and another roorn which belonged to Mrs. A. Ruffle,
oj^ened.
It was decided by the board to have here after live year’s absence, 
the now teacher, a junior high school ^ .
teacher, thus relieving Mr. Bowering , ^rs. Sloan and daughter. Betty, of 
of the whole of the high schol work y««c? «ver arc spending the summer 
nt r,rn«frnt whilo Grades 7 and 8 >» ^uss Elliotts cottage on Fomlh .st.
was parked at E. H. Ruffle’s gate when 
it started off, crashing through some 
small trees to plunge over the bunk.
“SH-H!”
Tommy (in presence of visitors): 
“Daddy, will you please give me a 
dime?”
Daddy (with forced smile): “Cer­
tainly. Tommy, here you are.”
Tommy: “This time you won’t make 
me give it back after the company’s 
gone, will you, Daddy?”
year. Also I  wish to thank all the in­
dividuals and organizations who have 
assisteid financially.
Yours respectfully,
Dorothy E. MacKenzie.
School Nurse,
■ Kelowna Public Schools.
clothes ori 
as a mini-
beyond his
Tie up with a re?al treat! Roll-your-own 
cigarettes with O g d e n ’s Fine Cut and 
you’ ll corral the fuller smoking enjoy­
ment that this cooler and more fragrant 
tobacco gives. Y o u ’ ll roll them ev^n 
better if you make sure to use " V o g u e ’ ’ 
or "Chontecler’ ’ papers.
S c o u t  C o m m i s s i o n e r s  
C o r n e r
The two main Badges for water 
work available to Scouts are the swim­
mer’s and rescuer’s badges, and we 
would like to see a number of these 
earned before this summer ends. The 
requirements for the swimmer’s badge 
are as follows:-
1. Swim 50 yards with 
(shirt, trousers and sox 
mum).
2. Undress in water 
depth.
3. Swim (with' clothes) 100 yards, 
using the breast stroke, and 50 yards 
on ' the back with the hands either 
clasped on the arms or the arms fold­
ed in front of the body.
The requirements for the rescuer’s 
which, is also a King Scout’s badge 
and which tests have to be passed an­
nually. are as follows:
1. Perform in the water four meth­
ods of rescue and three of release 
from the clutch of a drowning person; 
the drowning person, about the same 
size as the rescuer, to be carried at 
least ten yards in demonstrating each 
of the rescue methods.
2. Dive from the surface to the 
depth of at least five feet and bring 
up a stone brick or iron weight object 
of not less than five poujids.
3. Demonstrate the Schaffer meth­
od of resuscitation and the promotion 
of Warmth and circulation.
4.. Swim 50 yards and then undre.ss 
before touching ground.
Our heartiest _ congratulations to 
Jack Witt, the latest of the 1st Kelow­
na Old Scouts to get married, and our 
best wishes to him and his bride.
E. C. W.
AMERICAN BREWERS 
PRINCETON’S
ENVY
TULAMEEN
Viewed x'ecently by prominent Am ­
erican brewers, Princeton Brewing 
Company’s newly remodelled plant 
was the subject of enthusiastic com­
ment.
Referring to the waters of the Tula- 
meen. these' authorities I'cmarked, af­
ter analyzing them, that such waters 
were rare. They were especially ad­
apted in chemical properties for the 
brewing of fine beer.
Home of “Royal Export” and “Old 
Gold” beer.s, tho Princeton plant has 
undergone x’ecent improvements at a 
cost of $80,000 that bring it into the 
front rank of modern breweries. Since 
1937 its output has increased sixfold.
Seven domestic airlineis employ host­
esses, and one domestic airline and 
two extending to foreign countries em­
ploy stewards.
as at present, while Grades 7 and 8 
would also be taken into this junior 
high school room.
Municipal Clerk C. C. Inglis was 
instructed to draw up this by-law at 
once so that it could be submitted to 
Victoria for approval and bo voted 
on as soon as possible by the rate­
payers.
Replacement of Pipe
The replacement of the pipe above 
the power house was discussed, it be­
ing decided that the valve should be 
moved from its present location at 
the junction of the power house line 
and the old domestic water line to 
below the junction of the new line 
and the power house line. By hav­
ing the valve in this position the do­
mestic water systeiji will not be in­
terfered with for repairs or adjust­
ments at the power house at any time 
after the valve is installed. The to­
tal cost of pipe and labor for this 
work is expected to run about $1,000.
A  periodic heavy drain on the po\v- 
er line from some unkno-vJin cause 
was reported by T. McLaughlin, op­
erator of the power plant, and a plan 
of tracing down the offending elec­
trical appliance was explained by 
Councillor F. Kindhin, who expects 
to be able to locate the trouble.
Upon request of E. H. Trimble, 
whose property is fronted ( by the 
pound on Third street, it was decided 
to demolish this pound which is now 
rarely used. The two pounds, one 
at Trepanier and the other on the 
hill, will be used, when the occas­
ion demands.
A  complaint regarding the iron junk 
parked on Second street was received 
and Mr. Inglis wias instructed to no­
tify the owner that it would be re­
moved at municipal expense and 
charged back if it was not removed 
from that street before July 18.
To take care of maturing deben­
tures July 1, a £500i Grant Trunk 
bond had been sold at 9 9 ^  to realize 
$2,426.26. This, with the $700 in the 
sinking fund, was more than enough 
to meet the $3,000 debentures due July 
1, 1938, the loan floated in 1918 for 
electric light.
No money, had been borrowed from 
the bank this year, it was stated, and 
, with money on hand to meet the cost 
of installing the new pipe at the pow- 
cr house there would be no need of 
borrowing this year, according to the 
municipal clerk.
During the two week’s vacation of 
the clerk the Municipal office will be 
closed with the next regular meeting
of the Council to be held August 15.
♦ * * '
' Start Work on Masonic Hall
Work started last week on the new 
Masonic Hall being built on Beach 
drive between First and Second 
streets. J. Darke, of Sumrherland, is 
the contractor in charge of the build­
ing and the foundation has been laid 
this week with the erection of the 
building to start as soon as possible.
The United Church held its annual 
enjoyable Sunday school picnic on 
Wednesday afternoon at Deep creek 
when swimming and sports were fol­
lowed by supper served under the 
shady trees along the mouth of the 
creek.
* * *
The crib work along the Princeton, 
Road in the Cilen just this side of the 
deep crossing went out on Thursday 
of last week, causing inconvenience 
to three trucks that were hauling lum­
ber to West Summerland from a mill 
located 18 miles back. The mill .was 
installed last spring and the first load ‘ 
of lumber came out last Wednesday.
L. Trautman and J. Pasemko are in­
terested in the mill and are disposing 
of the cut lumber at West Summer- 
land. Repairs have been made hy a 
road crew in charge of W. D. Miller. 
The road at this point is extremely 
narrow with the drop straight down 
into the Deep creek channel.
Cherry Picking Over 
Cherry picking is practically all over 
in this district while a few of the early 
peaches, Alexanders mostly, and apri­
cots are being picked and shipped. 
Peaches are sizing ,up well with the 
hot weather, ideal for their successful 
growth. A  good crop of soft fruit is 
assured this year while apples are also 
good.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Beatty and children,' 
Mary, Jim and Elmer, of Timmins, On­
tario, arrived last week to visit Mrs. 
Beatty’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. 
Eddy. Mr. Beatty returned last week 
and his family are leaving early this 
week. * * •
Mr. and Mrs. L. Cuthbert and two 
daughters of McLeod, Alberta, are 
guests of Mri and Mi’s. J. T. Long at 
the Greata Ranch. Mrs. Cuthbert is 
Mr. Long’s niece.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Hendrickson, 
who are former Peachland residents, 
were visitors in town on Tliursday 
from High "River, Alberta. They were 
accompanied by their two children.
Hi ♦ *
Miss C. Cowdell arrived from Eng­
land to take up residence at her homo
Mrs. A. McKay, who was a do'egato 
to the provincial Women’s Iruslitulc
ORIGIN OF STANDARD TIME
The awkwardness and confusion of 
local time led to the adoption by Am­
erican railways in 1883 of a system of 
standard time.
LOBIOUS views o f cool, green forests 
is one o f the principal charms of this vaca­
tion land . . . yet a  moment of thoughtlessness in 
throwing match or cigarette out of a car window can 
start a  forest fire that will ruin it ail. Please help 
preserve our forests by using every care with fire in 
the woods.
BR ITISH CO LU M BIA  FOREST SERVICE  
Dept, of Lands
PUT 
CIGARETTE 
BUTTS OUT
TO THE  
F I N E S T  
BEERYOU 
BUY
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Con­
trol Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
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PROTESTS CITY FIJVTRY LAIRD’S 
ELECTRICAL CHARGE (JENfiROUS SPIRIT
ON DUTY AT CANADA HOUSE
IS WELL KNOWNR. I’. Iliijihos appciircd beforo tlu? city council on Mtmd.iy nij'iit 'Uid pro­
tected tlie rate under wliicli liia uparl-
ment lioure rcfri('erid(*rif were cliiiri'ed , “ T t-. r • ■, i
iiit) electrical bill. As Alderrmui Capt. Diin-Watcrs has Befriended
IMPROVEMENTS TO E E M E N TA R Y  
AND HIGH SCHOOLS STRESSED
CITY ISSUES 
REMOVAL ORDl
on
Pettii'rew, cliiilrman of tin; electrical 
department, was not present the mat­
ter was left for Investication by May­
or Jones and Alderman Pettif'rew 
Mr. Ilu/dics also imiuircd why he 
had been ininble to have (he tian.sfer 
completed of twenty-one feet of prop­
erty which he had disposed to Mr. 
Barber some inontlis ago. It was point­
ed out lliat llie city recognized no 
twenty-one foot lot and that it would
Many Persons Here and in Old 
Country During 70 Years
Crowded Conditions and Crossing of the pupils has been
u .. tv-  tt___ no epidemics occurred dur-U , in>u uu o u i n u e e i i u uof Str cts Noted by Dr. Knox j„j, year. Over two hundred i)u- 
in His Annual Report plls were treated with llie tubercullii
test and about two huncliod were im-
B O U G H T  E STATE  IN  1909
Developing of Ayrshire Herds 
Has Been Laird’s Chief Hobby 
at His Immense Ranch
Capt. J. C. DunWaters, wliose dona- 
he necessary to subdivide tlie property immense Fintry estate earne
before tlie transfer could be completed, as such a delightful surpri.se to the
--------------------------------- whole province recently Is known
TOO liONG throughout B.C. for his many goncr-
Unimproved roads in the United ous acts. He is a stock breeder,
States would, if placed end to end. K^'^^cr and a line Scottish
stretch over 2.000.000 miles. < .v . v.
C l e a n s  D i r t y  H a n d s
CANADIAN LEGION
ANNUAL TRAIN 
EXCURSION
—  to
VANCOUVER
by C. N. R.
AUGUST 11 16
Five clear days in Vancouver
R E T U R N  FAR ES  
from Kelowna—  
COACH TOURIST 1st CLASS
$ 9 . 4 0  $ 2 J .0 5
Berths extra
Phone your reservations EARLY so 
that enough accommodation will be 
provided.
48-6C
All his life Capt. DunWaters has 
been doing similar acts of kindness to 
that which he performed last week 
when he donated his estate that young 
English lads might learn the proper 
methods of Canadian farming. His 
generosity to those in need and to 
those whom he likes is well known.
Fintry was his birthplace In Scotland 
and Fintry is the name of the estate 
which he founded on the western 
shores of Okanagan lake near Vernon. 
He is thus popularly dubbed the “Laird 
of Fintry”. This land was first pre­
empted by Capt. Shorts, way back in 
1883 but it was not until 1909 that Capt. 
DunWaters obtained the title and be­
gan to develop a ranch that has since 
become one of the show places of the 
Okanagan.
Publishing BusincsB 
When but 21 years of age, the Laird 
fell heir to the Outram Press of Glas­
gow, including the Glasgow Herald. In 
later years he disposed of this pub­
lishing company and presented the 
staff with a bonus of £50,000.
Since he came to Canada in 1909 Cap­
tain DunWaters’ principal interest has, Lance Corporal R, C. McDowell of the R.C.M.P., is shown here as he began
been furtherance of the Ayrshire breed his duties as commissionaire at Canaa House, Trafalgar Square, London. A  
of dairy cattle in the Pacific Coast veteran of seven years in the Arctic, McDowell is the object of obvious hero- 
proyince. About ten years ago he im- worship by some London boys who gaze, all-eyes, at their first Mountie. 
ported a large shipment of purebred
Ayrshires from their native Scotland ' , - . '
and made them available to Okanagan
Recommendations as to improve- munlzed against diptherin. 
rnents in scliool building.s and systems 'I’lie check on goitre Wis continued 
were made by Dr. W. J. Knox, school as in former years, both in regard to 
hcaltli inspector in submitting his an- examination and treatment, and is 
nual report to the Kelowna school sliowing a marked improvement in tlie 
board last Wednesday night. number of cases of goitre in children
Of the junior high, he said the build- ‘^ver fifteen years of age, there being 
ing is a credit to the city, but the ele- in the Senior High School 50 per
mentary pupils in it would be better cent fewer cases of goitre In proportion 
amongst others nearer their ago. More number of pupils lliaii there were 
elementary rooms have been needed <^ cn years ago. This is very gratifying, 
this year and will be in greater need pupils in Elemcntry school need
this coming year. The addition made " ’C'c school room. There will be over 
to the south side of the junior high hundred new pupils starting
has added greatly to the comfort of «cli6ol in November and during the 
pupils and supplied much needed year some of the rooms were over 
space, he continued. The bright study crowded.
room is a great comfort to the pupils. follow up work In the home,
Whereas he determined that ventil- ^y  McKenzie, is shorving a bene- 
ation and healing in the junior high Ocial effect in the environment and 
is in excellent condition, the primary sanitation of many of the homes of the 
school is just good. In the primary there is still much to be de-
school there should be a cement lloor sired, and it is hoped that the City 
as the prc.sent one "is foul and most Council will see their w«y to further 
objectionable. In the elementary m hastening the sanitary improvc- 
school there is need for much improve- *T^ *-'nt of certain part of tlie City. In 
ment, as they are old and not ado- Provincial Annual Report book, a" 
quatc.” detailed report of all our city schools
“Each room is crowded to capacity will appear as to number of defects in 
and the average about the same as in Pupils, sanitation and condition of 
the past two years’ report.” he stated, school building and grounds etc.
“The senior high pupils have to No serious accident occurred on the 
spend much time travelling to and school premises during the year but of 
from the junior high school for clas- minor accidents, skin diseases, sore 
ses, having to cross a cross-street of eyes, infectious diseases etc. about 
two very busy roads of traffic. This hundred cases were attended in
seems unwise on account of the dang- office.
er of modern traffic, sooner or later Over, eighty preschool children of six
an accident will happen, as the pupils were examined on June
are intent on their studies and them- ^^ere are over twenty-five still
selves during these school hours. Some examine that did not report in on
solution to this problem should be ^^y- will be examined on
found as early as possible.” ' ^^y school next September.
Following is the medical report.  ^ remain.
Dear Madam and Sirs: Sincerely yours,
I herewith tender a resume of the M.D.
On Monday nigiil the city council 
issued instructions for the city solicit­
or to prepare n removal order of the I 
persoii.s living in a sliuck on the prop-l 
erty of Peter Slumblilich, Jot 13, plm| 
045, St. Paul Street.
’riie .shack is not suitable for habJ-l 
tation, according to the city bylaw. It| 
i.s a one room affair witli brick chim-f 
ney. It recently lias been plastered, 
new window put In, a porcli added. I 
'riiese alterations were made wiUioutl 
a permit.
There i.s a fairly large house on the| 
lot as well as several small buildlngsl 
in addition to the shade in quc.stion. 
This is on the line and is of doubtful 
age. It would undoubtedly be cun-| 
domned within u year or two.
Tlie council, acting on the rccommcn-I 
dation of the building inspeetor (mdf 
Alderman Gather, issued instructional 
for the city solicitor to prepare a re­
moval order.
A  ONE-LEMON TREE
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.—T h«l 
lemon is hardly native to the Pikcsl 
Peak country but Mrs. R. S. Niswanff-1 
er has just completed her usual “lemon [ 
harvest.”
She plucked a lemon 18 inches ini 
circumference—enough for three piesl 
—from the lemon tree that grows ini 
winter within her house and in the! 
summer outside in her garden. The! 
tree is potted and bears only one g l-f  
gantic lemon at a lime.
EST4BUSHE57?re'
medical inspection of your city schools 
during the school year just closed.
‘■ s
THROUGH
SLEEPING CAR
On Monday, W ednesday and 
Friday each week Canadian 
National operates a through
farmers at public auction.
As a result some of Canada’s best 
Ayrshire herds can now be found in 
Vernon district. Captain DunWaters’ 
own herd has established many high 
production records. Last March 18 
one of his cows, “Fintry Honeysuckle,” 
produced 19,442 pounds of 4.46 per 
cent milk, containing 945 pounds of 
butterfat, highest production in all 
Canada" for that year.
Many Generous Acts 
His gift of the farm to the Fair- 
bridge organization is only one exam­
ple of the generosity which has mark­
ed his life. Preceding Chapter: Colters learn ed a flat stream bed, dry nine-tenths
It is said that close to $1,000,000 has that their gold assays thousands of of the time, directly against a cliff 
been spent on his farm, which even dollars a tori and Carolee tells Nina some 300 feet high. The cliff was
has its own curling rink. of her love for Stuart. more than straight up—>it , actually
When British boys and girls arrive _  . , v-rr leaned over the water dourse, dUe
at the farm, they will find what is CHAPTER XVI to the occasional floods that had cut
literally a cross-section of British Col- Stuart Blake asked Carolee if he its base away.
umbia. The ranch is self-contained, might take her home. He would bor- They were chugging along there
with its own water system and elec- row a horse for her from the Lodge when—SPLOW -W -W ____right at them,
trie power plant, which harnesses the corrals, and escort her at least part directly in front, a boulder larger
power of a waterfall on the property, way up the mountain climb to her than a barrel fell from the cliff!
'There are trap-lines on the estate, cliff eyrie. mass of loosened earth and rocks
and part of ,it has been set aside as a “You can’t go now,” Nina informed followed. Dust enveloped the car. 
sanctuary for wild animals, including them. “She’s staying for dinner. Of one accord the men shouted
mountain ^3|s ^d_ deer. Aren’t you.” warnings, jumped for safety.
„  . Carolee smiled in surprise. The car hit the fallen mass and
Novy in his^  70s, the “Laird of Fm- ‘Well, I hadn’t known it, but—” stalled. It hadn’t meen travelling
broad- “Good. Then you are. I may let fast enough to smash itself against
shouldered man, interested in sport and Stuart ride up with you later. Or— ” the rock.
alert as most men much younger than (to bedevil him) “—I may take her Silas ran back a few yards, looked 
himself.  ^  ^ home myself!” tip at the sky which was still glowing
Prom m ^t in ^ r lin g  circles of the Carolee v/as slightly embarrassed slightly from the sunset, 
province, he has built his own curling although pleased immensely at the in- He jerked out a pistol and fired 
rink ^  the mneh, and takes part in vitation. She had her father and bro- rapidly at the cliff rim. 
m ^t British Columbm bonspiels. ^  ther to worry about. They were wait- “Somebody poked his head over
J mg in the old car to leave, even now. up there!” he called to his dad.
Old man Colter was too astonished, 
“Dad, I’m going to stay for dinner, and frightened, to act or talk sensibly
^ minutes. He realized their
JUST AS SAFE ■
Mrs. Hibbertson: “What I have just 
said is a great secret. It was told to 
me in the strictest confidence. I must 
caution you against repeating it.”.
Mrs. Mowlby: “I shall endeavor to 
be just as cautious as you are.”—^Royal 
Arcanum Bulletin.
FAIR '^^ARNING
For a first novel, this is'an admir­
able piece of work, and a prophesy 
considerable popularity for this young 
waiter.—Local Paper.
So long as he doesn’t keep diners 
waiting while he finishes another chap­
ter.—Humorist.
“I ’ll go back from here. Sure glad 
you weren’t hurt, Mr. Colter, and Sil­
as. This puts a new light on 
a lot of things, but it leaves 
a dark spot somewhere just tjie same. 
Do you have any idea who’s been 
trying to kill us? Shooting at my 
dad, and throwing rocks, arid—Paul?” 
They couldn’t guess. Carolee look­
ed helplessly up at him, saddened at 
the tragic events.
“Well, I have! I have aa idea, but 
I ’ll have to check on it first. Don’t 
any of you go up there again alone. 
And I won’t be seeing you for a day 
or two, probably. This business can’t 
go on; we’ve got to have a showdown.
(To Be Continued)
Th is advertisement is not ptib> 
lished or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Govern­
ment o f  British Columbia.
NOW
a t  n e w  l o w  s u m m e r  p r i c e s
Shropshire Hunt, which had one of the she went over to them 
most celebrated packs of hounds in
Great Britain. _  Miss Blake asked me.”
During the Great War he returned The old man bridled.
_ to the Old Country. His wife operat- “You cain’t stay.”
sleeping car from  the Okanagan ed a private hospital in Egypt, and he “Why? I will be home before 10
to the East. Aw ake next morn­
ing aboard The Continental 
Lim ited. Okanagan sleeper 
goes as far as Blue R iver, 
where transfer conveniently ar­
ranged to space already reserv­
ed in your name.
served with the British forces in Gal­
lipoli, Egypt and France. Since the with me.
o’­
clock. Someone will ride to the trail
escape had been miraculous. Soon, 
though, he darted back to the car and 
got his own gun, a rifle.
They studied the rim for a lonjg
war he has made occasional visits to 
his old home in Scotland.
INDIANS FINED 
IN UQUOR CASES
h me. They’ll lend me a horse.” time, craning their necks and peering 
You cain’t stay,” the father re- at it from ambush. They saw no more 
peat'ed. rather sourly. sign of life.
Carolee bit her lip and looked away. “That there rock was pushed oyer!” 
She thought for a moment or two, Silas declared, and his father nod- 
then came to a quick conclusion. ded.
“I ’m sorry, papa, but I have already They stalked, silently, around the 
accepted the invitation, and—-I am base and up a canyon that would give 
staying. Wait a minute, now! Let me them access to the cliff top. But it
A  B I G G E R  
B A R G A I N  
T H A N  E V E R
Two Indians were involved in liq- 7^?^^^' have to remind you that Miss took more than half an hour and they 
uOr cases in police court on Monday, adequate chaperon, if I found nothing when they got there.
T R A IN  LE A V E S  K F t  O W M A  Antoine Elis being assessed $25 or 25 >^c®ded one. And Stuart himself has Nothing but signs where the rock had
days for being in possession of liquor, never been anything but a gentleman lain, and had crushed off ah edge of 
He was given tirhe to pay his fine. ^much you dis- the cliff. It was extremely disturb-
G O d D . ^ E A I i  S P E E D W A Y
5:05 P.M. D A IL Y  E X C E PT  
S U N D A Y
A. J. HUGHES. Agent 
Phone 330 Kelowna, B. C.
Manuel Jack was charged with being 
intoxicated and was'fined $10 or 10 
days, and is serving his term.
For creating a disturbance in the 
city park, G. Haskins paid a fine of 
$5. _
Emil Seifred. was in possession of an 
unregistered automatic pistol and was 
fined $10 or 10 days. He was given 
time to pay.
like or distrust him. And—” ing. In the darkness they could see
What do you know about—” no tracks, if indeed there were any
She ignored the interruption and to see.
 ^ “You say you seen his head?” old
— and finally, I found most of the Colter whispered, 
gold you have gotten up here anyway, silas nodded. ’ITiey could find noth- 
and Im  21 years of age. I won’t be jng. Silas’ quick shooting evidently 
treated unreasonably!” had gine wild, but had served to
She uttered this last with a firm frighten the assailant away. Could 
ness which both men recognized, the assailant have been an animal? 
^  meant just what she Some mountain lion, perhaps poised
for it, even as cats do to look down for possibleACCEPT POLE TENDER  ^ — ---------------- ------  — .... ________
The city council on Monday night j  were angered momentarily, game, that had accidently pushed a-
V-13-38
accepted the tender of George Me 
Master who will supply one hundred 
cedar poles thirty-five feet long, at 
$5.00 per pole. '
OVERNIGHT SERVICE to and from VAHCOUVER
VIA PENTICTON A -  Dally Service 
Greyhound a:00 pjn. Iv. KELOW NA ar. 9:45 ajn. Greyhound
Bus ------- 10:10 pjn. ar. PENTICTON Iv. 7:30 a jn ............  Bus
No. 11 ...._ 10.30 pjn. Iv. PENTICTON ar. 7:30 aon........  No. 12
No. 11 —  10:00 ajn. ar. VANCOUVER Iv. 8.05 p.m. No 12
Dine leisurely 
on Train 3 after 
leaving Sicamous
4:00 pjn. Iv. 
8:05 pjn. ar. 
8:29 pjn. Iv. 
9:00 ajn. ar.
V IA  SICAMOUS 
Dally Except Sunday
KELOW NA
SICAMOUS
SICAMOUS
VANCOUVER
Parlor Car 
between Kelowna 
and Sicamous 
ar. 2:25 pjn.
Iv. 10.25 ajn. 
ar. 6.50 ajn.
Iv. 7:15 pjn.
. Travel Eastbonnd via Sicamous.
Ask about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
^C. SHAYLER—City Ticket Agent—Phone 104; or G. D. sisOWN. 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone 10—Keinwna, B. C.
C A N A D IA N  P A C IF IC
The old rnan just looked at her, chew- gainst a boulder loosened in the last 
ing his tobacco and saying no more. rain? ’The men discussed it as a 
‘You stay, and I’ll meet you down possibility, but Silas swore some- 
at the foot of the trail at 10 .o’clock what indignantly that he knew a 
with your horse, said Silas, as he man’s, head when he saw it, even in 
stepped on the starter of their old twilight.
pulled away. Stuart and Carolee rode up soon
What to do '^ith Carolee. if any- after the two men had climbed down,
thing, wasn t discussed by her bro- They were greatly alarmed at the 
ther and father as they rode^ glumly discovery. It seemed patently ,an 
along. T^ey loved the girl in their attempt on the Colter men’s livesj and 
own fashion; they disliked to see her Stuart said so.
wean away from them, but they The old man nodded agreement. The 
knew separation was bound to come fpur did a good deal of talking, in
some day’ some how. fact, and the Colter men finally ad-
Cain L  expet sis ^  never to see no m^ted that they had suspected Stu- 
meO’ ’ Silas suggested once,_ but his art of trying to get revenge on them 
father promptly squelched ham: “I’ll heretofore, and maybe to drive them 
run you younguns like I want!” Silas away from the gold hunt, 
spat, rather rentemptuously, out the “ But you was back there at th’ 
car window. He didnt blame Carolee. Lodge this time,” Silas remarked. “ We 
himself. , been mixed up, about that. But as
. 5° i shore as th’ devil made rattlesnakes,
to the foot of the Colters’ horse trail, somebody’s been doggin’ u s” 
where they regularly stored their car Stuart had seen cowboys' working 
in the b.ushes, was no more than a a good deal of late and he had pick- 
set of “ hallow ruts across the desert ed up a trick or two. He carried a 
soil. It wound interminably in and strong lariat on his saddle With it 
out among the rocks, dodging clumps he and his horse “snaked” the bie- 
of cholla cacti, leading between giant gest rock out of the roadway the 
saguaro, ocotillo, prickly pear, and other men and Carolee keeping care- 
yiwca ^owths. n • watch of the cliff top meanwhile.
For about a quarter mile it foUow- “A ll clear now,” Stuart called gaily.
•Il||
® If your budget dictates a low 
first cost you can find no better 
buy than this husky SPEED- 
WAY TIRE* Here^  frankly^  is  
a Goodyear tire at a price * • « 
but still a Goodyear; built with 
a*tough* thick treadj Supeiiwist 
bodyj Goodyear construction 
throughout and Goodyear guar­
anteed! There’s nothing on the 
market that provides you with 
a value comparable to Speedway 
at its new low prices* Drive i n  
and see this tire today « a • we 
bave your size!
While you are here let us 
show you the GOODYEAR 
LIFEGUARD * •. you can’t buy 
better protection against blow* 
out danger • • • Co save your life!
’ S  T I R E
PENDOZI ST. KELOWNA PHONE 287
X m m
IMl . r *
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By J. R. A.
WA™ mOWNA PlAYS HEADS-UP BALL 
TO ENSURE TOP PLACE IN LEAGUE 
STANDING BY 3-1 WIN OVER MINERS
Negroes Put on Colorful 
Game for 10-4 Victory
Ball
ICcIownu may not have* Uio snappiest 
ball club of the past decade, but it is 
one of the best balanced and will come 
nearer to puttlnfj up a /'amo Tl/'lit 
a(Tainst the mainstays of other leagues 
the Interior than for many years
“Yowsah, brother, Ah’s from Ten­
nessee and ah laks yo’ climate." Sucli 
was the drawl of tlie African Zulu 
Giants who performed on the Kelowna 
ball diamond on Tue.sday evening, 
drawing a 10-4 victory in a game which 
m tf'c packed a lot of laughs,
past. Of ^  Maybe that negro .shouldn't hnv<! ad-
not commenced yet, a y g mitted ho was from Tennessee when 
happen in a fa ll game- he was bedecked in grass skirt and
Sundays Kelowna has jdayed real nr
bang-up ball, and has sUigcd a d is- SSfsm’t mattS: 
play pleasing to even the crabbiest . , .
of the seldom-paying c^ ^^  ^ beS theR-ability to hit intb the rough plae- w renaru  v.i
cs, and crack the horsehide with a re- only ,two losses, 
sounding thump. Heat Was Extreme
Kelowna scored the first run but
Sortome Given Wonderful Support by H is Infield to Ac­
cord Victory— Harold Cousins Shaky and Support 
Weakens in Pinches
HARMELING MEN 
STILL LEAD IN 
BULLOCH LADE
But McMillan’s Team Reduce 
Adverse Margin Against Them 
by Tep Points
Torrid heat and smoke from distant 
foix-st fires combined to create u haze 
that gave the competitors a good deal
----------------------------------------  ^  ^ . of worry, especially at the longer dls-
E F T Y ” Sortome only struck out two Highland Bell Miners in tances, at the second shoot of the
De.spite the extreme heat, the boys
S^avc game the visitors immediately tied rjp the played head^T ^^^^
>er of Tssistf turned in by the count and wen and Kelowna earned the 3-1 victory.
calibre but the team backs up the 
hurlcrs and that is the main thing.
Just take a look at the box score of 
the
all nineteen of them. Thore IJo  final outcome was foyei tliough only one earned run was
was even a splendid display when Bok- m doubt, but the Kelowna lads played scored either side. V. Chapman, 
lage picked up the horsehide in left sulTiciently good ball to warrant the peppery second sacker for the victor- 
fleld heaved to third, who in turn admiration of the negroes and make Kelownians was the leading of-
slam'mcd it home in time to tag Eddie them realize they were m a ball game fensive player on the squad, ably
Cousins, who tried to make the trek smart to come out on backed by his brother Frank and
to homo from second. Tlie slightest top. Rudy Kielbiski. Sortome, himself,
miscue along that line of delivery and The darkies’ antics were comical, es- contributed two single's and aided in 
Beaverdell would have registered an- pecially those of the famed catciiei, advancing Val Leier around the sacks 
other run and then anything might whose bright red grass skirt was the third run of the game,
have haonened. envy of the crowd. Whereas the other .pbe Miners were the heavier hitting
• « « players wore a mere dull, brownish team, being credited with nine blows
grass, this catcher had a flaming red Sortome's deliveries, but they were 
visitors all come away from the i^nd his features were horrible to ob" ■v^ rell scattered and the IVXiners did not 
Kelowna diamond swearing that Lefty serve. He was the life of the party, bave the punch in the final analysis. 
Sortome hasn’t a thing on the pill. As the hot spell continued, so did Kelowna was allowed only six hits 
That may be true to a certain extent, the negroes eat it up, and they frol- for the three runs, but two costly 
Jle hasn’t a great deal of stuff, but icked with abandon on the green of 0 i*rors paved the way for two out of 
he is learning fast. For a left-hander the-city athletic park, at the same time fbe counts.
he has good control and this new im- giving Kelowna a little practical lesson Harold Cousins was shaky on the 
port Yorko, his catcher, seems to know in the art of ball handling, 
his stuff. He calls for them in the 
right places and not more than a doz-
Hi There, Gang !
....
mound for the invading Miners and 
did not display his usual sparkling 
game. Sortome, however, was cool 
and collected throughout and was go­
ing better at the finish than when he 
started. He did not have a remark­
able strike-out record, but his deliv­
eries were difficult to hit far, and his 
infield backed him up one hundred 
Rudy Kielbiski at short
en baUs went out of the infield last pened in this diamond pasttime. Rut-
Sunday. That is good control, if this land was going great guns until just
Gossiper knows anything about ball, after mid-season, when the old slump
Sortome has no big strike-out record, began and the rot set in. Since then,
hut his easy delivery and even tern- you wouldn’t think it was the same
per keeps the team bucked up behind team out on the greensward. Their ..........
him, and that’s half the battle. Since pitchers are ragged and the fielding pgy’' ‘ gej^ f“
the gang decided to give Clint Hodges more so. But who can tell that the handled seven chances, and his oo-
his walking ticket affairs have been underdogs may rise in their united partner around the corner at second,
going more smoothly, and there is no strength and wrath and smite the al- y  Chapman had six all without the
Action  in sight. ’I^eboys, are talk- mighty Miners from Teaverdell, rug- slightest thought of an error. Over England’s famous Diamond Sculls vices, which would have been very
ing well, mixing just the right amount ged as they are. That would mean fbe hot corner Eddie Kielbiski rowing classic went to United States valuable could not be utilized in the 
hf crabbing with tjieir ball to keep the the biggest surprise the_season, and handled four chances well, but made waving out at vou is the man n’ntvinofi+irm
Jans delighted. Yes, one would al- I would like to see Roy Staples’ face one bad blunder which threatend Ke- rSnorsiSe J o f  B ^ /+V.Q1- +lmo if it nrplir ■._____, _____________ 1 espunsiDie, jue JDUTK. XIUIK, dlltJdUy
the air for u while and conditions then 
were good, but when the haze settled 
down again it was a difficult matter to 
obtain clear definition of the bullscyc. 
Under the circumstances, the shooting, 
generally speaking, was good.
At 200 yards, E. L. Adam was high 
man with a nice 32, while D. McMil­
lan and G. C. Rose put on 31 each, and 
Captain C. Hawes and D. McMillan 
30 each.
W. E. Harpieling led at 500 yards 
with a highest possible 34, scoring 
the inner with his first shot and fol­
lowing up with a string of six bulls. 
Harry McCall ran up 33, J. R. Cgn- 
way, H. R. Haug and D. McMillan 32 
each, and G. W. Hammond, Mrs. W. E. 
Harmeling, G  Wyman and E. L. Adam 
accounted for 30 each.
At 600 yards, G. C. Rose had high 
score with 31, while 30 was registered 
by Hawes and Haug.
Harmeling’s men were unable to 
maintain the pace set by them at the 
first shoot and lost ten points from 
their lead to the McMillan braves, 
who ousted Conway’s team fi*om sec­
ond place, but “Radio Bill’s” warriors 
still have a majority of 26 points and 
they do not intend to be overtaken 
at the post. Conway has been unfor­
tunate in non-attendance of his team 
members, who have not given him the 
Support he deserves. On the other 
hand, every member of the Harmeling 
team turned out on the range, which 
is the true team spirit that wins. 
Victory in this year’s renewal of Harry McCaR being a visitor, his ser-
most imagline this writer is rather about that time if it ever did occur, lead temporarily,
tickled with the prospects. . You’re The last time these two teams met the Dick Murray played 
right. net result was a beautiful 18-0 white
• • • washing administered to the farmers.
But plenty may happen, as the sages • * *
say. , Take Rutland for instance. Art Summerland will probably be the stop, Christie, who was unable to play 
Gray’s pet proteges> whom he would toughest bunch in the league to knock last Sunday, 
now sell down the river for the mere out. ’ITiere is a certain dogged deter-
symptom of a song, might even turn mination about those Summerland lads Kelowna established the two runs 
on their masters and trim Beaverdell which is hard to knock down and re- ^yhich finally won the game in the
o n  the , Kelowna grounds this coming main in a horizontal position. You third frame when V. Chapman started
Sunday. Stranger things have hap- might almost compare them to a bunch off the run-around with a double into
'■ - - — •' of terriers the way they worry away centre field. Rudy Kielbiski followed
_______ ;--------------  -----—  ot their opposition. Last year they_ -^tth a well placed single but Chap-
were in the Teague cellar and very ^lan could not advance. A passed ball
ignominiously so. . lobster p^t runners on third ' and second.
a sparkling 
game on the field, while Eddie Cous­
ins at second was hot stuff. The Min­
ers missed their big regular short-
Tvvo Runs in Third
elo na established the t o
Canadian and American champion, had 
an easy tirhe scoring his win.
KELOWNA GAINS 
UNDISPUTED TOP 
SPOT IN LOOP
BASEBALL
at
Kelowna Athletic Park
B E A V E R D E L L  M IN E R S  
vs. R U T L A N D
S U N D A Y , JU LY  24th
at 2..30 pan.
COLLECTION
please). Keith MacDougall didn’t like prank Chapman grounded one down 
to see this condition so he took charge Dick Murray, who returned the 
of the squad and although he has only ^all to home in a direct line but too
good job, thank you very much. Not 
that I think his team is strong enough 
to withstand the onslaughts of Beaver­
dell or Kelowna, but they will be 
mighty hard to knock over. Just wait 
and see.
Bulloch Lade Shield
Second of four shoots. Two sighters 
and seven shots on score at each dis­
tance fired. Four highest scores on 
each team to count. Teams with less 
than four men to add lowest score 
counted on any other team.
I. E. L. Adam, 32, 30,'29—91; D. Mc­
Millan (Capt.), 31, 32, 28—91; G. C. 
Rose, 31, 26, 31—88; D. E. McLennan, 
30, 27* 26—83. Total: 353. G. Wyman, 
23, 30, 28—81.
------- ^ 2. H. R. Haug, 27, 32*. 30—89; C.
W in Over Beaverdell Miners Hawes, 30, 29, 30— 89; W. E. Harmeling
Give*; O rchard  Ci'tv Ganp" Clear (Gapt.), 26, 34, 26—86; Mrs. W. E. Har- G ives urenard City Gang Giear 27, 30, 22— 79. Total; 343. G.
Lead as League Ends Hammond, 28, 30, 19—77;. L. Renals,
\ ---------  21,19,12—52. Fired at 200 yards only:
Pet E. Foley, 28.
750 3. J. R. Conway (Capt.), 29, 32, 27
625 —8 8 ; J. Tyrer, 29, 26, 25—80; S. Turri, 
■.500 28, 29, 16—73; R. Weeks, 25, 22, 23—70. 
500 Total: 311. ,
’.125 Unattached: H. H. McCall, 26, 33,
Summerland
p W L
... 8 6 2
. 8 5 3
.. 8 4 4
.. 8 4 4
. 8 1 7
Team Aggregate
Harmeling, 366, 343—709; McMillan, 
*hTW ewed 330, 353—683; Conway, 333, 311—644.
Individual Aggregate 
Total scores only of those who fired
ADANAC VICTORY
D A N C E
from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
R U T L A N D  C O M M U N IT Y
H A L L
THURS., JULY 28
IMPERIAL ORCHESTRA
Admission - 35c
Including refreshments.
. 51-10-c
before this year he has done a mighty chapman, who slid underneath.
Rudy Kielbiski on third iseaveraeji 
and Frank Chapman on first. The lat- Rutland ... 
ter started for second on the pitch and Peachland
Verne Cousins whipped the ball down. “For once in our lives we are pulling 
It was a fine double steal, but Rudy for Kelowna to win,” was the apt 
would have been out at home if Verne statement of Art Gray, manager of the 
• had not dropped the return throve Rutland baseball club as
With the heat pouring down in .a from Eddie Cousins, and .allowed .the the final -league game of the South 
steady and seldom-heard-of volume, so second run. Okanagan schedule between Beaver- . j „„ ev,r„-,tc
that you feel too lazy to even lift, a Kelowna’s third tally came in the dell Miners and Kelowna last Sunday in the first and second ^^m shoo l^ .
finger to a typewriter, I now come fourth when McKinnon at third al- at the city athletic park.  ^^  ^ _  W. E. ^^rmeling, m  8^1^^^^
down to telling you of four supposed lowed Val Leier’s bouncer to go And Rutland was delighted that Ke- Copway, 94, 88— 182 C. Hawes,_92T9
sane and sensible men about town through him. Sortome singled to ad- lowna walked off with a 3-1 victory, — G- C. Rose, 9L ^
whom I would recommend for the vance Val to second, and he scored as it gave the boys from the farming ^
next medical examination. Anybody when Art Day dropped a shoestring community the opportunity of partic- ‘
who would traipse around a. golf catch in right field, off Rudy Kiel- ipating in the play-offs. If Beaverdell ^3— 167; _G.TV. Hammond^^^^
course, without having to, of course, biski’s bat. had defeated Kelowna a three-way tie and H R. Haug 7^ 89—^1, equal, S.
and play 18 holes of golf bn a day Hke A  double play in the fifth, Rudy between these two teams and Sum-- Turn 8^  73— 153, (3 Wyman, 71, 81
last Thursday afternoon, should go un- Kielbiski to V. Chapman to Bedford merland would have ensued, and Rut- 152; L. Kenais, »u, bz— loz.
der the doctor’s hammer at once. Alec took the sting out of the Miners’ of- land would have been-put in the cold. W e ,^ y  Spoon Handicap
Macdonald, Harold Johnston and Dan fensive and stopped a rally. Three As it is, Kelowna won and has undis- D. McMillan, 31 plus 2, 32 plus 1,
Currel are three of the culprits of singles in the sixth looked bad, but a puted hold of top place as the league 28 plus 5—99 (ineligible, having al-
w h o m  r u m o r  has it that they went the close play at home robbed the Miners schedule concludes. ready won two spoons this season);
complete round, while Harry Todd is of another splendid chance. Verne Summerland’s 5-0 win over Peach- h . R. Haug, 27 plus 2, 32 plus 1, 30
said to have walked part of the way Cousins had singled to Jeft field and land placed the former team in second plus 3—95 and E. L. Adam, 32 plus 3,
as an interested spectator. Some bird- Eddie tried to score from second, but place, and Rutland and Beaverdell are 30 scratch, 29 plus 1—95, tie; D. E.
ie whispered that Alwyn Weddell was Boklage whipped in the ball to Eddie tied for third place. Rutland had a McLennan, 30 plus 3, 27 plus 3, 26
another near lunatic on Sunday mom- Kielbiski at third who relayed to bye last Sunday and had to sit idly by plus 5—94; G. Wyman, 23 plus 4, 30
ing, who could not leave his beloved Yorko, catcher, and two perfect pegs without being able to do anything to- plus 4, 28 plus 4— 93; J. R. Conway,
garne long enough to let the 90-odd de- caught the fleet-footed Eddie Cousins, wards keeping its team in the play- 29 scratch, 32 scratch, 27 plus 4—92;
grees of summer weather drift by. . It ’The Miners finally broke through in offs. , . Captain (b. Hawes, 30 scratch, 29
makes rne perspire just a little more the seventh, starting with Harold Arrangements were made immedi- scratch, 30 plus 2—91; G. C. Rose, 31
freely to even think of it. Terry, bring Cousins’ double with the count two ately after last Sunday’s game_ for scratch, 26 scratch, 31 plus 2—90; S.
the ice pack, quickly.
CHAPIN’S
T A S T Y
ICE CREAM CONES
and
ICE CREAM BARS
Y O U R  F A V O R IT E  F LA V O R S  
made from the best Kelo\ma Cream
M E E T  Y O U R  F R IE N D S  A T
Chapin's
and two. on him. Dalton singled to Rutland and Beaverdell’s Highland Turri, 28 plus 5, 29 plus 5, 16 plus 5 
short right'field after Harold had ad- Bell Miners to play a sudden-death — 88, W. E. Harmeling, 26 plus 1, 34 
vanced to third 6 h-a wild pitch which contest for third place, on the Kelow- scratch, 26 plus 1— 88 and G. W. Ham- 
hit home plate. Staples walked to na diamond next.Sunday, July 24. The mond, 28 plus 3, 30 plus 5, 19 plus
start the eighth and went to second winner of this game plays Summer- 3—88, equal; J. Tyrer, 29 plus 2, 20
land the following Sunday for the plus 2, 25 plus 2— 86 ; Mrs. W. E. Har- 
right to meet Kelowna in the final rneling, 27 pluis 1, 30 plus 1, 22 plus 
two out of three play-down series. 4—85; L. Renals, 21 plus .5, 19 plus 5, 
Third Year in Row 12 plus 5—67.
This is the third year in a row that Spoon Shoot Nexi; Sunday
Kelowna has led the South Okanagan
league. In 1936, Kelowna gained top be held next Sunday, 
place and bested Peachland in three
as Hammond, grounded out. Murray 
skied to second and Verne Cousins, 
the Miners’ chief threat was at bat. 
with the count, three and two, Verne 
took a mighty cut at Sortome’s deliv­
ery and missed entirely, ruining an­
other scoring threat.
In the final frame, Dan Cousins, 
base umpire, earned the displeasure 
of the crowd when he allowed Dalton 
safe at first on a play which- would 
otherwise have ended the game. Art 
Day lined a hot one to Sortome right 
after, however, .and Kelowna's
The regular weekly spoon shoot will
Kelowna again
F. Chapman, cf
Bedford, lb  .I.... 
cl7ief E. Kielbiski, 3b
hurler made no mistake about gather- Boklage, If ........  4
ing it in.
Box Score
Miners
McKinnon, 3b ..
Hammond, cf ...
Murray, ss ...
V. Cousins, c ...
H. Cousins, p ...
Bakke, lb  .......
Dalton, If ... ....
Day, ,rf ....
E. Cousins, 2b ..
Kelowna AB
V. Chapman, 2b, 4 
R. Kielbiski, ss, 4
4B R H PO
. 3- 0 0 0
. 4 0 1 2
. 4 0 2 3
. 4 0 1 9
. 4 1 1 0
. 4 0 0 7
. 4 0 3 2
. 4 0 0 0
. 3 0 1 1
. 0 0 0 0
34 1 9 24
4 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 4 1
; 4 0 0 16 , 0
3 0 0 1 3
. 4 0 1 1 1
...3 1 0 0 0
. 4 0 2 1 5
32 3 6 27 19
games. Last season 
0 finished in the top spot, but the High- 
0 land Bell Miners ortly npeded two
0 games to wipe the floor with the slip-
1 ping Kelownians.
0 But the, situation would appear to
0 be different this season, for the Or-
1 chard City boys are going better now 
-  than they have all season. Their start
2 was shaky^ indeed, but many troubles
0 Score by innings; R H  E have been ironed out, there has been
0 Miners ...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0— 1 9 3 a change of management, and t! e club
1 Kelowna .. 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 x—3 6 2 is hitting its full stride.
0 H. Cousins and V. Cousins; Sortonie Summerland has provided the best 
0 and Yorko. comeback, of the year. In last place
0 -Summary—■TwO'-bjase hits, Murray, all last season the southern club has
1 H. Cousins, V. Chapman, Boklage; been right in the race the entire year
0 stolen base, F. Chapman; struck out and has provided two of tJie best 
0 by Sortome.2, by H. Cousins 9, bases struggles of the season. Which ever 
-  on ball^, off Sortome 1, off H. Clcusins team goes up against Summerland in 
3 4; passed balls, Verne Cousins 1; wild the sudden-death .game on Sunday, 
E pitches, Sbrtome 1, H. Cousins 2; left July 31 , for the right to'meet Kelowna 
0 on bases. Miners 7, Kelowna 9; um- in the finals will know it has been in 
0 pires, Lipusky and D. Cousins. a ball game.
PICK-UP CRICKET OUTSIDERS WIN 
GAME EMISSION IN SOUTHERN
W in n in g  R uns Scored on Bonn- T F N N K  P I  A Y
ary  In tq  N e a rb y  Creek l l j i i l i l k J
A cricket match of sixVa side was With a bigger entry list than the pre­
played on Mr. H. Dunlop’s meadow at vious year, the Southern Interior ten- 
Okanagan Mission on Sunday morn- nis tournament at Penticton came to 
ing wltli Mr. Mallam and C. Dunlop a close last Saturday afternoun aflei- 
captains. The match was won by Mr. Unee strenuous days of jilay in the 
Mullum’s team. Throe juniors. Fred intense heat of la.st week. Outside 
Mortimer. Gifford Thomson and Cecil entrie.s swejit the board clean. Okana- 
Favel fielded for both sides with im- g!‘i> Valley contenders vicing with 
riartial fervor and batted for Mr. Mai- Kootenay stars to take all the major 
lam’s side after the match was won; F. prizes.
Mortintcr made two nice catches, and The men’s llnal contest was between 
the winning liit went into the creek >L MoDonnel, Rossland and G. Murray, 
for a boundary. Trail, the former winning in straight
The plentiful supply of Iced drinks sets, 6-1, 6-2, 6-3. Miss E. Coleman, 
provided by Mrs. Dunloj) were greatly Coldstream, triumphed over Miss J. 
appreciated by the players after their Ilavcrlleld Okanagan Mission, in three 
strenuous efforts. hard-fought .sets 4-6, 6-2, 7-5.
C. Dunlop’s Side Yhe men’s doubles final proved an
Middlemass, c Mortimer, b Bredley 0 easy contest for McDonnel and Mur-
Paintcr, b Davis ............................. 0 i">y, they taking the measure of Maur-
Ford, b Mortimer ...........................  2 ice Kippin, Summerland and Francis
Dunlap, c F. Mortimer, b Davis .... 22 Nai.sh, Penticton. 6-1, 6-0, 6-2. Miss
Chamberlain, not out ....................  12 Mary Stubb.s, Kelowna, partnered with
J. Thomson, b Davis 10 Miss McDonnel, Ro.ssland, to win the
Extras .................... 8 ladic.s’ doubles final from Mrs. R. G.
— Russel and Miss E. Bristow, Summer-
— land,, 8-6, 6-3.
60 The Kelowna team of D. Stubbs and 
Mallam’s Side Mrs. H. G. M. Gardner had an easy
Mortimer, b Middlemass .................  0 win oyer S. E. Angus. Trail and Miss
H. Dunlop, not out ........................ 32 McDorihel, 6-3, 6-1.
Davis, b Dunlop ..............................  11 Another Kelowna victory was de-
Mallam, st. Painter, b Middlemass .. 17 cided in the ladies’ consolation singles
Morison, b Dunlop ...............   2 when Mrs. O. France defeated Mrs.
Bradley, b Middlemass ................... 0 McCallum, Penticton, 6-0, 6-3. Jim
F. Mortimer, b. C. Dunlop ..............  1 Looney was the only Penticton winner
G. Thomson, b Mallam . .................  1 of the tournament, he taking the men’s
C. Favel, b Mallam ...................    0 consolation singles from C. Yolland,
Extras .......................................... 7 another Penticton player, 6-2, 4-6, 6-3.
— H. G. M. Gardner, Kelowna, was 
71 official referee for this Southern In-
— terior tennis tournament.
KELOWNA’S 32nd ANNUAL
August 3 and 4» 1®3S
“The most talked of event of its kind in the 
Pacific Northwest.’’
C A N A D IA N  and B.C. C H A M P IO N S H IP S  
in S W IM M IN G  and D IV IN G
Motor Boat Racing, Rowing Championships, W ar  
Canoes, Yacht Racing, Novelty W ater Sports
WRESTLING
between two of the leading contenders 
in the West.
GRAND FIREWORKS DISPLAY
on Thursday Night
D A N C E S  B O T H  E V E N IN G S  in the A Q U A T IC
P A V IL IO N .
IMPORTANT NOTICE 
re Regatta Guarantees
This year regatta guarantees will not be distributed 
to merchants and business men for signature. In the event, 
however, of bad weather or any other cause beyond our 
control that would make this year’s regatta a financial 
failure it may be necessary to call on local business men 
for a contribution towards purchase of prizes, and we feel 
sure that they will stand by us as in the past.
K E L O W N A  A Q U A T IC  ASS’N., LTD .
I in p o r t e d  f r o m  £ o  t l  A  O  I t
In  C a n a d a  T o o  T h o s e
W h o"M i x" W i t  h T h e
13.3 ox. $1.30 S6.6oz/$2;S0. I WI p 0 RTE D G I N
This advertisement is not published or displayed by. the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of Bi'itish Columbia
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8011U1 Ok«r»iigan Monument Work*
i i i :a i>s t o n i ;k a n d  
M0 NUMENT8
linpoi'led mul nuUve j'ranilo or 
iiiaiblc--Satl«faction {juaruntccd 
at ri(;l>t prices.
Itox 604, reiiUcton, 11. C.
June Governm ent Relief Payments 
Low est o f A n y  Similar M onth  
Since Recordings Started H ere
B. C. LEADS 
ENTIRE COUNTRY 
IN D.H.A. LOANS
VERNON WILL HAVE 
ZONING BY-LAW
W ill Endeavor to  Fo llow  Lead 6 
D .H .A . O fficials on Buildings
JOSEPH ROSSI
C O N T R A C T O R  
Plastering and Masonry 
O ffice : - - D. Chapman Barn
1‘lioiiu zri8
First Six Months of 1938 Show Relief Monies Dropped Pop^ Lition—
$5,000 From Corresponding Period of 1937—Lowest ‘ST During
Since 1933 Payments Months
First steps towards securing u 7.011 
ing by-law for Vernon, os recommend 
cd by oiricials ol tlie Dominion Ilous 
ing Act, were taken by Mayor Harry 
Uowman at Monday evening’s Vernon
------ :---------------------------------  British Columbia lias got into lier city council se.ssion.
R e l i e f  payments in South Okanagan through the provincial stride in home building under tlie Acting under instructions from His
governm ent sub-agent’s office in Kelowna were the low est in Housing Act. Dunng tlie worship. Civic Huilding Inspector C
r__  . •__•« . j  • . , • .. . past tliree months, April, May and A. East pre.sented a draft plan of /.on
June o f any similar month since records were started in 1932, it is June, uiiproximately $9tl!5,000 was is- ing regulations for study by the coun- 
revcaled to Ih e  Courier this week. ..Relief monies paid out totalled sued in D.H.A. loans in B.C.. or an cll. Tliese were explained by Mr
U.GUIDI&ORSI
C'oiitnictorH for 
I*LASTIiKING, STUCCO and 
MASONRY WORK . 
I’hoiiu 494-L OR 634-Ij
only $1,068,10, as compared w ith the lowest previous June o f $1,600. average of clo.se to .$330,000 a month. East, and were, he said, merely his 
Lowest Since 1933 __________________________________________  ’t’otal number of loans involved was ideas on the subject, wliich could be
Not since 1933 have there been low- ,,,„Hng these co.sts over the whole “ changed as thought best.
er relief payments for .the first six 
inontlis of tlie year than during the 
period just passed. From 
June, 1930, inclusive, tlie
car, us everybody gets tlie benefit of Qjj
1 ciurmg inc tlio lower minimum of 24,000 lbs. wlien mmhiu i,’j.ds tlie coiinti v'in D H  A ae- uini 
1 January to r,,o(,o lbs. of stonefrult Is included. If ^^^ies Loans lo T t e  in B C F a Y
.. relief rolls „„ stonefruit is included the minimum .
co.st the government $14,704.30 out of higher vvhlch also hurts country “ Y  head of population,
1I.1« ronqfHnoncv Tbo nrevloiis low tTi , t  jr  lu  the only near figure being tin
1110 mc vion.s low ossemblhig  ^ per capitatills con.stituency. The pre i u  l  distribution, 
six months ’^ term amounted to $14,300 vvere done away with at your end, and 
......'  .... ’ ’ straiglit carloads shipped to important
KEI.OWNA I’URNI’l'URE CO. 
LTD.
F U N E R A L  D IR E C T O R S  I 
Day Phone, 33; Niglit, 502 & 791 
KELOWNA, B. C.
MONUMENTS
t Sand Blast Lettering VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Established 1910
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
a matter of about $400 less.
Tills situation is no doubt partly duo 
to the length of the working fruit sea­
son lust fall and the mild winter which 
was experienced. The drop in the six 
months of this year over the corres­
ponding period of 1937 was about $5,- 
009, an appreciable amount.
Following are the comparative fig­
ures for the fi,rst six months of 1937 
and 1938:
Month 1937-
January .............. $4,101.80
February ............  .$4,798.45
March .................  ,$4,794.73
April ..................  $3,017.85
May .....................  .$1,819.95
June ......................$1,287.20
unit for every 852 of population, a 
much more general application of the 
Plan than in any other province. Nova
centres, it would tlicn have to be ship­
ped out to country points by trucks 
or freight this end, which would in­
crease the cost to the consumer, ex­
cept in the lai'gcr ccnli'cs. Also, it 
would not do away with the extra
handling^as that would take place at Scotia'Ts ‘ agafn "in” second''pTuVe. w^  ^
this end if straight cars were shipped, jyj. evd-y g425 of population.
Of course you could charge extra for Ontario tliird with one for every
mixed cars and lower price for straight j 475
'ft2 800 50 of stonefruit, but this would have British Columbia is also coming 
t3'4flnoo complications as straight car buy- closer to achieving the primary ob- 
1X 95 advantage over jective of the Housing Act. the cn-
^?30n25 buyers and it might have couragement of home building by
• > • jjnmo nlTcft nn eonntrv s.nle.q. those of moderate means. Average
loan in .this province is $3,076. No
Mayor Bowman appointed Alderman 
a per capita basis. British Co- A. R. Smith, David llowrie, and C. J.
to act as u committee with Mr 
to study the entire question. City 
Clerk J. W. Wright has written to se­
eml hat for euro copies of zoning regulations from
loan neighboring centres. The.se will be 
rale now stands at .$3.07, while On- used as a guide, 
tario is a distant third at $2.07. A  system of zoning, to ensure that
In British Columbia, to date. Domin- only certain types of construction cost 
ion Housing Act .homc.s liavc been ing at least a fixed sum be permitted, 
inovlcled at the rate of one dwelling is one of the necessary steps towards
securing D.H.A. loans, it Iras been ex­
plained
1938
$2,048.50
$1,068.10
so e e ec o c u y a s,
WHOLESALERS
ASK REMEDY FOR 
STRANGE LEGAL 
ENTANGLEMENT
$19,820.04 $14,784.30
ConllncnW Frull Company, Winnipeg io  ' H ig h e f  Court
Conviction on Fifteenth Day
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—Mining Stocks 
J. N. CUSHING
Okanagan Manager
W . F . IR W IN  & CO., LTD .
Phone 469 - - Kelowna, B.C.
that can handle straight cars of the 
diilerent commodities. However, in 
our opinion, it would work an injus-
“This is something that should be closest with an average loan of $3,948. 
decided by the growers and shippers.
or whoever the growers look to to 
guard their interests. It does, how­
ever, appear that mixed cars with
tice on the smaller dealers, and the stone fruit is the better way to ship; 
independent dealers throughout the that is, you will receive far greater 
territory, the number of whom seern to distribution on all commodities than 
be decreasing, rather than increasing; in straight cars.
which is probably not good for the “We will support any change that 
growers of fruit in British Columbia, might be made if it is of benefit to the 
“The larger chain lines of whole- industry.” 
salers probably would benefit mater- Dominion Fruit Limited, Winnipeg 
ially through cancelling the privilege
-More About-
HARRY BROAD 
ELECTED
HOUSEWIVES’
Through the efforts of a Kelowna 
lawyer and arising from an action 
against a Kelowna man a strange legal 
entanglement may be cleared in the 
provincial statutes at the forthcoming 
session of the provincial legislature.
This particular legal entanglement 
involves both the criminal code of 
Canada and the provincial summary 
convictions act, as the enactment is 
identical in both cases. As the wording 
a conviction made mox'e than 14 days 
of the acts is framed, an appeal from 
before the next sitting of the higher
From Page 1, Column 1 
Fischnaller, Omak, was named honor-
___________ _____________ „  ^ . For years we have been in favor president; Dr. Dewar, first honor-
of mixing; while- it would be a very of straight cars of stone fruits. In my vice-president, and A. E. Meighen, 
serious problem with their smaller opinion, more harm has been done to Kamloops, second honorary vice-presi-
competitors. If it is the opinion of the consumption, by your shipping im- ^ ^ . at the first qiltin^q
those handling the deal in British Col- mature fruit. Stone fruits, should be The association adopted a resolution L,,,t if it i= nM+hir, fnurtoori Have tiifr.’
______________________________ umbia, that fruit would be better dis- shipped mature, in iced cars, ready offering its co-operation to Stanley or,r,oai ic r.r>+ ,,rt+ii
tributed through a large chain, then for the market on arrival. Park in promoting tourist trade. Wil-
Y O U  C A N  H A V E  M O R E  would say yes, it would be a good been customary, in the early Abel suggested that the erection
plan to cancel the mixing regulations, ■neaches to arrive sfreen and immature ^ tourist information station near 
“Then, there is another point that ^ ^ ^h  the result that consumSsse^^L E IS U R E  T IM E  B Y  OR-
the appeal is not heard until the sec­
ond sittings.
V Dates Back to 1908
As far back«as 1908 this wording was 
in the criminal code and the interpre-
D E R IN G  Y O U R  CAKES j" m S ^  fe'e tation of a judicial ruling in that year
FR O M  US.
is, if you do not allow mixing, the and’ sugar. They are dis- was approved. , wav for later courts to find
appointed and lay off them, which re- that the act had been so worded that
Drop in for a delicioiis cup 
o f tea while you are down­
town shopping.
in the jobber holding thq bag. if an appeal was made on the fifteenth
lext si
appeal would be
^eUedTYgetYhSr'aui^^^^^^ le irL ^ ^ rh -e e sH o '^ ^ a tu m ^ a S  day prior to the next sittings of the
larger terminal markets. We, in our an edible condition, the
mmds, believe this would retard dis- would have confidence and buy
tribution, instead of increasing it.
higher court no 
heard.
Both the criminal code and the sum-
PHONE 121
FOR OUR 
DRIVER TO CALL
-More About-
3 YEWS ARE I "1 nave given consiaerame tnougnt years, aue to irucK iransporiation ana tourists read them with much interest
F Y I V F H i r 'F W T  * subject of your letter, not only the resulting improved service on the and even write down the information Gordon S. Wismer, K.C.' and suggested
i / i  V CjIkVSlIaY i  . at this time but during the past sea- part of the railways. Whh the present carried on these swinging board mark- that the summary convictions act
son. In my opinion, the main argu- low rates which we now enjoy and ers, which do not cost much.” should be remedied A  similar situa-
ment in favor of the elimination of the ,the service afforded by the trucks and When-he concluded a motion was tion had arose early in 1936 over an- 
present method is the saving of the railways, the mixed country car bus- adopted that the state highway de- other Kelowna case, Rex vs Elmore, 
cost of assembly. I do not believe in- iness is definitely at an end. . partment ba called on to institute a before Judge J. D. Swanson, but no
jobber, or to jobbers at country points 3smuch as the fruit that is trucked is “Our ideas are that pears, as well as similar program in Washington. Plac- action had been taken by the legal 
, not pooling with others. On the other fireen that it does much harm. stone fruits, should all be shipped un- es that ought to be marked, according department in Victoria,
hand in markets like Regina and Moose “To eliminate the present method, in der refrigeration and, wherever facil- to Woods, include points where the Amend Criminal Code
Jav/ the trade can pool together and hiy opinion, would not only cut down ities , are available, should be pooled mountain fell into the Columbia be- In the meantime, at the last sittings
it would be possible for them to hand- your .distribution but would raise the before - shipping, thus ensuring satis- cause of a tremblor, Indian battle of the House of Commons in Ottawa,
le straight fruit cars without vege- cost of your fruit to the consumer, factory delivery; and as practically all grounds, height of mountains, first Hon. Ernest Lapointe, minster of jus-
tables. One point, however, is coun- Take for instance, peaches. They can the handlers of fruit on the prairies white settlements and others. tice and attorney-general for Canada,
try mixers which are quite in evi- be loaded in mixed cars and placed in are now equipped with cold storage, b  Boosts Travel introduced an amendment to the crim-
dence in this territory in the fall sea- all different country points at prac- this would enable you to get your soft ^  n  -d . +u_____j v  i i^ l^ code of Canada, to offset this jud-
Tourist Trade Builds Towns
Rufus Woods, editor of the Wenat-
«T ^ 1, vrm Tn*»n chcc Daily World, told some of his'm ary convictions act failed to clarify
in your lounn paragrapn yim / ‘We are in favor of all deciduous observations on a recent 2,500 mile mo- the situation for the fifteenth day and
tion that trucKing_nas a ten ae^  fruits being shipped in car lots. We tor trip to California via Reno, and if a person was unlucky enough to be 
bruise tne irui^. inis wouia aiso ap- advise our customers that declared that many towns along the convicted on that day no appeal could
ply at c^stination as w^ 10 a g “peaches, plums and prunes were now line, particularly Klamath ’ Falls, are be made to the next highest court, 
pomts.^fne truciang irom^ne tern their best, and this was peach week, being built lip solely on tourist trade. Such was the situation in which M.
ai marKets or tne transnipm^t rq t now was the time for preserving Reno, he said, is receiving, millions J. dePfyffer, of Kelowna, found him-
in tourist business, and Placerville, self after he had been convicted on 
than it would bv assembline mixed believe it is always possible to Gal., also pointed to as a standout a charge at Oliver under the Co-oper-
narc in Rritiqh r ’nlnmhia make up a mixed car of vegetables, Grants Pass is another. Asked ative Associations act. Through his
“Diir iPttar anniiVq rnnrp for the apples, etc. for country points, and al- to tell about the value of tourist in- legal counsel, D. C. Fillmore, Kelowna, 
Wpqt than the Winnineff market o f  possible to make up a mixed car formation stations, Woods said Mon- Mr. dePfyffer wished, to appeal and
.mnrqe Winninpp- ran^handle qtraipht ° f  stone fruits, which could include Jana had done some outstanding work the court signified that the case was 
earq o f  anv eommoditv and we would pears if necessary, and shipped under along that line as well as marking Of such a nature that it would wel- 
X  ? / h a U e  r t h S / S y  h e / i S S  historical points. come the higher court’s decision Both
for the benefit of the shippers and consolidated Fruit Company, Calgary vLti^n Yrfd Yheerowerq in British Columbia we real- ^  ^ - \  Woods. “We have any viction made on April 13, and the
f^be lilve  thit ft ^  “We would first like to point out the number of historic spots that should County Court sittings were scheduled
! / a n / 't h “  / “ e r c S  regu la tZ .—  ^  marked— otherwise the visitor on April 28, no appeal could be al-
Canadian Fruit Distributors, Winnipeg tables on the prairies in the last ten tana they point out all these things- Mr. Fillmore immediately commun- 
“ I h d bl h h d t k t t d  icated with the attorney-general, Hon.
From Page 1, Column 3
son as the jobbers handle cars from tically the same rate as what you could fruits in the hands of the consumer Secretary R. G. Rutherford, Kelow- icial interpretation to the section. The
country points thereby eliminating the deliver straight cars for to the city, in much better condition than has ever said the government of British Col- change now provides, “if a conviction 
-------- /v _______ .M_______ if .4U_ T-Kio T____I ____ 4-T_______________4. uinbia fias becomc interested m tourexpense of putting them through the This saves the cost of freight, express, been possible in the past. iff+ra jwtcicoicum tuui- order is made fourteen days or
warehouses and transportation from, or trucking from the larger centi:es to “By more careful grading and bet- to nromot? mo?l Y f  "if more,”, thus allowing for the fifteenth
warehouse to country points. This, the country points. Then too, when a ter packing, and by moving your soft he ^said is being carried in iS L n vr—;x- -----x,: u, it> uciog cariiea in many This amendment was moved by Hon.however, may be overcome by the op- car is put into a country point, it is as fruits under refrigeration all the way Washington nYwIpapers and Sherprafirm nf frn/'lro -frnTvi YxrnrALmico +n a rillp solH fo twn nr mprphants j._ __^  __  ^ « vv ciaiiiiigtuii iiew&pupeib ctiiu oilltsieration of trucks^from warehouse to a rule sold to two or three merchants to the retailer, B.C. friiits would have neighbontates Thousands of do 
country points, and this practice seems at a close margin, whereas if it were  ^ better chance of competing with Yill be s p e X L  i X ? u t
to^  be growing, especially to points trucked out of the large centres we those from the U.S.A. which have al- u m birfi^ res  R is good business 
where good roads permit it, and is belieye the profit asked by the job' -ways been ^ handled in this manner. -- -
probably one that could and would be ber would be considerably greater.
Ian Mackenzie, minister of national
defence, Vancouver, and was carried.
It is anticipated that the provincial
____ X J „ !-• XX- government will amend the summary. therford commented on his recent trip f„ • x- x x xi. x • • ■4.„ -.njj I,« „ convictions act at the next session in
Ru-
.. .1 , , , . . is our considered opinion that California and said he learned a .
further developed with cancellation of “We have been on the prairie, as the consolidation of so many commod- lesson in San FrLcisco where
the mixing privileges. you know, for many years, and we ities in the Okanagan is an antiquated really go after the tourist business.”^  Fortunately for Mr. dePfyffer, a
“There is ho doubt straight cars of think that you would make a terrible and expensive method of handling B.C. l . E. Radley Chelan banker spoke similar , action to the first case upon
fruit under refrigeration give the best mistake if you listened to some of the fruits and should be immediately dis- briefiy. He said Chelan has called off he was convicted was pending
arrival. In many cases of country interests who are trying to work this continued, and you will have accom- the exchange on Canadian money and result of his appeal. When no ap-
mixers there is not sufficient stone- straight car deal. You at the present plished something worthwhile if you is sold on th« association He endors- J^ esult of his appeal. When no ap- _________________________________________________
fruit or pears to make the jobber feel time are enjoying a privilege that is are able to bring this about.” ed the information cabin idea allowed the second case was
that the expense of refrigeration would not accorded American shippers; that o « ex' 4-> x- • j x x, x introduced, a similar conviction made, r- -^------— ---------- --------—— — — r--------------
be justified and for thatVeason chanc- is. you can load all different commod- Safeway Stores, Vancouver Greetings were w ir ^  to the meet- and this time the appeal was made to M C  A D I  V  11111^111? 17111 r ’l l A M / ' I T Q  M A n i 7  I M
es are taken in ventilated equipment, ities in a car and each take its own “In Mr. Raley’s opinion it would be Earle Dickey, Revektoke, who the Supreme Court of British Columbia. I M u n l v l j i a  l lC / lM O K ld iliJ  L a i t VIMCj Ev  iM Lnili/u flJM
; sometimes resulting in loss to the job- rate, and I think if you ever cancel- more desirable to ship straight cars P.^P^^P^x lender way or another ___  — -^----------------------------  A TT DDI7YLI’B?ATnP/\DfYTIIff UT* A
bers through over ripeness, or in dis- led this arrangement with the r a i l -  of fruits rather than mixing fruit, and benefit show to raise funds for the Big- f i r ST FAHIBRIDGE FARM BOYS A  l PKEVENTuRlUM SCHOUL STAt FS
FUMERTON*S
Day Specials
In  T h e ir  R e a d y 'tO 'W e a r  D ep t.
FR ID AY SATURDAY MONDAY
July 22nd July 23rd July 25th
Save on Scatsonablc Coats, 
Suits, Dresses and 
Sportswear
CLEARANCE OF QUALITY  
SWAGGER and JIGGER COATS
In white and pastel O K
shades. Sizes 14 to 20.
MISSES’ and W OM EN’S 2-Picoc 
LINEN  SUITS—In one and two 
button styles.
To Clear al; each $1.49
SUMMER DRESSES for Women 
and Misses— One and two piece 
styles for sports, street and day­
time wear. To clear at; each 
SJ .^69, ?g-49, and $4.98
BLOUSES — Sheers and frilly 
fronts, tailored and dressy crepes, 
stripes and prints. Grouped to 
clear; each —
95c, $1.95, $2.49
SKIRTS—In cotton Bengaline—  
Two popular styles. Sizes 14 to 20. 
in Croam.
To clear at, each
— M ILLINERY CLEARANCE —
Summer straws and felts in 
black, brown, navy, white and 
pastel shades. Brims, sailors, 
turbans and matrons; 
each ........................... 95c
BABY 95c DAY SPECIALS
DRESSES—Dress the baby up in 
one of these voile dresses in 
white and white with 
assorted trims.............. 95 c
SILK AND  W OOL VESTS
Long sleeve — front buttoning
ROMPERS —- Babies’ broadcloth 
rompers in trim styles. Sizes 
1, 2 and 3 years. O  for 
Special ...... .....
BABIES’ FLANNELETTE  
GOWNS
White with pink or trim.
FLANELETTE DIAPERS—Soft, 
absorbent flannelette, wrapped in 
cellophane pkgs.
I DOZEN, Special ......
BABY  CRIB BLANBjETS—Fancy
animal pictures; blue and 95c
95c
pink;- Special, each2 “’ 95c
FUMERTON’S LIMITED
“WHERE CASH BEATS GREDIT”
GOOD ORCHARD 
FOR SALE
The owner will be leaving this district and has offered His 
very fine property for sale.
35 acres of orchard, mosjtly 15 years old.
3 acres of grapes.
20 acres approximately in hay and pastured 
Fully modern house, good barn, etc.
Irrigation system all underground piping. To include new 
tractor, sprayer, discs and other implements.
PR IC E D  V E R Y  R E A S O N A B LY .
McTAVISH & WHILLIS, LIMITED
REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
U n u s u a l O pportun ity
Large Canadian Company has opening for agent 
in the City of Kelowna. No samples. No stock. 
This is an unusual opportunity for retired gentle­
man seeking congenial profitable occupation for his 
leisure time. BOX 222.
satisfac’tiorr'to’'the consumers'throu^i roads you would certainly regret your vegetables in the saine car. However, ,, . ARRIVE AT FINTRY ______
poor delivery, or bothi Straight fruit move. You have something that is of while it may be feasible to do this to Three teen-aged boys from the Fair- — -^---- -
cars under refrigeration would un- tremendous value to you, by which you the larger distributing points, to the ^sociation_ nas bridge Farm School at Cowichan, Many Delightful and Useful Gifts Two Promotions Approved
doubtedly give the finest delivery, eli- are accorded a greatly increased dis- smaller points the practical method lo aaveriisq me roaa. Vancouver Island, arrived in Vernon
mlnate the expense of assembly at tributioh. Don’t be foolish and let would appear to be the shipping of s®‘^ '^ ®^ »^ y.-“ ®asurer ot me assoc- morning on their way to
shipping point and place the cost of anyone talk you into cancelling this mixed cars. A  case in point would be „  their new home at Fintry, which 2,500-r .« X. _ , __ • ________________ - ____ Z4. ±v. ijT. ±vUtnerforcl a^ain beinff tn© ____ . . ^  ^ — -X  ^ .
Presented on “Open Day*'
b y
Board and Two Appointments
distribution from warehouse to coun- wonderful privilege. You'rhight nev- Rosetown, Sask., where it would not acre estate Capt. J. C. DunWaters re-
LII“ 4-xiK. 4-L. «.vx>x1 ^try points onto ihe costs of the job- er get it reinstated by the railroads.” be practical to ship straight cars o f . choke cently donated to the schools.
“‘Th^r. end ot ^ d is tr lb u tto ^  stone fru fe  ,
line. There js no doubt that good “Renlvinff to vour letter o f 'the 6th x,___ ’ __,._x___ ____ form<xr fiom manaerer anfi .T Tiiiriiort. meeting of the ways’ of the north „
west. At Seattle it links with the hoiTrs ob^iw ing^th^ maln^ uucuieco • -
? itS fa^tortT the" o S u m S v i e w  when shi^pld, and woi^^^^ The Okano” nSriS^^^^^  re- S  Se'^LYcaYe^’ ln^ ^^ ^^  ^ y i T r ^ d ^ '^ v i e S  t^^^ to te 'w S  ’a g  week- ^vital tactor to me consumer, m view mixed cars of fruit and vegetables it jjy damaged. The lo^cal method in garded as being one of the most di- Cascade International high- obtaining such a boost back to Chie famong these is the promotion
condition through, refrigeration could instanf^n" thi? terStoJ-w w^ Reshipping fmm .Saskatoon would manager, and J. Dunlop,
be capitalized at this end and not pen- mean rehandling the merchandise at Kelowna.
Nearly one hundred persons visited Several promotions and additions to 
the Gordon Campbell Preventorium the staffs of the Kelowna schools have 
for open day, last Thursday afternoon, been made by the teachers’ committee 
July 14, and enjoyed a pleasant few of the Kelowna school board and were
changes
of toe spreading practice of trucking ^ould probably curtail this business.
on the part of some o^rators at this, it would not affect the city business
end It would appear ♦*'''* --------’
lation of' mixing
a case of this kind would be to try versified in scenic beauties but it is 7xpl7®  x^  ^  off." proper health.----------- ---  emeries from the east—the North Cen- , ___•  that the cancel- “  u I f r  , 7  f  and make up mixed cars for direct also rich in the romantic history of its
Sv ileges  mig^ ^^ ^^  Would hurt shipment to Rosetown. pioneering days. It was over the Ok- Atprxviiegt;s inigni noi country car distribution. ■ x i -o x anomn trail in thp vpnrq arminH Osoyoos, B.C. it bec(ship in actual prac- “Wn/in nnt mnnh trn„M« nn “ While we hav6 taken Rosetown as anogan trail, in toe years around 1830, xb^ all.CanaHian hi,*h^prove much hards ip i  act al prac- do ot have uc  trouble o
tice as^  would appear in m ^ta l the qu^ity of the fruit, except possib- ■ - • x xu n • • j mat mp men of taroh Astor’q Panifin -------------  —  — -------  i
>«mg up o f the problem, as there ly on the very early varieties such as F^^  ^ S d  later t o r W o r t o S  Prairie provinces. Construction of the along the cause
— .Jj } ®-Tri umphs.  Evei’ything else generally J .w°old appear that the method , ° i l ? d  Big Bend highway along the Colum-
A  large number of acceptable gifts the senior high staff, and the prom<^ 
hpr*nmf»q nnrf of were brought by the visitors, and those tion of Miss Audrey MacLeod from
.niixc c X1.XV4X XUXV...X xvvxx...v.x«»x _ ------------- jjjg ii-u a n e wav ^which charge were grateful indeed lor the^ elementary school, to the jumor
an example, this would apply to a when the fur business^was at its peak, stretches to thf e a s t S  side o f  t h e  P>^ ®sents whmh will help. .• _____._x __ . -  T.__________a th thn a n .TnnnVi c n c oxx.in,xici5 uic cdaxciii blue ui me ,__xi-_- :________  ____ /-<u;.^ xi Tv/r;<considerably. Chief Miss Eunice Sidley, Vancouver, has 
was a lovely, mono- been appointed to the senior h i ^
distributing at this end through the arrives" satirfactor^"^'There shipment would have to be governed and_ Hudson Bay companies, penetrat- gramed patchwork quilt from the C.G. school. While Miss Margaret Smith, al-
c ™  rereSSend toe t o S t o u o n re  by dealer’s^  convenience, and the oT^ to B ? n ? w iu "S  c?m^^^^ P ' w h o  spent nearly a year in so of Vancouver.^^es a position on
Over tSs S  ussed  h o S  tick  t S n s  the junior high staff, ^
“Mr. Raley is in agreement with Cariboo trail will be linked at its Dr. Reba Willits and Dr. W. J. Knox Resignation of Miss_ Marjorie Waites,
use of trucks from the'warehouse.” ______  ___________ __________________ _
C. H. .Robinson Comi>any; W toid^^ of these* rhixeiTrars.^^^ distributing facilities.
“We haven’t any doubt but .■■wjiaf “ We quite realize that there is con- r. l , i  i
the junior high staff,
I a o o i lynat w m i-m ivir xvai . la m «*bicciucxu, xm _ • _ hii»h nq M«innOO ir n in o  ii ic a t it  xt u  vvxuixa <»iu x,.x. tw. w. xuxua. . *«;4»x« u« mvxx «x ------ '- 7
straight cars 'loaded at toe point of sidferable expense in assembling at you as to the desirability of supplying «,orth of fur at one time^ ^ ' northern end wffh the wide stretbhes addressed toe visitors, gapve them “a whose marriage takes place next
production, and shipped at the state your end,-and that - the South might the consumer with the highest quality • a i  * nr »  bf the Canadian prairies. welcome and explained some of the. month, was received by too school
of maturity which is just right, \vould object to shouldering all the costs, b,ut fruit and that handling costs should _  OTeetuv or w a ^  .'Excellent hotels are to be found In objects of the Preventorium. Tea was ;board last ,week .and suitably acknow-
be liaore advantdgebus for''the buyers I think this- could be -overcome..by be kept to a minimum.” The Okanogan-Cariboo is at toe aU o f the cities and towns on the truiL served during the afternoon. .'lodged.
S— » rk 0
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THE KELOWNA COURIER PAGE SEVEN
Classified Advertisements SEEKS S P E IA l 1ST RUTLAND AFERRY FOR LAST TROOP g ,
REGATTA NIGHT "Do a yo()d turn daily!"
COUNCIL W ILL 
INVESTIGATE CITY 
SOLICITOR’S BILL
KATi;S
■Fir.sl Iwonty-llvc words, tlfty cents; 
additional word^ one ceitt each.
If Copy Is uccotnpunled by cusli or ac­
count Is paid within two weeks from 
date of issue, a discount of twenty- 
live cents will be made. Tims a 
twenty-live word advertisement ac­
companied by cash or paid wilhin 
two weeks co.sts twenty-live cents.
Minimum churi'e, 25 cents.
■When it is desired Unit replies be ad­
dressed to a box at Tlie Courier 
Ofllce, an additional charite of ten 
cents is made.
;Each initial and group of not more 
than live llgures counts as one word.
Advertisements for this column should 
be In The Courier Ofllce not later 
than four o’clock on Wednesday 
afternoon.
Trade Board Ur|;cs Commutation 
Tickets be Recognized
.9*0 J U L Y *938
FOR SALE
Iim iGAl'ION rUMP-Paramount Cen­trifugal 0-lnch by 8-inch pump pow­
ered by Allis-Chalmers 68 h.p., low 
grade fuel, power unit with outboard 
bearing extended channel base, will 
pump 3000 gallons per minute at 40-ft, 
head. Repossession. Operated approx­
imately two months. Practically new., 
Will sacrifice for immediate sale. Terms 
if required. Write or see G. T. Eyton, 
Hayes Manufacturing Company, Ltd., 
Allis-Chalmers Dealers, 295 W. 2nd 
Avc., Vancoyver, B.C. 50-2c
SUNMON TUESWEDTHUFRlISAT
'Xv 1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
lO 11 12 13 i4 15 16
17 18 192021 22 23
25 2627 28 293C'
’i’lie board of trade is co-opeiating 
with the Aquatic Club in requesting 
that tlie department of ruiblic works 
provide a ferry service at two a.m. on 
tlie morning of August 5lh, the eon- 
eluding niglit of the regatta.
Tlie board will also press for the 
recognition of commutation tickets 
during tliis period. LasJ  ^ year there 
was considerable ill-feeling engender­
ed when the persons taking the spec­
ial ferry found that the commutation 
tickets were not being accepted and It 
is in an effort to avoid a repetition of 
last year’s situation that the board and 
tlie club arc pressing for a recogniti<m 
of the commutation tickets.
Orders for tlie week ending Jvdy 23rd: 
Tile troop will parade on the school 
Held on Friday, July 22nd, at 7.45 pm. 
in full uniform.
Duty jiatrol—Foxes.
Feci Charge Little High for Work  
ill Barber Case— Seek Change 
in Relief Affadavit Set-up
'J’his will be th(> last meeting before 
camp and lists will be issued of tlie 
supiilies to be taken by those scouts 
who will be attending. Indications 
are that we will have a large camp 
this year. * « •
A meeting of the Court-of-honor was 
held at the home of the Scoutmaster 
on Friday evening last, at which plans 
for camp were decided upon. Tlie 
date will be July 30lh to August 0th, 
and the site will again be "Kuliilow- 
uh’’ at Okanagan Centre.
INSTALS NEW TYPE 
VEGETABLE STAND
COMING EVENTS
KEEl* November 19th open for theCatholic Bazaar. 51-lc
CARD OF THANKS
Go o d  Business Place for Sale on corner in the best part of town. 
Mrs. Mettie Hill, Oliver, B.C, 51-2p
Fi n e  preserving Cherries of large size. Bring own containers and pick 
at 2Yi cents per lb. or 50 lbs. for $1.00. 
Phone 2-R-6. V. R. McDonagh, Winfield.
51-lc
Mr . and Mrs. G. W. Strang wish tothank the matron and staff of the 
Kelowna Hospital, also Miss Burt, 
special nurse, and Drs. A. S. Underhill 
and W. F. Anderson for their very Idnd 
services and efficient attention during 
their little son's brief illness. 51-lc
BIRTH
An  INEXPENSIVE HOME REMEDYfor stomach disorders. WILDER’S 
STOMACH POWDER at Browns, Phar- 
.macy, Kelowna,
Bo r n —To Mr. and Mrs. Eldred K.Evans on July 19, 1938, at the 
Kelowna General Hospital, a daughter.
51-lp
Gordon’s Grocery has in.stallcd the 
latest type of vegetable stand, a sim­
ple fixture which nevortheless serves 
its purpose in excellent fashion. The 
stand was manufactured in Kelowna 
according to the most modern speci­
fications for small vegetable and fruit 
stands.
A fine spray, almost vapour-like, 
spread over the vegetables continuous­
ly, but they are not allowed to stand 
in water for the surface is a sieve-like 
arrangement which allows the water 
to drip through. Underneath is an 
air duct which provides a perfect cir­
culation at all times.
Keeping a continuous circulalio.i 
through fruit and vegetables is just 
as important as spraying with cool 
water, Mr. Gordon states, and as a 
result the temperature of not only the 
vegetables but of the entire main por­
tion of the store is brought down a 
number of degrees. '
ALLEGED THIEF 
ARRESTED IN 
KELOWNA CITY
Donald Hill, Alias Kyle, With 
Girl Companion, Wanted in 
Kamloops for House Robberies
In considering the aecoimt.s on Mon­
day night tile attention of the council 
was drawn by Alderman Gather to 
the chargc.s made by the city solicitor 
in connection with the Barber ease. 
As a result cl the discu.s.sion tlie sol­
icitor’s account was withdrawn and 
jiayment delayed pending investiga­
tion.
Alderman SuUierlund expressed 
himself aS of the opinion that there 
was no need of the city clerk swear­
ing relief alTadavits before the city 
solicitor and thus incurring additional 
expense for the city. ’I’lie city clerk 
in exijlanation said that as he was the 
declarer he could not take the alTa- 
davit himself. In addition to his own 
affadavit, the government relief ofricc 
had to approve and certify it as well. 
The entire discussion felt that there 
wa.s too much red tape in connection 
with the government regulations and 
it was decided to take the matter up 
with the Union of Okanagan Munici­
palities to have the government change 
its regulations to lighten the work en­
tailed and reduce the expense.
WE BUY, WE SELL all second-hand furniture. O. L, Jones Furniture
• Co., Ltd. 24-tfc
THE CHURCHES DISTRICT PUPILS PASS EXAMINATION
WANTED
WANTED—By Coast family fromAugust 15 or September 1, for two 
to three /nonths, furnished house, pre­
ferably near lake. Write to Box 990, 
Kelowna. 50-2c
T H E  U N IT E D  C H U R C H  OF  
C A N A D A
U'irst Ufiited, corner Richter St, and Bernard 
Avenue
Summer Minister: Rev. F. W. Pattison, 
M.A.
WANTED—Man’s Bicycle, must be4ngood condition and not high
51-lp
11 a.m.— “Canada’s Greatest Need— 
How Supplied.”
7.30 p.m.—“The Recreation of Christ."
priced. Box 1128, Kelowna,
WANTED—Girl to help with cookingand housework, at least two 
months. Beavef Lake Lodge, W. Sin- 
• clair-Thomson, Kelowna.. 51-lp
C H R IS T IA N  SC IE N C E  SO C IE T Y
Cor. Bernard Are. and Bertram St.
POSITION WANTED
Nu r s e — certified obstretical withtwo years’ general hospital experi­
ence requires position. Box 220, Cour­
ier. . 50-tfc
This Society is a branch of The 
Mother Church, The First Church of 
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachu­
setts. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun­
day School, 9.4S a.m.; first and third 
Wednesdays, Testimony Meeting, 8 
p.m. Reading Room open Wednesday 
and Saturday afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m.
Besides the large number of pupils 
in the rural schools of this district \yho 
received recommended passes from 
elementary school into senior high 
school, the provincial government on 
Tuesday announced a further test of 
those who passed written examina­
tions.
None of the pupils in Kelowna ele­
mentary school are included, as the 
entrance class is done away with un­
der the junior high system as adopted 
here.
Following are the , successful stu­
dents who passed written examina­
tions: •
Mission Creek school, Gerald M. 
Bernard.
Rutland. school, Olivine M. Bachf- 
Rutland Adventist private school, A; 
Eldon Nichols.
Okanagan Centre school, Akira Hik- 
ichi.
Provincial Police Sergt. H. W. King 
and Constable Wales, of Vernon, left 
Kelowna on Wednesday afternoon 
with two prisoners whom they sus­
pect to be responsible for a scries of 
house robberies involving thefts of 
clothing and jewelry at Kamloops.
The man whom they were search­
ing for had been checked by the local 
detachment. B.C. Police, on Tuesday 
night, but no , word arrived here as 
to the suspect. On Wednesday the 
two Vernon men arrived, placed the 
description before the local detach­
ment, with the result that Constable 
Wyman, Kelowna, located Donald 
Hill, alias Kyle, allegedly wanted in 
Kamloops for the thefts.
Together with Hill or Kyle was ah 
18-year-old girl who first gave her 
name as McNeil and later changed it 
to Elhs. She first said she was from 
Manitoba and then said she was from 
Chilliwack. Hill has no fixed address.
In their possession were found ar­
ticles allegedly corresponding with 
the stolen Kamloops goods. It is ex­
pected that a joint charge will be laid.
SETTLEMENT, OF 
SIT-DOWN NOT TO 
VERNON’S LIKING
Vernon Council VVill Write Min­
ister at Victoria Expressing 
Dissatisfaction with Situation
KELOWNA-TRAIL 
COMBINATION WINS
Win Ladies’ Doubles Valley Title 
in Delayed Final Games.
^ I R L — Good relerences wants house-
^  work. Fond of children. Please, give 
particulars and phone number with 
offer. Will appreciate good home. 
Audrey Hansen, Box 772, Kelowna.
50-2p
ONE DAY OF REST 
IS ESSENTIAL FOR 
MIND AND BODY
PENTICTON TO LET 
U .B .CM . DECIDE
FOUND
p O U N D —Purse with small sum of
-1*. money. Owner may secure at 
Courier Office upon description of con­
tents and payment for this advertise­
ment. 48-tf
Rev. F. W . Pattison Takes Sun­
day Observance for his Text 
from United Church Pulpit
Council W ill Refer Tranquille 
Charges to September Session
NOTICE
D,R. MATHISON, dentist, WilUts’Block, telephone 89. 49-tfc
RroELIN PHOTO studio for your Ko­dak finishing. Prompt and efficient 
seryice, in before 9 a.m., out at 5 pan. 
Ask for our FREE enlargement card.
33-tfc.
Fo r  a  SQUARE DEAL in Plumbing,Heating and Sheet Metal W o rk -  
phone 164 or 659L4.
SCO’TT PLUM BING WORKS
TENDERS WANTED
Tenders will be accepted by the un­
dersigned up to and including July 27, 
1938, for the concessions during the 
Gyro Race Meet, August 25 on all man­
ner of refreshment booths with the ex­
ception of sandwiches, cakes and tea. 
Highest tender not necessarily accepted.
Address tenders to Secretary, Gyro 
• Club of Kelowna, and marked
“TENDER.”
KELOWNA CITY POUND
POUND NOTICE
Notice is hereby given, under Section 
10 of “The Pound By-Law,” that one 
dark chestnut saddle mare-branded uBfai 
• on left shoulder and with white on 
forehead, was impounded in the pound 
kept by the undersigned at Kelowna, 
B.C., on the fourteenth day of July, 
1938. JACK POWICK,
51-lc Poundkeeper.
Nations prosper in proportion as 
they practice divine laws including 
Sunday observance. Rev. F. W. Pat­
tison, M.A.,. well-known Baptist min­
ister told the United Church congre­
gation Sunday morning, July 17.
Necessary to man’s Welfare i is at 
least one day of rest in each week. 
For a while after the French Revolu­
tion France tried out one day of rest 
in ten and deteriorated greatly there­
by. ,, - i
Duty and monotony should be for­
gotten at least on one day so that peo­
ple will have clear minds and refresh­
ed bodies to resume their work cn 
Monday.
Doing nothing is not advised. Mr. 
Pattison cautioned against being too 
austere as the Pharisees were and al­
so against spending Sunday like other 
days.
Parents can act like real fathers 
and mothers to their children if Sun­
days -are free. Engaging in church 
activities, reading good literature, and 
fraternizing with family members and 
friends are good Sunday recreational 
practices.
A  cure for worrying was offered by 
Mr. Pattison Sunday evening. Tiiere 
are two causes for worry, neither be­
ing reasonable. If a problem can be 
solved it should be overcome by hard 
thinking and decisive action. Tf an 
obstacle seems unsurmountable, let it 
be dealt with by God instead of by 
exhausting worry.
A  poison undermines the body when 
worry is unwisely allowed. Nothing 
good arises from worry; it is contrary 
to divine teachings. .
Miss Norma Goudie sang the song 
“My Task” by M, L. Ray.
Penticton council is going to let the 
matter of refunds on the deductions 
made by the provincial government 
for Tranquille patients be handled by 
the convention of the Union of B.C. 
Municipalities, when that body meets 
in Nelson in September.
Communications from Kelowna and 
Vernon were read to the Penticton 
council on Monday night, ■ both of 
which protested against the govern­
ments action on this matter. Vernon 
wanted to know what action Penticton 
intended to take in regard to April.- 
May and June accounts of the current- 
year. :■
Reeve Wilkins expressed the view 
that last year’s deductions had already 
been made and there w^s nothing very 
much that could be done about the 
matter.
The Nelson convention of the mun­
icipal- association will be held accord­
ing to present plans, September 14 and 
15. Resolution committees will meet 
September 13. Local delegates have 
not yet been appointed.
The three finals which were not 
completed on Sunday, July 1, in the 
Okanagan Valley Tennis Tournament 
at Vernon have now been run off. 
The ladies’ doubles and the boys’ 
singles were played in Vernon, and 
the mixed doubles in Kelowna.
In the final of the ladies’ doubles, 
Mary Stubbs and Beatrice McDonnel, 
of Kelowna-Trail, defeated Sheila 
Simmons and Mrs. E. L. Hodgson, of 
Vernon, by scores of 6-3, 7-5, in a 
thrilling tussle. In the first set, the 
Vernon couple were just a little too 
over-anxious. In the second set, how­
ever, they gained confidence and gave 
the Kelowna-Trail combination a ding- 
dong battle before losing out.
George Fudge and 'Miss Bristowe, 
Summerland, defeated W. O. “Windy” 
Williams, Trail and Mary Stubbs, Ke­
lowna, by scores of 6-2. 6-4.
* - -More About-
BEST OF 
VANCOUVER
TRADES LICENCE 
BY-LAW IS READY
Vernon Revises Entire Set-up of 
Licences Within its City
COAST CRICKETERS 
NOT COMING HERE
Dr. W . F. A N D E R S O N
Announces the opening of an of­
fice fbr the practice of medicine 
and surgery in association with
d r : a - S. UNDERHILL
Maclaren Block Kelowna, B.C.
50-3C
A  team of Vancouver cricketers to 
play in the Okanagan during the se­
cond or third week of August, but it 
will not be appearing in Kelowna, it 
is understood, because of the scarcity 
of players here this year. The .visi­
tors will play teams at Penticton, Sal­
mon Arm and Vernon but will not 
touch the Orchard City. Only a few 
years ago Kelowna could boast a cric­
ket team which could trim the visiting 
Vancouver yyicket keepers, but today 
interest has dropped off to such a de­
gree and so many former players have 
left the city that the team is far from 
strong.
The Vernon city council, at, its Mon­
day evening session, moved several 
steps closer towards enacting a new 
schedule of trades licences to be ap­
plied to Vernon for the second half 
of 1938. A  by-law, which cancels all 
previous enactments of this nature, was 
given its second reading after being 
introduced to the council for the first 
time.
The new measure makes no mention 
of formation of a licensing committee 
such as had been urged early in the 
spring.
A  chain store is classified as a bus­
iness .having four or more similar 
stores^operating within British Colum­
bia. A  wholesaler means a person 
whose primary business is selling-to 
retail merchants and who does not 
operate a retail store. A  department­
al store means a person operating a 
retail business carrying four or more 
distinct lines.
’The new by-law provides that no 
business may be operated at two or 
more separate places under the brie 
license; that the license granted shall 
be deemed a “personal” license; and 
that violations of the by-law make the 
offender liable to a fine not exceeding 
$250, with the amount of the license 
extra.
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ceremonies on Wednesday, August 4. _ 
A caravan of twenty to thirty citi­
zens of Omak, Wash., w ill be here for 
the Regatta, advertising their big ro­
deo: They will bring a cowboy band, 
trio and quartette, berides one or two 
attractive cowgirls, aiid their display 
is expected to attract a great deal of 
intGrest
Two Canadian diving championships 
have been awarded the 1938 version of 
the annual Regatta, as well as two 
Wrigley half-mile swims for boys and 
girls," B.C. championships going with 
the winning of these trophies. Alice 
Thomson was Kelowna’s chief threat 
in the girls’ Wrigley swim last year, 
and just a half stroke through the 
air was all that lost her the coveted 
trophy.
Kelowna Girls Busy
Alice, as well as Joan Cushing, Dor­
othy Andison and others are expected 
to make a bold bid for this race, which 
is the feature of Wednesday after­
noon’s events. Medley relays and a 
girls relay for 14 and under contest­
ants will be other features on the af­
ternoon of the opening, besides the 
open sailing race, heats of the men’s 
rowing races and finals o f , the ladies 
doubles and fours and men’s junior 
club fours. .
The ladies’ Canadian championship 
dive event is scheduled for the first 
afternoon besides numcirous novelty 
events and the pleasure launch handi­
Heats will occupy most of Thursday 
morning, along with low board diving 
for boys and girls 12^  and under and 
heats for the 225 class hydroplanes.
Thursday afternoon sees the half- 
mile junior boys’ Wrigley swim and 
the Wrigley half-mile swim for ladies, 
open. Relay races and free style swim 
races w ill be intermingled with the 
men’s Canadian championship ^v ing  
performance, ah open sail race, war 
canoe races,. and motorboat finals, be- 
rides novelty events. __
Preliminaiy pregrams and classifica- 
Uon of events have. gone - forward to 
various centres Already, and are ex­
pected to be returned within a few  
days so that toe Regatta officials may 
be prepared to accommodate the en­
tries.
The provincial government’s settle­
ment with the single unemployed “sit 
downers” at Vancouver and Victoria 
drew a stiff protest from the Vernon 
city council Monday evening, when it 
was reported that numbers of these 
young meh have located in this city.
It was decided to write to the North 
Okanagan member, Hon. K. C. Mac­
Donald, minister of agriculture, telling 
him that the council “is not at all sat­
isfied” with the settlement arrived at.
The council held a brief but sharp 
discussion of the unemployment sit­
uation following the visit to the cham­
ber of J. G. West and Cecil Johnston, 
representing the Rotary club. Mr. 
West stated that men camping in Ro­
tary park have created a sanitary haz­
ard, and he wished to consult with the 
council regarding the b^st way to 
overcome the situation.
Mayor Harry Bowman said he be­
lieved the council and the police par-; 
ticularly were doing their best to keep 
the men moving, but the problem was 
a difficult one.
“Shouldn’t this situation be brought 
to the direct attention of the Attorney- 
General, the Premier, or somebody at 
Victoria?” asked Alderman A. C. 
Wilde.
He declared the influx of transients 
was due entirely to the government s 
policy of not allowing unemployed sit 
downers” to obtain their monthly re­
lief allowance at one centre more than 
one time. The men are forced to travel 
the country, he said. _ . ,
Alderman- Everard Clarke cleclared 
that the council is hot responsible for 
law enforcement except in' this city, 
and suggested that force be used if 
necessary to eject the men from the 
park.
Mayor Bowman replied that toe un­
employed" “can’t afford to live at the 
Kalamalka or National Hotels while 
looking for work.”
“We should take vigorous means to 
protect the citizens,” Alderman Clarke 
countered. “The problem of unem­
ployed is a national one; we’re,only  
responsible for Vernon.”
“Yes, that looks easy,” Mayor Bow­
man said, and then asked Alderman 
Wilde if he had a motion to cover Ihe 
situation. The alderman indicated that 
no motion he could make would aid 
the situation. _
Alderman Clarke again addressed 
the council, stating that he knew of 
farmers who had gone down to toe 
park looking for men to help with 
the hay harvest, but had been unable 
to obtain a single one. ,
“Do you know what they offered the 
men as payment?” asked Alderman 
Wilde. “Ten cents an hour. You cant 
blame them for refusing. I wouldn’t 
go to work either for that money.” 
Alderman David Howrie then sug­
gested that Dr. MacDonald be com­
municated with, and the discussion 
closed.
EIGHTY PER CENT 
MARK IS PASSED
Although no official check was made 
this week by the B.C. Fruit Board as 
to the percentage of growers wfho 
have signed the growers’ standard con­
tract, it is believed certain that the 
number has now gone over the 80 
per cent mark. Last week a percent­
age of 77 per cent had been reached 
and mahy more signatures have been 
obtained by toe canvassers ^ d  from 
the advertisements, editorials and 
news stories which appeared in last 
week’s Valley newspapers, The Kelow­
na Courier, the • Penticton Herald and 
toe Vernon News.
BEAT THE H EAT!
Order hy Phone
G U R  N U M B E R S  A R E  30 and 31
Regular Deliveries :
10 11 A.M. -  3 4 P.M.
Our stock is complete and your orders will 
receive special attention.
FIELD
TOMATOES
NOW  AT THEIR 
BEST
AYLMER
SOUPS
IND IV IDUAL  
SIZE TINS
per 
tin . 5c
AN OCEAN LINER
A N D  2  PAC K AG ES
KELLOGG’S CORN FLAKES
1 lb. cello 
packet ...
WEEK-END SPECIALS
S W E E T  B ISC U IT S
.29 c
A N G E L U S
M A R S H M A L L O W S
2 1 c
8 Varities—all fresh; 
I per lb..... ..........
Gordon’s Grocery
PHONES-3 0 -3 1r e g u l a rDELIVERIES PROMPTSERVICE
It’s U p  to you to prove that K E L O W N A  
is well worthy of the honor of being 
‘chosen as C O N V E N T IO N  C IT Y  for the 
B. C. L . A. on August 25th and 26th.
You can best do this by offering accom­
modation for delegates and by securing
YOUR MEMBERSHIP TICKET 
NOW!
H E L P  Y O U R  E X E C U T IV E  —
Tickets available from;
A. W . H A M IL T O N ,  
President.
F R E D  T U T T , 
Sec’y-Treas.
KELOWNA & DISTRICT LIBERAL ASS’N.
or any meniber of the executive.
PLAN TO SURFACE 
PENTICTON STREET
LISTLESS B A L L  GAM ^
W O N BY  SUMMERLAND
Summerland, in a listless ball game, 
whitewashed the Peachland- Diamond 
crew by a sepre of 5-0, Sunday, at 
Crescent Beach, in the final South 
Okanagan league game.
Gould did good pitching for the day, 
allowing only two. hits and striking 
out 18 batters, not one getting a walk. 
Altogether, only 29 batters faced him 
during the game.
Penticton’s Main street, from the 
first, bridge ■ on the Summerland road, 
to Skaha Lake, *will be put into a 
good state of repair, by the provin­
cial government. Reeve ^ Wilkins told 
the Penticton council Monday night.
Work is planned to begin within 
two weeks bri toe project, -which will 
include tearing up of various soft 
spots on the portion of Main street 
surfaced last .year, and a proper rock
foundation put in. The municipality 
ed tohas- promis a  pfovide all file rock 
need for this- wprk free of charge.
'“Oh, John! I forgot to turn off toe 
gas in the kitchen When we left.” 
“Don’t worry. Nothing'll bUrp.' J  
forgot to turb off toevwater in the 
bathroom."
iTBE r e t o r t ' eo ^ in E o ^ ^
The stranded English actor went in­
to a' sordid-eating-house in New York  
■for a cheap meal. . in the yraitbr he 
was horrified - to recognize a colleague 
who had' played wjth. hhn -in London.
LEAVE AUDITORIUM  TWO YEARS
Plans and specifications for the er­
ection o f a $9,000 auditorium for Oli­
ver were presented to the ratepayers 
at the annual meeting held in the Oli­
ver school on Wednesday evening, 
July 13. After considerable discussion 
the meeting decided to leave the mat­
ter over for a period of two years. A. 
J. MaePherson was chairman for the 
meeting.
JOY TO THE TR U C K  DRIVER
A  lorry driver became weary of his 
work and gave it up to join the poUce 
jforc6»
Asked some months later what he 
thought of his hew job, toe ex-driyer 
replied toe pay was - good, the h o i^  • 
satisfactory; but what he likc^. be?f of 
all whs that the customer was; always 
wrong.—Motor Yransporl. • . -
-“You a
vimiter In this Rl ^e ’ *’ '  V. v...* 
■ “Yes,' but T apn't eat; here,";, rephed 
the other, with soiMb' bi^^
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GLENMORE
Fiiiit iH'owcrs iuc v»,‘ry bu.sy IhoiHJ 
dayii, wuriciiig ciuiy and liiU>, puUin;; 
on till' Hiird spray tor coddliiift in<)U). 
wliidi i 1 rajiidly incrcaaiiiK in mim- 
fho I'H, owin/; to Iho cxticint'ly hot and 
dry vvi'alhor.
SHAW MACLAREN McINTOSH AUCTION 
ELECTED TRUSTEE APPLES REALIZED
HANDSOME PROFIT
GYPSY SMITH, 7S, TAKES 26-YEAR-OLD
BRIDE
Mr. Cyril Jotu's and son, Potor, of the chair. The report of the trustee.s 
Victoria, who had vi.sited for a few wa.s read and ado|)led: an as.seKfiment 
dayf) al the home of Mr.s. Edwin Snow- of $.'1,000 was asked for the school
The annual ineetin/' of the Oyaina 
scliool hoard wa.y lu'Id on Saturday, ______
Laren nominated Norman Davies to
RATEPAYERS OF MISSION CREEK 
RUTLAND CONSIDER VOTES $2,000 
SCHOOL REPORT FOR EXPENSES
that Delicious and Staymans 
W ere  To ta l Loss
l»/!i R
sell.
. , An interestimf report on the .sales of
ridurncd Jiorne on I'llday last, year 19.’Ul-39 and this was granted. 1. 773 570 boxes of British Columbia hox-
, T . R itchie Reelected Trustee T lnrd  Room  and Insulating o f 
— E igh ty  Percent o f Pupils A t- Entire Building Completed—  
tended Dental Clinic Mr. Ham ill is Re-elected
while Mrs. Jones and lier two daugh­
ters remained ovi.'r for a longer visit.
aD. .Shaw MacLaren was re-elected 
tru.stee for a three-year term.
♦ • • Mrs. Floyd Whijiple read, on behalf
Mrs, J. Vint, of Kelowna, sjient two of the Women’s In.stitute, a report on 
weeks in this district, at the lionies of Dr. Ootmar’s health clinic. Mrs. Bul- 
Mrs. Cf. II. Watson and Mrs. Wrn. terworth moved that all information be 
Short, convalescing after her recent laid before the school board for eon- 
operaUon. She returned homo on Sat­
ed apjiles on the auction market In 
Great Britain has been circulated by 
the B.C. Fruit Board on the advice of 
W. B. Gornall. Canadian fruit trade 
commissioner at London. Average 
.selling prices were worked out on in­
formation I'cceived from brokers and
urday
Mr, .ind Mrs. Andrew Ritchie and 
family, Betty, Barbara, and Berta, mo­
tored to .Seattle on Wednesday of last 
week, returning on Sunday with the
slderation, with a view to joint action avoi'»t5<- landed costs are the f.o.b. 
by the board and the W.I., to obtain ,„,y|,,ijf,f,s plus ocean and rail freight 
a more adequate health service for landing and docking charges per
the school and community. Approximately half the fruit
-------------------------------------— ------------------- was shipped via the Atlantic and the
long this improvement will last dc- oibt.r half via Panama and the freight
i'% ’.'.I ’ V 'L , ■ '<
X i''' *
4P.‘
5 c;
A:
\
p ry n ,1 , pends to a great extent on how many pgt^ en is the mean between theexception of Betty, who remained in i„ «n,.nrl n.. Ihis
Seattle with her aunt. motorists will continue to .speed on this portion of tlie road before the oil gets gross surplus is 57,301.103 shil-
a chance to ,set. or’ .081) pence per box. A  charge
Owing to the heat of last Thursday for’ storage was incurred by .some of
^  V the buyers for shipments received dur-n- Marion afternoon, a much smaller crowd Ilian f y ^ut
e George, usual atteuded the opening of the Pie- „,.riMhi!ilv and dilTiculty
Mrs. R. W. Corner has as her guests 
this week, her sister-in-law Mrs. J. C.
Bateman, with her daughter
and son Kenneth, of Princ
Marlon will stay with her aunt for the ventorium, but a great many donations "the am^ ^^  ^ charge
summer holidays. were sent and thankfully received. J" ^
• * * Wlllits and Knox and Mr. Gore “ ‘‘f; 0^ -"  nmiros submitted
The lower end of Glenmore Drive spoke on the good work of the institu- , r*nrnnll
Is very much improved since it re- tion. There are at present about oy • » ^
ccived a coat of oil last week, but how twenty little patients being cared for.
n
LOT, next to Tree Fruit Board building, approxi­
mately 60 X 70 feet, with building partially 
destroyed by fire. This building could be re­
constructed into business premises at a very 
small outlay. Hflfl IIA
FOR SALE CHEAP.........
Any reasonable terms will be accepted.
QM AO Comfortable modern Bungalow on Ab- 
Street. Six rooms, well kept garden,
ideally situated.
PRICE ... . . . . ............... $2,625.00
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO. LTD.
Phone 98 Phone 333
Wealthy
Fancy, 150s to 216s, f.o.b. cost. $1.10; 
24,835 boxes, iivcrage selling price, 9.- 
764 shillings, Average landed cost, 8 .- 
375 shillings. diiTerence, plus, 1.389.... '. “i ’, 405 R15 Gypsy Smith, 78-year-old widely known British-Romany evangelist was
shillings; total pront gross, at, . . married to Mary Alice Shaw, 26-year-old university graduate, by Rev,
shillings. n* ¥ * Albany Smith, 50-year-old son of the evangelist. The wedding took place at
iVLciiuo n Hollywood home of the bride’s mother. The couple first met when Miss
Extra fancy, 234s, f.o.b. .$1.05; 12,460 Shaw was 12. Admiration through the years blossomed into love, leading them 
boxes, selling price, 8.287s; landed cost altar.
8.333s; difference, minus .046s; total .... ........... ■ . / ___  . ... ........  .... ......^
deficit, 573.390s. „
Extra fancy, 150s to 216s, f.o.b., $1.20; 
122,716 boxes; selling price, 9.365s; lan­
ded cost, 8.979s; difference, plus .386s; 
total profit, 47,368.376s.
Fancy, 234s, f.o.b., 90c; 24,144 boxes; 
selling price, 8.032s; landed cost, 7.750s; 
diflierence, plus .282s; total profit, 6 ,- 
808.608s.
Fancy, 150s to 216s, f.o.b., $1.05; 137,-
-More About-
4 TIME IS NOT RIPE
growers were not asked to pay the 
entire cost, then a lot of the difficulty 
would be solved, A. G. Desbrisay, Pen­
ticton. considered.
Most of the peaches shipped into 
Canada from the United States before 
the Canadian crop is ready go to the 
large centres, and are consumed by 
the fresh fruit trade, for the country 
housewife is not ready to preserve at 
that time of the year, Mr. Adams con­
sidered.
When the apricot deal got underway
—■ and —
Picking ILad^ers
Our make of ladder is noted for its 
strength although very light in weight
BOX MAKERS!
If you need a new hatchet we recommend the finest made-
THE “COLLINS”
Agents for
SHERWIN-WILUAMS PAINTS
KELOWNA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE
Free City Delivery The House of Service and Quality Phone 29
Froni Page 1, Column 2
234 boxes; selling price, 9.07s; landed soft fruits are selling the vegetables 
cost, 8.333s; difference, plus .737s; total or if the reverse is the case, 
profit, $101,141.058s. Arose from Convention
Jonaitihan The entire question of elimination of this year it was faced with American
Extra fancy, 234s, f.o.b., $1.10; 29,901 mixed cars arose from the B.C.F.G.A. importations 25 per cent of the total 
boxes; selling price, 9.017s; landed annual convention in Kelowna last Okanagan crop on the prairies, Mr. 
cost, 8.562s; difference, plus .455s; to- January, when a resolution originating Staples announced. These had arrived 
tal profit, 13,236.405s. from the southern locals, asked that m straight cars, when only small ship-
Extra fancy, 150s to 216s, f.o.b. $1.25; a thorough investigation be made on ments of Okanagan cots were available 
64,801 boxes; selling price, 8.894s; land- the subject. Consequently, the meet- in mixed cars. He was not sure if the 
ed cost, 9.166s; difference, minus .182s; ing last Saturday was under the aus- stone fruit man or the vegetable grow- 
total deficit, 11,793.782s. pices of the B.C.F.G.A., with A. K. er benefited the most from mixed car
Fancy, 234s, f.o.b. 95c; 22,141 boxes; Loyd as chairman and C. A. Hayden shipments, but he did believe that 
selling price, 8.546s; landed cost, 7.- secretary. with straight car shipments the vege-
937s; difference, plus .609s; total profit, Among those present were CL W. table man would be benefited, espec- 
14,483.869s. Hemblihg, G. A. Barrat, B.G. "Fruit ially with a 30,000 pound minimum.
iFancy, 150s to 216s, f.o.b., $1.10; 43,- Board; E. J. Chambers, D. McNair, As- if there were no mixed car ship- 
248 boxes; selling price, 8.542s; landed sociated Growers; W. H.. Robertson, ments allowed at the start of the sea- 
cost, 8.562s; difference, minus .020s; Provincial Horticulturist, Victoria; P. son then the early apricots and peach- 
total deficit, 864.960s. E. French, Vernon; Paul Hayes. Kel- es would , have to be shipped express,
Cee, 150s' to 216s, f.o.b., 90c; 38,285 Qwna, Major McGuire, Vernon, Occid- which would add greatly to the cost, 
boxes’; selling price, 7.853s; landed ental Fruit Co; T. M. Croil, Summer- Max dePfyffer announced, 
cost, 7 .750s; difference, .plus .103s; total land; W. E. Adams, Kelowna; R. B. d . McNair considered it reasonable 
profit, 3,943.355s. Staples, Sales Service, Kelowna; D. that the whole car should pay as-
Delicious • Balsillie, Max dePfyffer, J. B. Knowl- sembling charges.
Extra fancy, 216s to 234s, f.o.b., $1.20; es, F. L. Fitzpatrick, Kelowna; J. Mars, Paul Hayes was afraid distribution
Capt. H. A. Porteous, Oliver; A. G. to small points would be lost without 
Desbrisay, Penticton. the mixed cars, while Major McGuire
In opening the remarks on the sub- did not consider the time ripe for a 
ject, E. J. Chambers commented on change. It is debatable if stone fruits 
ino ___ _ QooKc. some of the abuses outlined in the canbem oved instraight cars, hecon-
61,102 boxes; selhngprice, 9.225s; land-convention resolution las^
.754s, he stated did not apply to the Favors One-Desk
Fanev T l’e r io  234^ ^^  $105- 5 - Associated Growers. Claims, he stat- q . W. Hembling introduced a new
12rboSs selh^ g Sce^'7^^ ^^  ed, are practically ml, and represent a phase into the discussion when he141 Doxes, selling price, /.a^ sos, lanaea amount in comparison with the c+ated that the mixine nrivileees are
cost, 8.333s; difference, minus, -395s; , he dniiMed if the nrev- .  ^ ^  T  it ®total deficit, 2 ,022.795s. tonnage, ana ne “o^otea ir xne prev fault but the abuses to that
The IluUaiul annual school meeting 
was field in one of the basement clas.s- 
rooms on Wethie.sday evening, July 
Kith with 25 ratepayers present. E, 
Miigford was eho.sen ehairinun. The 
first business was the election of a 
tru.stee. II. T. Ritchie was nominated 
for re-eleetlon, and when several oth­
ers had been j)ro|)0 .sed but declined 
nornination, or had been deelaied hi- 
eligable due to not having the jirev- 
ious years taxes paid, lie was elected 
by acclamation.
The trustees report and the financial 
statement were read. It was men­
tioned that the Rutland school was the 
second largest rural school in B.C.
. Another item of interest was the 
fact that 80 per cent of the school 
children had attended the dental clin­
ic « f  Dr. Ross Curry, and 85 per cent 
of the accounts liad been collected in 
this connection.
The financial report showed cxjiend- 
itures of .$7,000.00 in the past year, and 
a balance in hand of $2,280.00, of x^ diicli 
sum $1,000.00 was set aside for rc-roof- 
ing the old school when that becomes 
necessary. The estimates for the com­
ing year called for an expenditure of 
$10,000.00. These were passed without 
much discussion, the only change be­
ing to increase the sports vote from 
$100 to $135 in order that the rental 
paid the community hall for basket­
ball purposes might be taken care of 
without eating into the ordinary sports 
allowance.
Axel Eutin, a member of the trustee 
board, spoke briefly on the good show­
ing of Rutland pupils, past and pres­
ent, particularly referring to Miss 
Mary Still, who recently won further 
honors at the U.B.C.
A  vote of thanks to the trustees for 
their services was passed, bringing 
the meeting to a close at the unusually
early hour of 8.30 p.m.« * *
The Women’s Institute held their 
annual picnic in the Kelowna Park on 
Wednesday last. About 15 members 
attended. The weather was perfect 
and a pleasant day was spent by all. A  
short business meeting was held, at 
which it was decided to hold a raffle 
to raise funds for the Kelowna Hos­
pital instead of holding a card party 
or lawn social as in former years. 
There will be no further meetings of
the Institute until the fall.* ♦ ♦
Mr. Earl Hardie returned last week 
from a visit to eastern Canada and 
New York City.
.
Miss Mona Schell arrived home for 
her holidays on Friday last, coming 
from Kamloops where she is a nurse-
The ratejiayers of Mi.ssion Creek 
.school held Iheir annual meeting on 
Wethie.sday night, July l.’fih. Tliere 
was a jioor atlendanee as coiniiared 
with last year, when the building of 
Ihe third room came u)) for di.scus.sion. 
This is now an accomplished fact, at a 
cost of approximately $2,600, which in­
cludes insulating of the other two 
rooms.
The sum of $2,000 was voted for 
incidental expenses, which include tlie 
supplement to the teachers’ salaries.
Mr. Hamill, whose term of olTice 
expired, was re-elected for another 
three years.
The old wood shed has been torn 
down, and a splendid new one erect­
ed in its place. It was decideil to cut 
down the row of poplars on the west 
side, which was recommended by the 
inspector, as they took up too much 
room in the play ground.
It was also decided on motion that 
the board become members of the B.C. 
Trustees Association, which meets in 
convention at Kamloops in September.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Glove left last 
Thursday for Vancouver where Mrs. 
Glove will attend summer school.
• « *
Miss Thelma Reid and Miss Marie 
Olson, left last Saturday night for a 
few days camping at Oyama lake.
The annual meeting of the ratepay­
ers of Benvoulin school was held on 
Wednesday night, July 13th. There 
was a large turnout, about fifty in all, 
to discuss matters alTecting the wel­
fare of the school. A list of those elig­
ible for voting was read by the chair­
man. C. E. Weeks, the retiring trustee, 
was re-elected.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hall motored up 
from Oliver and were guests at the 
parental home over the week-end.
in-training at the Royal Inland Hoi - 
pital..
41 * •
Rutland residents are reminded thal 
gifts of farm produce will be greatly 
appreciated by the Preventorium at 
this season.
♦ . *
Miss June Cameron left on Thun- 
day for a motor trip to Banff and Lake 
Louise and to Calgary for the Stam­
pede.-. Miss Cameron was 'accompan­
ied by Mrs. ,T. Lawson and Mr. John 
RowelifTe, of the Hollywood district.
5,230 boxes; selling price, 8.764s; land­
ed cost, 8.9'79s; difference, minus .215s; 
total deficit, 1,124.450s.
Extra fancy, l38s to 198s, f.o.b., $1.45;
trucking in the prairies is all right in 
dry years but is practically impossible 
in a wet cycle.
Just before conclusion, Capt. Por­
teous expressed the hope that this 
question would not rest on the evid­
ent suggestion of many present that 
the time is not ripe to do away with 
niixed cars but that a full and com­
plete investigation would be made.
Rev. and Mrs. A. C. Pound and 
daughter, Eileen, left on Monday by 
car for Vernon. They were also ac- 
cbmpahied. by Mrs. Pound’s mother. 
Mrs. Sandy. Mr. Pound and Eileen 
will continue on to Nakusp for a vis'i 
to friends in that district.
Fancy, 138s to 198s, f.o.b., $1.30; 4 2 , - - privi lege,  caused by the competitive
- 8 619s- landed prime epndition. condition in the Valley among ship-,,, o.oiys, lanaea tt^  qIcjo ctafpH that thp assembilin^ ____ mi._ _________ ___ ________x741 boxes, selhng price a jjg also s ted e b g -g northern man must scour
cost, 9.333s,-difference, minus .714s; to- pUartro, in thP Associated set-un are Rf ■ ^to! rfpficit ‘ia '5i7 n74c cnarges, m tne Associatea set up are the south for soft fruits if he wishes
tai aencit, 4o.oi/.u/‘ts. spread over the entire deal and not .^g compete with other shippers. If a
confined. to the soft fruit shipments one-desk, scheme is set up' then theNewtown
Extra fancy,' 234s, f.o.b., $1.20; 8,268 from the south.
boxes; selling price, 9.403s; landed 
cost, 8.979s;, difference, plus .424s; to­
tal profit, 3,505.632s.
Extra fancy, 138s to 216s, f.o.b., $1.40 
to $1.45; 19,361 boxes; selling price, 9.- 
331s; landed cost, 9.864s; difference, 
minus .533s; total deficit, 10,319.413s. 
Fancy, 234s, f.o.b., $1.05; 6,199 boxes;
abuses will be eliminated, he stated.
KEEP OUT
EXCESSIVE SUMMER HEAT or WINTER COLD.
s a n it a r y , FIREPROOF INSUUTION
is available at a price anyone can afford.
Inquire about the well-tested brands :
GYPROC WOOL — INSULEX — ZONOLITE
W m . H A U G  (S t  SO N
Your Insulation Specialists 
Builders’ Supplies Brick Manufacturers Coal
E. M. CARRUTHERS & SON LTD.
Real Estate Mortgages
Insurance
PLAN TO BUILD
tNOW
Satisfactory arrangements 
can be made for a loan 
through the Yorkshire 
Savings and Loan Assoc.
Monthly repayment of 
principal and interest over 
a short or long period.
YORKSHIRE SAVING AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
“It is true that the ideal way is to the time comes when the grow-
freight straight cars to the markets .gj, shipper get together and really 
where they are going to be used, de- merchandise this crop, then the mixed 
dared Mir. Cihambbrs, but if they ggj, problem will be solved, he be­
have to be trucked, I would rather ]jeved
have them trucked right here and re- contention. F. L. “Doc” Fitz-
duce the damage to the fruit. He_ ex- patrick could not agree entirely, as he 
plained that the frmt would- be in a certainly found more re-shipments 
selling price, 8 ,953s; landed cost, 8 .333s; more ripened ,condition when it reach- under the one-desk last year than 
difference, plus .620s; total profit, 3,- destination, and would be more eaS*-. ever before. Some commodities have 
843.380s. ily bruised on the prairies with re- j^ g^ j stand the cost of assembly a
Fancy, 138s to 216s, f.o.b., $1.25 to shipping than m the Okanagan. than others, he felt, add
£1.30; 12,995 boxes; selling price, 8.745s; Will Come Some Time these would have to be equalized in
landed cost, 9.240s; difference, minus, “Sooner or later we are going to each organization. The Associated 
.504s; total deficit, 6,549.480s. ship out of this Valley in straight says it has solved this problem and his
Cee, 234s, f.o.b., 85c; 2,981 boxes; sel- cars,” opined R. B. Staples, Sales Ser- firm is endeavoring to do likewise, 
ling price, 8.395s; landed cost, 7.562s; vice. “The question is now whether Mr. Fitzpatrick told the meeting. The 
difference, minus, .833s; total profit, the Valley can stand the gamble of damage to the fruit, as referred to by 
2,483.173s. eliminating niixed cars or should we the southern growers, is not so applic-
Cee, 138s to 216s, f.o.b., $1.05 to $1.10; wait a year or two. Maybe it is too able now, he declared, as he had had 
6,116 boxes; selling price, 8.111s; land- soon to take such a chance but it is only one soft fruit claim last year and 
ed cosjt, 8.477s; difference, minus, .336s; bound to come.” that ,was on a car shipped strafight
total deficit, 2,054.976s. Capt. Porteous referred to the even- from his Oliver house.
Winesaps ly-divided opinion of the prairie trade. He did not see how it could be as-
Extra fancy, 234s, f.o.b., $1.10; 8,413 but considered that it is the soft fruit pertained whether vegetables are re­
boxes; selling price 8.186s; landed cost, growers who must be considered, not quired more than soft fruits, as which-
8,562s; difference, minus, .376s; total the shippers who will be mconven- short .1^ ^^ ^^
fenced. manded by the trade. If the trade aid
At various times Mr. Mars explained not wish to buy the vegetables; or the 
the southern growers’ reactions, es- soft fruit, then it would riot do so. 
pecially to the point that the south is Genuine Fear Expre^ed
paying mixed car privileges for the “There seems to be a genuine , fear 
vegetable grower in the north. If the here today that we will lose distribu-. 
United States can sell straight cars to tion,” declared Mr. Staples. “But no 
the prairies then he considered the one has produced any figures.” He 
Okanagan could do likewise. He quot- wished the Fruit Board or some other 
Fancy 163s to 216s f o b  $110- 8 -  one statement which claimed that body to delve into this matter.
989 boxes; selling price,'8‘.7’77s; lande’d is now cheaper to ship tp Calgary' Consequently, Mr. Loyd asked the 
cost, 8.562s; difference, plus, .215s; to- direct and truck to High River or Fruit Board to investigate the distri-
tal profit 1 392 635s Drumheller than to ship direct to the bution angle and. the shippers to divis-
Cee. 234s, f.o.b.,' 75o; 3,118 boxes; latter two places. u -p ^  ion of assembly costs,
selling price, 7.088s; landed cost, 7,- “It would be a catastrophe if we do Dave McNair i^ id not believe that 
166s; difference, minus, .078s; total de- «^ ay  with the mixing privileges, the problem falls entirely on the soft
ficit 243 204s commented W, E. Adams. “We enjoy fruit grower, as one of the main faults
nLc  iRq. on .^ 1 ^  privilege not given to the people in ig that there are entirely too many
’ 7 lo^ the south, and we must remember mixtures being shipped in the cars.
7 population is small. If we The salvation of the apricot deal this
nfif’ had large populated centres pn the year has been the distribution in mixed
pront, . prairies, then the situation would be cars to country points, he felt. There
Quantities of Staymans were not so different. I believe such a move would are too many mixed cars going into 
large, ranging from 960 boxes to 5,490 retard distribution. There may be a larger centres.
bPxes of fancies, but a loss is shown hardship worked on the southern As a representative of the one-desk 
on the entire range of extra fancy, grower but other disadvantages out- sales committee last year, he wished 
fancy and cee. The loss range is from weigh these. to defend his actions. The apple deal,
1,008.640s to 8,271.648s. Cannot Eliminate Small Jobbers when handed over to the committee
Rome Beauty apples, extra fancy “The jobbers who are opposed to was in a chaotic condition and many 
and fancy in small sizes lost 18,314.670s mixed cars are large ones, and we can- varieties and sizes had to be rushed 
and 19,791.576s. not afford to see the small jobbers to the markets immediately. It was
■__________:___________  eliminated. If the United States fruit not an ideal year for a one-desk
arrives on the prairies in better con- scheme and every broker had to be 
dition then it is because of the pack, accommodated to the fullest possible 
Judge F. Calder, Ashcroft, will be in not because of straight car shipments, extent. These factors combined to 
Kelowna on July 27, to conduct cham- We can send straight cars now, for we make for extra re-shipmerit which oth- 
ber work in County Court during the have both privileges.” erwise would not have been required,
absence of Judge J. D. Swanson. Kam- If the cost of assembling were spread One other point was mentioned by 
loops, who is on a long vacation. over the whole Car and the southern Mr. Fitzpatrick when he stated that
A t  a very  low  figure, splendid home situated on 
H arvey  Avenue, in excellent condition both inside 
and out, contains on the ground floor, entrance 
hall, liv ing room  w ith  open fireplace, dining room, 
kitchen, pantry, small hall at side entrance, lav­
atory and wash basin. Upstairs, 5 bedrooms, bath­
room  and separate lavatory and wash basin, large 
linen cupboard. Basement and hot water heating. 
Garage, stable, woodshed, chicken house. Size of 
L o t, 142 X 305. 22 bearing fruit trees.
A n y  reasonable o ffer w ill be considered.
—  A pp ly  —
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO.
Kelowna, B.G.Phone 98 Phone 332
deficit, 3,163.288s.
Extra fancy, 163s to 216s, f.o.b., $1.25; 
13,063 boxes; selling price, 9.305s; land­
ed cost, 9.166s; difference, plus, ,139s; 
total profit, 1,815.757s.
Fancy, 234s, f.o.b., 95c; 3,971 boxes; 
selling price, 7.760s; landed cost, 7.937s; 
difference, minus, .177s; total deficit, 
702.867s.
Unquestionably, the best value 
for your money— Our lumber 
is w e ll seasoned and expertly 
machined.
1^
SPECIALS WHILE THE STOCK LASTS
$ 1 5 .3 0No. 2 Common F ir 2 x  4 and 2 x 6 Dressed 4 
Sides, in lengths from  10 to 20 feet, per M
N o 2 Common Shiplap in Fir, Spruce, Pine or Cedar. Your
choice while it lasts. Random lengths, $15.30
CARIBOO JUDGE TO BE HERE
per M  .......................... -................ .....— .........
Stained P ine Boards, all w idths and lengths. $ 1 4 . 0 0  
Real value ................. .................. .... ..................  J L ^
N E T  P R IC E S  —  N O  S A LE is  ' T A X  T O  B E  A D D E D .
Phone your orders.
S. M. SIMPSON LIMITED
Q U A L ir r  LUMBER and BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES  
PHONES: General Office 312 Mill-Office 313
/
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SCENIC GRANDEUR IN CANADIAN ROCKIES WENATCHEE IS
JUBILANT OVER
U.S. SHORT CROP
Prediction is That United States 
Crop will be 70,000,000 Bushels 
Lower Than Last Year
MAKING CANADA
A  B e t t e r  P l a c e  in  W h i c h  t o  L i v e  a n d  W o r k
A Scries of Letters from Distinguished Cnnadians on Vital Problems 
AfTcctlng the Future Welfare of Canada
SpedaMy Written for Canadian Weekly Newspapers Associationii;
MICKEY MOUSE CREATOR RECEIVES
DEGREE
It is very tlattering to have a Canad- if he were publishing a newspaper. I 
ian Weekly Newspaper Editor like am no exceiition to the rule. Here is
J  i 'm m m
\
llie U.S. depurtnicnU agriculture yourself and one who has such a strong rny own dream, 
foret^m of a 134,0()0,0()0-bu induence in his own community ask If 1 were publishing a weekly news-
erup, 70,000.000 bushels lower than last question set forth in your let- paper I would try to make it rcllect
year and considerably below normal, question itself, however, all the joys, sorrows, desires, {jriefs.
came as cheering news to fruit grow- ^vould suggest that you are very much ambitions and happinesses of the peo- 
ei ^  shippers and bu.siness men than I could ever, , , . 41 I- • ...v,.,, -..v...  ^ v»v.. hope pie of my own town—-of all grades and
Wenmenee, and also across the line in | .,j,o {jiven up the kinds of people in my own town. I
Canada, too. iiic crop condition re- j have been endowed with would have no preferences. The lo-
port a montli ago gave no liint of such 
a slash in national production, ^
Here are .some tsnnii^ ^^ ^^  the ,iot i,ny naan can do very much to make the clapboard shack. I would follow
prc.scnt situation from Wenatchee and community "a better place in which the careers of all of them with a de- 
distnet Dusiness men: work” except insofar as tached but loving interest. I would
divine mission to reform the cal man of wealth would be no more 
world. I doubt very much whether or interesting to me than the family in
George 
and " vice ni^sidm? o7 ’ d^  a thoroughly honest, con- take no part in any quarrel or dispute.of the Noithwcst- n„,i inh in the nlnee in nolitical or otherwise, but would nrc-
ern Fruit Exchange: ‘‘Tiie Pacific states scientious and able job i  t e place i  political or ot er ise, b t o ld pre-which Providence has placed him sent both sides of every controversy.
m;e l.olding this estimate even a (his foi-m X holdr good fo ; the This, howeVer, would not prevent mo
mi
‘But the factor that is more import­
ant than what the supply will be is 
what the •buying power cf the people 
is going to be. Right now it looks as 
though it will improve us we get into 
the season.
“I think the Pacific Northwest apple 
growers have every reason to look 
forward to a moderately profitable 
year with conditions improving as we 
get into the later varieties.”
Harry Jensen, district representative 
of Gwin, White & Prince, Wenoka 
sales agents: “ That sounds good. You 
know that’s quite a drop from the 
211,000,000 bushels last year—75,000,000 
bushels less. - .
“And if the old maxim holds true— 
a short crop always gets shorter and 
a long crop longer—the situation may 
get even better; I mean from our 
standpoint.
T „  , T, , 1- n' “Now if we don’t get too bullish and
, . . Ja.^per National Park beside a five-  ^ ^ a price to start out
mile tongue of ice streaming own from a great gap between two 11,000-foot gtarted moving.”
peaks, the Alpine Cluj^of Canada will hold its 33rd annual camp from July weather in April followed by
16 to 30. Scenic graneur of the Canadian Rockies reaches a climax in this area f^ost and rain in May played havoc 
which is now easily accessible over tlie new Columbia Icefield Highway, some Massachusetts and some
75 miles south of Jasper. Among ths 2C0 climbers who will be under canvas eastern states " said Gilbert F.
is Dr. James Bryant Conant. president of Harvard. University. ’
hafbewau"e of doIaye7 o r y a S  weekly newspaper editor then he can- from sitting in my high editorial scat
He (bore m-iv r.uile n lednHhm n Poasibly do better than to make and expressing my own opinion about u n’ i  w. L  1 eduction in  ^ ppppj. jp fppt j p^p,^  ijg
----- - whether one is merchandising a nows- very emphatm about expressing my
paper or .an automobile one does not own opinion but in the editors column
only-
B
. ..........
Here in the Columbia Iccfr l'
O ’Brien of North Bergen, New Jersey, 
who is in Wenatchee with L. L. Ster­
ling of Yakima. O ’Brien said the rain 
and cool weather interfered with pol­
lination, adding to the frost damage.
not in the news columns and not 
by “colouring” the news. I would, in 
my column, pat the Prime Minister on 
the back when I thought he had done 
well and kick him in the pants when I 
thought he had done badly; and the 
same for every public character, group 
or movement. I would be very care­
ful to avoid any bias in headlining or 
in reporting of events. I believe that 
the partisan newspaper is very rapidly 
going out of date and that newspapers 
are coming to deserve and obtain the 
confidence of the public in proportion 
to their impartiality in presenting the
I would be for my own town and Harvard University, 
county, not too selfishly, remembering v 
that my own people are part of a great 
Dominion whose various groups and 
sections have more interests and ideals 
in common than in conflict. I would 
be for any person or society which 
might be working, however imperfect­
ly, for the education, progress and 
welfare of. the community or nation. I 
would not myself be a crusader, but 
would let every crusading spirit have
Walt Disney, creator of Mickey Mouse, is shown here smiling at a few  o t  
his creations after he was awarded an honorary Bachelor of Arts degree from
PENTICTON MAN’S 
APOLOGY REQUEST 
AGAIN REFUSED
LJCENCES GRANTED  
On Monday night licences were 
graiY.ed by the city council Ito J. 
M. Buchanan as an electrical wiring 
contractor; J. M. Gagnon a.': arr elec­
trical contractor; L. L, Hawn as an 
investment agent.
A. M. MILLER general solon and friend of-everybody. My ideal in physical equipment 
get very far by trying to make one’s would be to own my own little en- 
Of particular interest to the -  something they do not graving shop and to flood my paper as
chee district, he said, is the fact that how far as possible with pictures of the
the crop of eating apples m the East -------1„ « « «_
its fling in my columns, remaining on p jlgg  Smith’s
the sidelines as an observer, arbiter, . , .
Second Letter Asking for an
Official Apology
Mr. Smith goes on to state that in 
view of the publicity the matter has 
received, an apology for the manner 
in which the affair was handled, would 
only be a gentlemanly gesture'on the 
part of the council.
There was little discussion. His
is light and cooking apples are nor­
mal.”
Things look bright as far as pro­
duction is concerned, said L. L. Ster­
ling," Northwest manager for the At­
lantic Commission company, Yakima.
“ Now if the economic situation im­
proves; it’s vital. For instance, can-
high or progressive our ideas may be people and the events of my own con-
On Monday night the city council Worship the Mayor pointed out that at 
considered and ordered filed a letter no time was Mr. Smith under tech-
taloupes and other early fruits have
about the kind of merchandise people stituency, A  small newspaper which from Loyd R. Smith, of Penticton. It nical arrest and that the council W]BS
ought to want we would very quickly tries to ape the metropolitan daily is will be remembered that Mr. Smith perfectly satisfied with the actions <0(8
go out of business unless we actually fighting a losing battle. The, small had been questioned by the local pol- the city officials. The letter was Cff-
give them what they dp want. Of newspaper, however, which is weaving ice to ascertain if he were doing bus- dered filed. ' ■
course all people dp not want the same itself into the life of ite own commun- iness in Kelowna without a trade lic|-
things and the individual or group ity is building a citadel which nothing ence. He had Ayritten to the city;
wants different things at different times can overthrow, - council demanding an apology but the
and in different moods. This gives us These are my thoughts—they are council refused the apology, stating
brought very low prices.’ -  a wide range of choice in satisfying possibly quite foolish and impractical that it could find no action of any citythe idealistic side of our own natures, but if they are of any use to you I
m m
- '!
expressed K,ioinp« in WpnaU  cater to either the higher or shall be happy.
■would do a _ , lower ranges of our customer’s desires. A. M. MILLER,
means Now, no matter how ignorant he Director of Advertising,
Another said. That p b y may be of the actual job of publishing, - Chrysler Corporation
notm orethana 9 0 ,0 0 W o r  95 0^ ^^ ^^  of Canada Limited.
A n d  another: “That’s b y  t h e  b e s t  °ther has formulated what he would do Windsor, Ont-
when m u
news we have had for a long while;- 
the best by a long shot.”
“I am glad to hear it. That makes 
a better looking situation, That’s 25,- 
000,000 bushels less than most of us 
expected, and it’s 35,000,000 bushels 
less than the June 1 condition report 
indicated. It’s only 20,000,000 bushels 
mpre than the extremely short 1936 
crop.”
This is the view of a leading local 
banker and fruit man.
official that warranted an apology.
In the letter read on Monday night 
Mr. Smith said that he had no com­
plaint regarding “ the extremely tact­
ful manner “in which he wps ap­
proached by the police but he resents 
“the fact that I was practically plac­
ed under technical arrest and ordered 
to report to the chief Of police before 
the council took any steps to find out 
if there was any cause for complaint.”
4> 4 *« «  «  «  «
:  LETTERS TO THE ;
:  EDITOR :
*  *  
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SAILING! SAILING!
Li I
are sold at all our branches. 
Get yours before you go away, 
and keep your travel money safe.
„  When YOU see a grain elevator, cot- tory,-, high-pressure salesmanship and
RIGHT DEPARTMENT gin,^ nut packing plant or any glib promises are out of place.
The proprietor of a big store noticed other type of building to handle agri- A  loyal membership follows when
a n  assistant dozing, up against the wall cultural commodities, think for a m o-. there is a widespread recognition of
of one of the departments. He con- ment of what paid for it. . . economic need. A  loyal member
suited the manager about the matter. Money, yes, but where did it come does not cease to patronize his co- _  _
n with him ” said from? Such funds are provided by operative to run after will-o-the-wisp The Editor,
the manager IVe haT himTn t h r «  the products t o  themselves. Grain offers of better prices or added ser- Kelowna Courier.
dlffe“  nT departments, and he doses elevators are bnilt with gram; cotton vice, tempting as they may be. Dear Sir:
all day long.” a r e  paid for with^ cotton; nut-- Members Own Co-operatives Much good-natured fun
H elp  im prove your personality  
with Wrigley’s Gum . Keep your 
teeth white, breath sweet, by  
using healthful Wrigley’s G um  
daily— 05 m illions do. The chil­
dren also love the delicious re­
freshing flavor of Wrigley ’s Double 
Mint. Take some home today, cs-m
Kelowna, B.C. 
July 18th, 1938
AAAAAAAAAAA
has been
“Put him at the naiama counter ” The member knows that the coop- poked at m e’ for the ducking I gave
suggested the proprietor, “and fasten packing houses are paid fbr with erative belongs to him and his neigh- niy wife when my sailing boat went
o nn hiiTi* with the words: ‘Our fruit. . bors, that it is operated under his over last Tuesday afternoon, but it
-r.aiorv.ac ar/^  nf siich suoerior Quality Who owns this plant and equipment, supervision and is conducted for the has faken your reporter to convert a 
thit pvpn thp man who sells them can- Sometimes the farmers themselves do, mutual benefit of all. In such an as- good afternoon’s sport into a near
oiwavs thp rase. sociation the members show their loy- tragedy. There were no high windsnot keep awake.’,”— Grit.
R W rU  B A N K  OF C A N A D A
but this is not al ys t e c s . ..... ...... . ....... .... ....... ....... ........
When the producers realize that it gj^y jj.j times of stress—they stand no gusts,' no dangerous heeling. We 
is their own produce that ultimately j^y the organization which stands for went over because we 'were sitting on
pays for the buildings and equipment, their interests,. the edge and when backwinded by the
Loyalty must be carried a step fur- Ferry we fell in backwards, and
Every member has a definite pulled the boat with us. I am duly
NATURE NOTE
“The difference between the cow as well as supplies profits to the op- __
and the milkman,” sneered the dis- erators, they often see the splendid ther. ___ ____________  ____ „ _______  ^ _________ ____  __  _ ________
gruntled customer, “is that the cow opportunity for owning the _ facilitms responsibility to his association, not humiliated at thus being caught. The
gives milk.” themselves and thus extending the gj^jy .(.g gypp^ j. .^ g^^ pg^j,Qjjj2e it, but rescuing fleet of motor boats quickly
“Aye, so,” said the milkman, “and business of farming from the farm to .jg gj^g considered thought to the appeared from thd* Aquatic and great
5,000 different snowflake designs, and . greater in lighter gases, a lungful of another difference is that the cow the market, thereby effecting savings election of able men to the board of thanks are due to them for towing
believed that he had barely broken hydrogen would change a bass voice doesn’t give credit.”—Edinburgh Dis- and discouraging ^asteful and u n «^  directors. In this way, an association the boat home, but they seemed to be
NO TWO ALIKE
W. A. Bently photographed some
HOW TO BE A  TENOR
Because the vibration of sound is
the surface of possibilities. to a tenor. patch.
SEC
Don’t Be Fooled 
About Constipation!
Many people, when constipation 
hits them, just reach for the 
medicine shelf, dose up with a 
physic, and try to forget it—flK 
the trouble comes back. And come 
back it usually does—more and 
more often—till you get at its 
cause.
yoirr trouble: lack of "btdk." And 
“bulk” doesn’t mean a lot of food. 
It’s a kind of food that isn’t con­
sumed in the body, but leaves a  
soft “bulky” mass in the intes­
tines and aids elimination.
I f  that’s the reason for your 
trouble, what you need is a  good 
dish of crunchy Kellogg’s All- 
Bran for breakfast. It contains 
the “bulk” you need plus Nature’s 
great intestinal tonic, vitamin B,.
Eat it every day, drink plenty 
of water, and join the “regulars.” 
Made by Kellogg in London, Ont.
V  ___ __ _______ _— ^
(C
3 ' r  ,1  , c l  M ake S E C R E T  M E S S A G E S ^
U ' FIMOERPRINTS appear/ike magic. 
Also print real pictures of Dick Tracy, friends etc. 
on any plain paper with this amazing new 
SECfiET D ISC O \/E R y/
X .
This Genuine, Official Detecto-Kil Contains:
1 bottle of Secret Dick Tracy Formula Q-11 (enough 
to print 144 pictures); 1 set o f negatives for printing 
pictures o f Dick Tracy, Tess Trucheiirt, Pat Patton 
and Dick Tracy, Jr.; 1 official Dick Tracy Detective 
Secret Instruction Book; 1 stylus for secret writing; 
1 package o f Hypo-Fixative; 1 special printing glass; 
1 set o f four printing frames, clips and blotting pad.
. l6p*lroffl«{lh«r<
Com FkikM, OuokM^f* 
fwl WhMt Of Pnffooi Rico 
and 15c. with IhbcoopoR 
foi your ooiiulno 
Dick Tracy Secret, 
Dotocto^Kit.
T EA R  T H IS  OUT NO W .. .
D IC K  T R A C Y , Box 100, Saskatoon. Sask.
Please send me a Dick Tracy Secret Detccto-Kit. I enclose 2 box tops from  
either Quaker Com  Flakes, Quaker Puffed 'Wheat or Quaker Puffed Rice and 15c.
Nom«.
S tr ttt  and f iu tu b ir M A I L  T H I S  T O D A Y !
I  n i f f l
______________■ ________________ :_______ JPraviuct--------------------------- - ----- ■ j
ical trade practices. While one farmer operates on a sound basis to compete so overcrowded with sightseers that 
alone usually cannot own the faculties, channels of distribution. it was a good thing there was no one
a group of farmers acting together co- >phg responsibility of the member to rescue. It seemed best to me to re- 
operatively can. goes further; he must let his board turn in a rowboat which only had one
Possibility of Cooperative Solution of directors know his thoughts on im- man in it. .
Private enterprises naturally bper- portant problems, and then must abide ij^gj-e can be few safer places for 
ate for the purposes of making profit, hy decision of the board. sailing than Okanagan Lake. There
When the farmer finds that profit Good Manager Needed are no currents or tides with their
upon profit is being dec^ucted from The board’s responsibility to the consequent rips and steep .seas, no 
the ultimate Amount due him, he be- members is clearly defined. The first steamers and fogs, very few winds of 
gins to realize that he and his neigh- of the duties is to obtain competent gale f<ft>ce, and it is almost impos- 
bors should control the policies of the management; the next is to allow it sible to get more than a mile from 
organization through which their pro- an opportunity to go ahead and carry shore. A ll centre-board boats can be 
duce passes on its way to market. The out the policies set forth by the board, capsized so ’ it is merely a matter of 
farmer must be assured that his pro- which of course, reflects the members’ common sense to carry a life belt or 
ducts are being handled so that, as wishes. Membership meetings aid in air cushions and be able to swim, 
they go to market, the greatest pos- keeping directors, members, and man- Mothers might remember that from 
sible dollar return comes back to the agement all informed of their com- the time little Johnny starts to drive 
farm. _ mon problems. the car it is a 1 to 10 certainty that
If the farmer is resourceful and jf  a cooperative has loyal member- he will kill or injure either himself
knows that an economic need is pre- ship support, adequate capital and is or somebody else. Sailing boats can’t 
sent, he can join with his neighbors efficiently conducted, it can achieve claiin such* a record. Motor boats, 
to improve- marketing conditions. He its goal by returning to the farmer- however, which usually sink when 
can make sure that when the dollars member all that his product sells for, swamped, approach cars fairly closely, 
come back to the farm, they will not less actual but minimized handling As a capsized sailing boat is a diffi- 
haye been stripped by speculative-and costs, and by rendering the best ser- cult thing to handle the following may 
manipulative profits. 'The farmers of vice to the consumer. be 6 f  help.
an area must have the ability to work n  is the objective of true farmers’ Collect all loose articles such as 
together before a cooperative can be cooperative associations to accept and bathing suit, camera and whiskey bot- 
successful and serve them well. shoulder ^  the responsibilities placed tie and put them in your pocket. Take
Loyalty and Sense of Responsibility upon them and to deal equitably and down the sails. Take out the mast.
It is not enough for the management fairly with their members and with Right the boat and lash the mast along 
to realize the economic need; the co- their customers, the consumers. We side. Stuff up the centre board slot';;-' 
operative’s keystone is its membership aU seek a better balance in our ec- with your shirt. If the boat has.iiir 
which must be aware of the economic onomic relationships—successful co- tanks you may then be able to bale it 
foundation on which it reists. operative associations point the way! out. Sit in the boat. Take out the
Before a farmer can be a good co- —Adapted from “The Farmers’ Coop- whiskey bottle. Throw the camera 
operator he must be fully aware of erative Yardstick.” overboard, it won’t be any more use.
the economic need for the cooperative ; , Paddle or drift ashore. If .the boat v ■ i. ..k
association to serve him in marketing  ^ . S®’® . , , ■ heavy and no help around you can T h is advertisement is not pub-
his produce. When he knows that pro- “The American M edm ^ Association then watch the waves start to smash Jished or displayed by the Liquor
duction conditions are favorable, toat <he boat to piec^. Control Board or by the Govern-
costs are excessive and that outlets __ That intense silence you hear is ^ ' S  Oswell. ment of British Gplumbi?i.
A ntique Whisky
'Mi^ MuawcnHtti'VhtTiA'SctaAMD -
___ ____ _______ That intense silence you hear
or sources of supply'are unsatisfac- from the children.
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YEARS ON ISSION SCHOOL HOARD CONTRACT SUPPORT
Notable Record of Public Service 
Brought to Close — Principal 
Has Resigned at Mission
meeting was Uien adjourned.«• * «<
A i«o  aak fo r  fantaua 
I W K T O N  ly | .«  A L K  
and
S I L V E K  S P R I N G  
S T O U T
C O A S T  B R E W E R I E S  L I M I T E D
Vancouver Now Wootminator Victoria
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia
Solid da the 
Continent
A M E R I C A H
HEAD OFFICE—
Toronto, Canada
A H .H .  P R O F I T S  F O R  F O U C T H O L D E R S
L I F E
BRITISH COLUMBIA DEPARTMENT
OF MINES
N O T I C E
It is the intention to cancel the surveys field-notes and 
official plans of survey of all reverted Crown-granted min­
eral clainis appearing bn the printed list of such reverted 
claims, except those in respect of which an application to 
lease has been received pursuant to Section 161, “Taxation 
A c t“ ' ^
No application for a lease of a reverted claim will be 
accepted after the 25th of August, 1938.
A copy of the printed list of said reverted Crown- 
granted mineral claims may be seen in the office of any 
Gold Commissioner or Mining Recorder.
H O N . W . J. A SSELST IN E , 
Minister of Mines;
JO H N  F. W A L K E R , 
Deputy Minister of Mines.
A  notable record of long continued 
.service to the Okanagan Mi.ssion com­
munity was brought to a clo.se lost 
week at the annual school meeting on 
Wedne.sday, July 13th, when W. D. 
Walker Insisted on retirement from 
the board of trustees of the Mis.slon 
school. Mr. Walker has held the post 
of trustee for no less than thirty- 
three year.s, eight of them as secre­
tary, and his judgment and experience 
have proved invaluable throughout the 
many changes and Improvements that 
have taken place in .school alTairs 
from those early years onwards. The 
Mission will regret Ivls (It-'dsion to 
resign, while conceding him the right 
to a well-earned rest from a respon­
sibility that all too few arc willing to 
accept.
B. T. Haverileld took the chair at 
the meeting, and Capt. J, H. Horn was 
elected as trustee to succeed Mr. Walk­
er, while the two other members, M. 
L. Kuipers and H. Dunlop, remain. D. 
A. Middlcmass was re-appointed aud­
itor
Victor Wilson Resigns
The trustees are fslced with the task 
of selecting a new principal to succeed 
Victor Wilson, who has resigned. In 
his report, Mr. Kuipers paid a wtirm 
tribute to his human qualities and his 
enthusiasm, and pointed out that he 
had made full use of the new cur­
riculum to enlarge his teaching pos­
sibilities. Mr. Wilson’s wholesome in­
fluence was bound to have a far- 
reaching effect on his pupils, who 
would carry with them memories of 
wanderings in the hills, swimming and 
skating parties, exciting stage plays, 
etc. It was not too much to say that 
through him the school possessed an 
individuality of its own; a real friend­
ship existed between him and his pu­
pils without loss of discipline, and the 
incoming board would have difficulty 
in finding another principal of the 
same high quality.
No large expenditure beyond rou­
tine requirements was necessary in 
the past year, and a big saving had 
been made by the use of shavings in 
the roof to reduce fuel consumption 
and give more heat to the rooms, be­
sides the prevention of ice on the eaves 
in winter.
Estimates for the coining year were 
given as $2,625, but the meeting voted 
to raise this to $2,800, an equal amount 
to last year; with $150 ear-marked as 
reserve towards stucco or paint for 
the exterior, which will hot be under­
taken this year.
Dr. Currie, the dental surgeon ap­
pointed by the department of health, 
had visited the school in June, and a 
total of 46 children were treated, in- 
cludirig high-school students and a 
nurnber of pre-school age; in a?L 314 
treatments were given.
The school gardens are to be main­
tained through the summer holidays 
by the janitor for a small extra fee.
P. Casorso brought up the matter 
of the revision of boundaries of the 
school district, stating that his land 
is situated partly in Okanagan Mis­
sion and partly in Mission Creek dis­
trict; the children of his employee 
had to come nearly four miles to Ok­
anagan Mission, instead of being able 
to attend Mission Creek school only 
one and a half miles from their home.
Among those playing in the Pentic­
ton tennis tournament last week were 
Miss .Toyce naverlleld. Miss Lsobel 
Wadsworth, Miss Miuy Stubbs and Mr. 
Dick Stubbs; Mr. Stubbs with Mrs. 
Gardner, of Kelowna, won llie oi)cn 
mixed doubles, and Miss Haverfleld 
was runner-up in the ladies’ open sin­
gles after a very close match.« • •
Miss Mary Murdock arrived from 
'Toronto last Thursday on a visit to 
lier father, Mr. E. Murdock.
Endorses Contract as EITort to 
Benefit Valley Fruit Growers
The Inception of Lode Mining 
In Kootenay
by HUGH COCllUANE
Mr. and Mrs. K. W. Greene, of West 
Vancouver, with Miss Mary and Mi.ss 
Rachel Greene, left for the Coast by 
car last 'Thursday, July 14(h, at the
onnf'liiKinii nf fhoir vIkH Horn.
'The Kelowna board of trade has 
gone on reeoid as approving the stand­
ard contraet now being signed by the 
fruit growers tliroughout tlie Okan­
agan. 'ITiis action was taken at a 
meeting of tlie board on Tuesday 
morning when the feeling was ex­
pressed that the contraet was for the 
benefit of tlie grower and tliat the bus­
iness men of the city would support 
any effort that would bring greater 
returns to tlie fruit growers of the 
valley.
When I first struck B.C. in 18U7, Hot- 
water Jimmy and Coldwater George 
were fretiueiiters of Billy Bott’s Koot­
enay Hotel, at Golden City, as It 'vas 
then called, they were the original 
locators of the Monarch mine at Field, 
wbicli was as far as 1 rcniember the 
first lode niiiio recorded in East Koot-
co cluslon of t eir isit here.♦ ♦ ♦
Miss Kitty Haverileld left on 'Thurs­
day, July 14th, for Naramata, where 
she is spending a few days as the guest 
of Mr. and Mrs. C. Aikens.
CATS 'TO THE RESCUE
When they drag in odd, misshapen 
things
Don’t blame the family cats—
'They may be trying to suggest 
New styles for mothers’ hats.
—Ed Scanlan in Buffalo Evening News
ASCANIA GOES AGROUND INST. LAWRENCE
cnay.
Ill Golden itself and up the Colum­
bia at Hog Hancli, Spilhnucliiiie and 
Jubilee Landing, there was a bunch 
of old time jirospectors, Manuel Dain- 
ard and Bert Low, Fred M. Wells of 
Cariboo Gold, Charlie Law, QuiiiqSabe 
Jones, Pete McIntyre, Archie McMur- 
do, Dutch Pete and others, who had 
locations on Jubilee Mountain, the 
Srtillmaehino and MeMurdo District. 
None of these properties have eve; 
amounted to anything, although as 
early as 1088 we took out a shipment 
of copper ore for Swansea, Wales 
from the MoMurdo. It had to be pack­
ed in oil barrels, for some unaccount­
able reason, and 1 can remember the 
scurrying around there was to dig 
them up.
Further up the river the since fa­
mous, or shall I say, infamous. Thun­
der Hill mine had not been discover­
ed, nor the Toby Creek property from 
which Randolph Bruce made his clean 
up; back of Windermere, Chan. Mc­
Kay and Ed Johnson had located some 
copper, but nothing was then being 
done with it and I don’t think over 
has been. Further south the St. Mary 
and St. Eugene, if at that time known 
of by the Indians, were not being 
worked, so one can safely say, that 
the efforts of this early group of pros­
pectors in East Kobtenay, were niore 
or less futile. Some of them were 
wise enough to transfer their atten­
tion to other fields, and there attained 
the success they deserved, Fred Wells 
and Charlie Law being notable ex­
amples.
Carrying 363 passengers and $1,500,000 in gold the liner S.S. Ascania went 
aground off Bic Island, in the St. Lawrence river. A ll passengers were re­
moved from the 14,000-ton vessel, whose forward holds were reported fUled 
with water as a result of the mishap. It was hoped that removing the vessel’s 
cargo by lighters would allow the Ascania to be towed back to Quebec for a 
survey of the damage.
In West Kootenay the scene changes 
entirely. When I arrived at Nelson 
in 1889, where I had taken the Gov­
ernment Agent from Donald,, the late 
A. W. Vowell, to hold the first sale of 
lots, there was not a lumber building 
on the Townsite, and only two log 
ones. The Hall mine . had recently 
been purchased by an English Syn­
dicate, from the Fry Brothers of Bon­
ners Ferry; this was the first mine 
located in the Nelson District apart 
from the Bluebell at Pilot Bay, which 
is said to have been worked by the 
Hudson Bay Co. in early, early days, 
and from thd raw ore of whiclh the In­
dians ran their bullets. I believe it is 
still going strong. My old friend S. S. 
Fowler was supt. there the last I 
heard of him
GARDEN GRAPH HER PH.D.
A  letter was read from the school 
inspector, A. S. Matheson, in support 
of Mr. Casorso’s request that his land 
should be transferred to the JVIission 
Creek district; after discussion of com­
parative mill rates and assessed val­
ues ip the two areas, Capt. Horn pro­
posed that the trustees investigate the 
matter with power to act, saying an 
immediae favorable decision might in­
vite further applications not* so equit­
able; this motion was carried, and the
€>IN G B  E N D  O F  P O P P Y  
ST E N V  OVER. FLJVNVe
A  young woman who came to Co­
lumbia to take her degree of doctor 
of philosophy married her professor 
in the middle of the second year.
When she announced her engage­
ment, one of her friends said: “But 
Margaret, I thought you came up here 
to get your Ph. D.”
“So I did,’’ agreed Margaret. “But 
I had no idea I would get him so
soon.
Shortly after the sale of the 'Town- 
site many claims were staked in the 
Nelson area, notably the Poprman by 
John Davenport, and responsible in 
large measure for the Davenport 
Hotel in Spokane.
Later in the same season on my 
steamboat run from Sproat’s Landing 
now Robson to Reveilstoke, I picked 
up ,on the shore of Upper Arrow Lake 
where Nakusp now stands, Taylor and 
Alderson, two of the locators of the 
Noble Five, the first location in ‘:he 
Slocan. They had gone in from the 
Kootenay lake side and come right 
through to Arrow lake, the rest of the 
party going back ot Nelson to record 
the claims, Gilber M. Sproat being 
the Gold Commissioner and Mining
Recorder for that district.
After that the whole country waa 
overrun with pro.sjiector.s, uiiyoiie 
could get a grubstuko from any of the 
merchants, and there was a rush of 
the latter to get established in the 
Kootenay lake district. 1 look down 
Bob Green, the present Senator who 
was among the first. He and his bro­
ther established themselves at Kaslo; 
Charlie Golgerich was at Ainsworth, 
and Fred Hume put up the llr.st lum­
ber building at Nelson for his .store; 
Bob Lemon al.so went into business 
there.
It was a boom camp and until the 
Sherman Act was repealed, yielded. 
millions to Spokane, practically built 
the place. 'There was no railroad to 
the camp from the Canadian side until 
1891, so naturally trade went mostly 
to the States, as it was exploited larg­
ely with American capital and also > 
fast steamers connected with the 
Great Northern at Bonners Ferry, 
Idaho.
I cannot leave this part of the coun­
try without special mention of Kaslo, 
it was one of the liveliest boom towns 
I have ever been In. Hammers going 
day and night, $2.00 for the privilege 
of spreading your blankets; no meals 
under a dollar and among the not­
ables seen daily would be Lucky Jhn 
Wardner, of Bunker Hill and Sullivan; 
Patsy Clark, J. M. Finch of Finch & 
Campbell Buffalo Hump; John M. 
Burk and M. M. Mimms, the bankers; 
Frank Patrick and Lane Gillam whom 
I met later at Goldfield, Nevada; 
Frank Buck the Assayei', G. B. Wright 
of Eagle Pass fame. Doc Hendryx of 
Pilot Bay Smelter; Sid Norman, who 
afterwards ran the Sipokane Hotel; 
George Kane who .owned the town- 
site. John Keen the Postmaster and 
Mayor Senator Green and his brother. 
Charlie Perry the surveyor, John 
Retallac and countless others. They 
were a goodly company, most of them 
have passed 'on and the mining game ■ 
is not as picturesque as it used to be. 
All of the important deals were con- 
sumated in the bar rooms. I think 
that Finch was the only big operator- 
who did not drink.
Down the Columbia at Trail Creek. 
Col. Topping had an hotel, and had ’ 
formed a Spokane Syndicate to de-- 
velop a claim called'the War Eagle,- 
I remember seeing an-ad'..in-the Nel­
son Times, John Huston’s- paper - call­
ing for tenders, to do the assessment 
work on the Le Roi and War • Eagle 
claims. It stated, “A  one horse whim 
will be furnished"— shades of Gover­
nor Charlie IVIcIntosh!' ,
There are a thousand stories in this 
brief summary of the history of the 
, first interesting years, of lode mining 
in Kootenay. I went , to Cariboo in 
’93. 1 It was a gold camp and silver 
had taken a 'bad slump.
MORE DEMOCRATIC
Sir Willmott Lewis, the Washington 
correspondent for the London Times,, 
was asked for his autograph at the 
Gridiron dinner. He obliged' and 
wrote “Willmott Lewis.”
“Haven’t you forgotten something?’’ 
said the autograph seeker. “You . 
didn’t write'down the ‘Sir’. ’’
“I didn’t forget it,” said the British­
er. “I am merely more democratic 
than most of you Americans.”—Bos­
ton Transcript.
I E .
Ordeal by fire for Oriental poppies
G E f  T H I S  M O D E L  L I N E R  —  
G R E A T  F U N  T O  A S S E M B L E  —  
BY A C T U A L L Y  F L O A T S !
Many people believe that oriental 
poppies do not make good cut flowers. 
This is true only when they are cut 
and not cared for correctly. When 
properly handled as cut flowers they 
can be enjoyed for a considerable 
time.
If you want to use oriental poppies 
as cut flowers indoors follow these 
directions carefully: After the poppies 
are cut and brought (indoors, cut an­
other inch off the end of the stem. 
Then immediately singe the cut sur­
face over the flame of a candle or 
match as shown in this Garden-Graph. 
Next immerse the stems in a bucket of 
cold water and set in a cool and dark­
ened room for several hours. •
Best results with oriental poppies as 
cut flowers will be obtained if the 
cutting is done when the flower ^u d  
is partially open. Early morning is 
the best time for cutting them.
W I T H  T H E  P U R C H A S E  O F  T H R E E  P A C K A G E S  O F
C O R N  F L A K E S  A T  Y O U R  G R O C E R ’ S
B m E R  •  PACKED BETTER 
• TASTE BETTER
® Children and adults will have a barrel of fun assem­
bling one or all of these exact copies of t h e  Q u e e n  M a r y ,  
E m p r e s s  o f  B r i t a in ,  N o r m a n d ie ,  B r e m e n !  The finished 
models are l6  inches long, printed in full color, all 
ready to assemble— and w a te r - t ig h t !  They really float. 
Bathtub sailors, choose your boat and go to work— no 
cutting, or pasting— j^ust grand sport assembling the 
numbered pieces from the keel up to the radio masts!
You’ll like, too, the crisp goodness o f Kellogg’s Corn 
Flakes. These golden flakes are delicious at any time. In 
cool milk or cream, they’re refreshing and nourishing,
Go to your grocer’s. Buy three packages o f Kellogg’s 
Corn Flakes and you can have your choice of these 
model liners. You’ll find, after you get one o f them, that 
you’ll want all four!
Planted where it can spread over a 
warm stone or where it can hang from 
a sunny crevice, sedum sieboldi is at­
tractive because of the contrast be­
tween its ash-pink flowers and gray 
branches.
If some of your peonies are large­
headed they will need to be staked so 
that each pompom can stand erect and 
display its beauty.
CITY CONSIDERS 
BEACH LIFEGUARD
The necessity of having a lifeguard 
stationed along the park shore be­
tween the entrance to the park and the 
Aquatic was considered by the city 
council on Monday night. During the 
discussion it was pointed out that this 
: district is outside the radius of the 
Aquatic and thei'e is, considerable 
bathing there. The deep water runs 
in close to the shore and the ledge 
drops off sharply. i
Aldermen Gather and Willis were 
appointed a committee to investigate 
and consider the advisability of post­
ing a lifeguard along this shore.
'A'V ■
:■  -3:5“  ^»>i
F I R S T  C H O I C E  A B O V E  A L L  M O T O R  O I L S  I N  T H E  P A C I F I C  W E S T  
T i t ®  P f g v g i b  M o t o f f  O I E  F o x r  Y ® i a r  C a s *  
S T A N D A R D  D E E . C D M P A N Y  O F  B R E T E S R  C O I . E I M R S A  E iE M E T I ^ D
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Hints On Fashions
•by L IS B E T H -
Pleats Piny Charming Part 
in Smart Summer Ensemble j^ rst
LOVELY SUMMER 
FLOWERS FORM 
NUPTIAL SEHING
H i t h e r  a n d  Y o n
IMt'.ils have a pruniiiii'nl pari in the 
ima Kiimim I’ fahliiims. In rimny cast-s 
I hey spell lln' diUVriMice between a 
sinipli.^  oidiiua'y truck and une that is 
extraoiclinarily ehariniip;-
Plealeil fulness adds to the charm 
of this ('raci.'ful summer ensemble. It 
eombinOs u slender frock of navy ray­
on crepe, printed in a wliile scattered 
patterning', with a plain, navy sheer 
full-lenyth coat.
Tlie short sleeves of both the frock 
and coat are putfed becomlnf'ly at the 
lop, and a white orf'andie llower fin­
ishes the V neckline.
Style Whimsies
An entirely new departure from the 
all-wldte ban are in'inls in linens, clial- 
lis types and rayons. Matiy liave com­
position frames and chain handles, oth- 
(Ms merely lie at the top like a lar/te 
inintcd handkerchief.
H* If 4t
Tile wood bead bugs in Roman stripe 
colorings again ,'ire in high favor this 
season. 4 ♦
I ’he “baby sweater" of angora is be-
Unitccl Cliiirch Scene 
Wedding of Dorothy L. Harvey 
to Jack Alvin Witt
J. M. Macrae, general freight agent Father W. li. 
for the Canadian National Railways at the cmemony. 
of V.'incouver, was a visitor in town lu.st 
weeit.
B E A U T IF U L  G O W N S
Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Winter Inive as 
* * • their guest Mr. Winter's motlier, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Meikle have re- E. R. Winter, of Vancouver, 
turned fi'oin a holiday' .«;i)ent at Sor-
Reception at Home of Bride’s Mo­
ther on Richter St. is Attended 
by Large Gathering of Friends
Against a lloral background of color­
ful summer llowers, tlie wedding cere­
mony of Dorotiiy Lavina, daughter of 
Mrs. IJ. B. Harvey, and tlie late Mr. 
Harvey, to Mr. .John Alvin Witt, 
younger son of Mr. and Mrs. W. W. 
Witt, was performed on Wedne.sday 
evening, July IJth, at 7.30 o’clock at 
tile First United Cliurch, Rev. A. C. 
I^ound, of Rutland, o/l'iciating at the 
ceremony,
Tlie attractive brunette bride, who 
was given in maridage by her mother, 
chose a most becoming gown of white 
marquisette over tutletu, the bodice 
featuring a square cut neckline, offset 
by an Elizabethan collar, long leg-of- 
multoii sleeves, while the beautifully 
drajicd bouffant skirt fell in soft folds 
to the lloor. Her wedding veil of em­
broidered silk net fell mistily from a
rento.
4 4 *
Mr.';, B. B. Harvey left last Friday 
for Nelson, wliere slni will be tin; giurst 
of lier daugliter, Mrs. Robert Nelson.
4 4 4
Mrs. In.'iie Parkinson was a visitor 
to Penticton last Tiiursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Atkins, of 
Winnipeg, wine the guests of Mr. and 
Mrs. F. Laughton last week.
4 4 4
Mrs. Gus Lyons, of Vancouver, is 
the house guest of her mother, Mrs. F.
R. E. Dehart for tlie ne.xt few weeks. 
♦ • *
Doug Burden was a visitor to Pen­
ticton over the weekend.4 4 4
Jerman Hunt, of Nelson, was a bus­
iness visitor in town last week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Grayson and 
family, of Edmonton, were visitors in 
Kelowna over the week-end.4 4 4
Mr. Dougins Disney was a visitor to 
Revelstoke over the week-end.
4 4 4
A daughter was born to Mr. and 
Mrs. R. Siillsbury, at the Kelowna 
General hospital on Wednesday, July 
20th. 4 4 4
R. J. Pymo, of Toronto, was a bus­
iness visitor In Kelowna this week.4 4 4
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Homles left last 
Friday evening for Cliilliwack on a 
holiday. 4 4 4^
Mrs. C. C. Flynn was a visitor 
the Coast during the past week.
to
Dr. and Mis. H. H. Boucher, and 
Burry, of Vancouver, are the guests of end. 
Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Knox at present.
Miss Ruth Greene, of Weyburn, was 
a visitor in Kelowna over the week-
Mrs. W. S. Dawson returned 
Monday morning from the Coast.
on
ing worn over print dresses. The fluffy pleated halo of the not which was 
little sweaters appeal to the young (rimmed with a spray of orange blos- 
girls. soms. She carried a lovely bridal
bouquet of Talisman roses and maid­
en-hair fern.
Mrs. Stanley Burtch, sister of the 
bride, acted as matron of honor, while 
Miss Francis Lewers was bridesmaid.
Mrs. R. L. Davidson, of Vancouver, 
was the guest of her sister, Mrs. Char­
les DeMara during the past week.
Mrs. T. M. Ryan and daughter, Kath­
leen, left for their home in Vancouver 
on Monday evening after spending a 
few days as the guests of Mr. Frank 
Dunaway on Manhattan Beach.
in favor forTop handles continue 
all styles of summer bags.
4 4 4
The new summer clothes are just a
Miss Louise McDonald is spending make their homo.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Kirkup left last 
Friday for Vancouver where they will
a holiday at tlie coast at present.4 4 4
little softer, dressier, and more femin- They were charming in their graceful Jast week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Graham, of Tor­
onto, spent several days in Kelowna
inc than we have seen for many sea­
sons.
Cork beach sandals arc a "must" in 
the wardrobe of the vacationer at the 
seashore.
4 4 4
A. M Gardner, of Portland, was a 
business visitor in town this week.iK 4 ' 4
E. N. Greene, of Montreal, was a 
business visitor in Kelowna for sev­
eral days last week.
Gordon Livingston, who relieved for Mrs. L
ReceDted for 
Advertising by The 
American Medical Association
SANITARY PROTECTION 
WORN INTERNALLY
Now you can experience a comfort, con* 
venicncc and safety you’ve never known 
before. Tampax is easy to use. No belts. 
No pins. Nouads. Eliminates odor.
Packages lO’s 
Formerly 50c.
N o w !
P. B. WILLITS & CO
LTD.
and STATIONERSCHEMISTS 
Phone 19 We Deliver 
47-5C
frocks of chiffon, cut on similar linos, 
the bodices formed by rows of shirring 
and the skirts cut in lovely flowing 
lines. Tiny boleros finished their pic- 
ture.sque gowns, which were further 
enhanced by their heart-shaped hats,
■" completely covered with tiny flowers.
A little suit with checked jacket in Mrs. Burtch chose powder blue for 
navy and white, combined with a blue her ensemble and Miss Lewers a love-
wool pleated skirt and^ white pique ly duslp rose. They carried shower monthrwhlle"the was on holi
blouse, will appeal strongly to the dis- bouquets of sweet peas and fern en 
criminating young miss returning to tone.
school. Mr. Harry Witt attended his brother
* «' * as best man, while Mr. Stanley Burtch
An attractive afternoon frock is a and Mr. R. F. Parkinson acted as ush- 
black chiffon jacket frock which has ers.
white organdie ruching at the surplice During the signing of the register 
neckline and on the jacket sleeves. A  Mr. R  
white pique flower is worn on the cause
4 4 4
Mrs. May Ifraser, of Victoria, is the 
guest of Mr. imd Mrs, R. Spilsbury at 
present. * * *
Miss Mary Day was a visitor to Pen­
ticton for several days during the past 
week. 4 4 4
E. R. Pike, of Calgary, was a bus­
iness visitor in Kelowna for several 
days this week. 4 4 4
M, Graham, of Winnipeg,
Mr. Ivor Newman during the past four visited with friends in Kelowna for
several days during the past week.
4 4 4
E. R. Rodgers, of Prince Rupert, was 
a business visitor in Kelowna this
days, returned, to his home in Vancou­
ver last week.
4 4 4
Mr. Bill Dobson is holidaying at the 
coast at present.
P. (Tiny) Walrod sang “Be-
jacket. Following the ceremony a reception 
was held at the bride’s home on Rich-
An executive meeting of the Ladies 
Auxiliary to the Aquatic was held on 
Monday evening at the Aquatic where 
plans were made for the no-hostess 
tea being held at the Aquatic on
The “Courier” For Fine Commercial Printine
We have a good supply on hand 
—be wise and get in your next 
winter’s requirements and avoid 
the risk of having to accept wet 
fuel. ■
$ 4 . 0 0F IR  or P IN E  SLABS, 3 ricks
D R Y  BOX  C U T T IN G S —
Double Load ....... $4.00
Single Load      $2.25
S. M. SIMPSON LTD.
PHONES—MiU -Office: 313
General Office: 312
ter street, where the rooms were Thursday, July 21st. Plans were also 
tastefully decorated with bouquets' of made for the annual Regatta banquet 
sweet peas . and baby’s breath! The to be held at the Eldorado Arms on 
bridal party was assisted in receiving Thursday,- August 4th. 
the guests by Mrs. Harvey, in a charm-
week. 4 4 4
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Dunlop and fam­
ily, of Victoria, were visitors in Ke­
lowna over the week-end.
4 4  4
Mrs. Roy Staples was a visitor to the 
coast during the past week.4 4 4
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Whiteway left 
on Wednesday for a two weeks’ holi­
day at Coast points.
ing floor-length gown of powder blue 
silk lace, with which she wore ac­
cessories of white, and corsage of rosy 
sweet peas. Mrs. Witt chose for the 
occasion a very lovely grey sheer red- 
ingote frock over floral taffeta, and ac­
cessories of grey. She wore a corsage 
of white carnations and maiden hair 
fern.
Mr. A. C. Dunnett, an uncle of the 
bride proposed the toast to the bride,
'■ 4_ • '4 4 ,
D. E. Oliver, of Victoria, arrived in 
Kelowna last week for the remainder 
of the summer and is a guest of the 
Willow Inn.
4 4 4
Mrs. W. F. Whiteway entertained at 
the tea hour on Friday afternoon at 
the Willow Lodge.
4 • 4 ■ 4 ’
Guests registered at the Willow Inn 
this week include: Mrs. H. Harford, 
and Miss Gladys Harford, New V/est-
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Deans and Noel 
have returned from a holiday spent at 
Yakima and other Coast points.
Lorne Wood, of Oppenheimer Bros. 
& Wood, Vancouver fruit brokers, was 
a visitor to the Okanagan this week.
4 4 4
Mrs. T. Lawson' and her brother, 
Mr. John Roweliffe, left with friends 
on Thursday for a short motor trip 
to Banff and Lake Louise.
f
Half Siia
Sheer Silk Day-Time 
Frocks topped by Coats 
in the same fabric are 
important for mid-sea­
son.
Crisp, cool, summer models 
fresh as a breeze to make 
your summer season a 
success.
F L O R A L  —
P O L K A  D O T  or 
P L A IN  SH EER S
FLATTERING STYLES 
for the
M ATRONLY FIGURE
Large and Half Sizes.
$5.95 - $9.75
SPECIAL WOOL CLEARANCE
15cO D D  SH AD ES in Crochet and Thistleblodm and 'Wool String; per ball ....!....... ..... ....
0Fm m W um t
(KELOW NA), LIMITED
^sponc^d to by the groom, minster, W. W. Grimshaw, Vancouver; p  s  Ruffell of Vancouver renewed 
while Mr. R. F: Parkinson gave the rjan O’Rourke Calearv- TVr T Pnrev «une , 01 e uve , renew a-..rtiov, ivT,. ^ u r K C ,  L.aigaTy, ivi. J. Carey old acquaintances in Kelowna this
 ^  ^ ^  ^ V a n c o u v c r ;  Mr. and week.. Mr. Euffell was in charge of
J -i, Mrs. C V  Orme, Koloa Kauai; Mr. The Courier for seven years during
The bride’s Table, covered with ^an and Mrs. H. E. Adams, Wenatchee; S u  ^Sr piriod He left KelovSa i f
ecru lace cloth was. centered by the Mrs. N. B. Shaffer, Seattle;. Mr. and S l l i n d  this was his firSt return visit
three tiered wedding cake in a bed of Mrs. L. T. Seely knd family, West-
tulle and delicately shaded flowers, hblme, Vancouver Island 
and ensconsed by tall golden tapers in # # *
silver holders. Mrs. A. C. Dunnett, an Guests registered at the Royal Anne 
aunt of the bride, and Mrs. James Har- hotel this week include: Mr. and Mrs. 
vey, presided at the urns, while friends E. J. Hargreaves and son, Vancouver; 
of the bride who assisted in serving Mrs. G. F. Clarke, Nelson; M rs 'A . L. 
included Mrs. G;eorge Sproale, Mrs. McDougall, Penticton; Mr and Mrs. S;
Robert Nelson, of Nelson, Miss Connie 
Harvey, sisters of the bride, Mrs Fran­
cis Buck, Mrs. Cyril Weeks, Mrs. R. S. 
Weeks, Mrs. J. Butt, Miss Dunnett and 
Miss Audrey Hughes.
After the receiition the young cou­
ple left by motor on a honeymoon to 
be spent in. the States and at the coast. 
The bride travelled in a very smartly 
tailored frock of wine linen trimmed
He was accompanied by his son, H. A. 
Ruffell.
♦ • *
N. R. Nicholls, refrigeration and 
storage departmental head for the 
Canadian Pacific Railway, Montreal, 
accompanied by Mrs. Nicholls, W. Flet­
cher, assistant foreign freight agent.
Eldridge, Miss D. Stemmle,, Crockett, Vancouver, and J. I. Peters, travelling 
Cal.; Miss M. A. Thompson, Ocean freight agent, Vernon, were visitors to 
Falls; H. W. Brighton, Ottawa; Agnes Penticton on Tuesday, and enjoyed a
M. Lott, Summerland; Mr. and Mrs.
G. Froom, Kamloops; Mr. and 
Mrs. W. F. Palmer, Kamloops; W.
H. Farubam,' Spokane; Mr. and Mrs. 
E. Jones, Seattle; Mrs. J. Black and 
Mrs. G. Shecklen, San, Rafael, Cal.; 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Shaw, Duncan; Mr.
few hours in this city. Mr. Nicholls 
is on a tour of inspection.
with white and an off-the-face felt and Mrs. D. Mackin, Morden, Man.; 
hat of the same shade of wine. Her Mrs. M. Day, Winnipeg.
QUIET WEDDING 
PERFORMED HERE
further accessories were of white.
Upon their return Mr. and Mrs. Witt 
will make ther home on Bernard Ave­
nue.
W ife Preservers
.4 4
Miss Louise Owen is at home on 
vacation from St. Joseph’s Hospital, 
Victoria.
Miss Frances Lee, of Vancouver, who
An interesting wedding ceremony 
was celebrated quietly at the First 
Lutheran (ihitrcJh, Kelowna, on Satur­
day, July 16th, 1938, when Victor Hen­
ry Louis, Count Ricci d’Avalos, Mar-
£qe.o£::(eer^.
has been visiting her friend. Miss Kay Quis of Pescara, of Vancouver, B.C., 
Marshall, at Manhattan Beach, has left was united in marriage to Elly Eliz- 
for her home. abeth Meltorn, of Okanagan Mission.
• • ♦ Rev. C. F. Baase performed the cere-
H. J. Broad, R. G. Rutherford and J. mony. They will live in Kelowna.
Dunlop were Kelowna visitors to -------------- -----—------ — —
Wenatchee last week-end to attend 
the annual meeting of the Okanogan- 
Cariboo Trail association.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Watchorn, of Chil­
liwack, who have been visiting in Ke­
lowna for their holidays, left on Wed­
nesday to return to the Coast.
♦
WINFIELD ANGLICANS 
ENJOY PICNIC
The St. Margarets Anglican' Guild 
held a weiner roast on the beach of 
Guests registered at the Mayfair Woods L ^ e  near 1^. M. P. Williams ^ « . ■ - . - , - Firkmo lnc^ 4- virzaiaLr ficjTVKichome on Tuesday of last week. Games 
such as horseshoes and bean bags
A  housewife papered her kitchen Hotel during the last week include: 
ceiling with wallpaper which was pat- Mr. and Mrs. E. Taylor, Mrs. R. Dav- . , . ,
terned in tiny bright checks. She idson! Miss A. Taylor, Mrs. E. Larson, ^  large cake, made
bought an extra roll and covered her Miss Elsie Larson, Mrs, G. A. Potter, donated by Mrs. Baahn, w.as raf-
cupboard shelves with it, and has jvrjss Gladys Watson, Mr. and Mrs. the wanner being the person
enough left to re-cover, them several shaw, Revelstoke; Angus Roberts,
tirrtes. Penticton; Mrs. Disney, Mrs. Maund- was won by Walter Brodie. A
' ■ ' ! ■' ■ _________  er. Miss E. Green, Miss M. Daniels, which was also donated, was
. ■ ' -----------  - ' Revelstoke: M. Kenefick. Edmonton: handled m the same manner and was
------------------------------------------------------------ E. Anderson, Pririceton; Lorenz Bros., won by Mr. Patterson, of Oyama.
A. C. Owen, Vancouver; Maimce P. D. Miss Jeanette Hawks returned to her 
'Trumpour, Summerland; D. Trombley, home on Monday evening having fln- 
A. Steverson, Penticton; Mr. and Mrs. jghed her course in training as a nurse. 
H. C. Greenfield and son, Portland, * * *
Ore.; R. A. Magee, Moosemin, Sask.: Mr. and Mrs._Berry have as their
D. McConkey, Osoyoos; Mr. and Mrs. guests Mr. and Mrs. Hoover, the latr 
D. Sutherland, Sexsmith, Alta.; James ter being Mrs. Berry’s . sister. Their 
Harper, Wm. Purcello, 'Trail; E. D. home is near Los Angeles, Calif. 
McDonald, Rutger Coster, West Surn-
•IRLSI^ADiES, -q ;
LEARN  THE MOLER M E feO D  
OF BEAUTY CULTURE  
A  PLEASANT PROFITABLE  
PROFESSION = F O R , GIRLS  
Learn under recognized Moler mast­
er instructors. To earn more, enroll 
now with the Molef. School that gets 
best results.
Train by same Moler system as 
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduates wprking 
in New York, Chicago,-Holljiwood 
Paris and world’s largest cities. 
Visit us before joining any school. 
Practical, expert training guaran­
teed—“The University of Beauty 
Culture.’’
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
Enroll now. Reasonable rates.
O A O  W. Hastings. Trin.
O v O  Vancouver B. C.
B. Gooch, Manager all Moler B. 
Schoolf.
2237
C.
merland; Mr. and Mrs'. E. G. Mulberry, 
Oliver; W. Ritchie, Summerland: Miss 
Ann Field, Victoria; ‘Miss Aubrey 
'Hansen, Vancouver; George Wallis, 
Daysland, Alta.; V. E. Madge, Rock 
Creek; Mr. and Mrs. J.,Fleck, Oliver; 
W. Scott and J. Okell, Victoria; Mr. 
and Mrs. R. E. Jones and son, Van­
couver; Mr.-and Mrs. D. Green, Kam­
loops; H. F. Renfrew, Vernon; H. P. 
Leitch, G. A, Leitch, G. Lindberg, Win­
nipeg; Vincent'Venables, Penticton.
* * *
Mrs. Walls and Wanda are visiting 
in Glenmore at present.
EAST KELOWNA LAD 
DIES IN HOSPITAL
"T9
A L F i EJ in t m  J m  mKmM
Prices EITcclive Frliluy, Suturduy uml Moiiilny- -Jiily 22, 23,
McKenzie officiated at
SOAP-
LEMONS
“P & G” (limit 6) 
per bar !
___  Large Size, Australian
• per doz...........................
SALMON-
BISCUITS
Choice Pink, tails,
(limit 3) : tin ....
Christie’s Fancy Marsh­
mallow Peaks; per lb.
MARMALADE- 
M K I N p p D E R  
PE ANUT BUTTER
Empress, G.L.O., 
32 oz. jar ........
Ernpress, 
12 oz. tin
V A N IL L A  EX TR ACT-
Containers NO T  
supplied, lb.
Royal artificial, 2 oz. btl.
1 0 c
^c
S A N D W IC H  SPR EA D — Best Foods, 8 oz. ja r^ ..^  
Prepared Mustard— French’s “Hot Dan’’, Spoon Free 
M USH R O O M S— FreslTpicked';
21c
jE^LI/ylPO W DER  Assorted .........  4 for 19c
P IC K LE S— Fra^r Valley Mixed; 28 ozVjar ^
BR E A D  & BU 'TTER P IC K LE S — Fanning’s, 15 oz, jar 23c
..  ................ 7.7 29cH E IN Z  V IN E G A R — 161/4 oz. 16c 33 oz.
E N G L ISH  T O F F E E  R O LL S — lb. 23c
R E A D Y  CU T  M A C A R O N I— 2 lb. cello pkg.
F L Y -T O X — 16 oz. tins 47c
G UEST  IV O R Y  SOAP— 3 bars 13c
CRISCO—  I ’s 23c 3’s 65c 6’s
JERSEY CREAM  SO DAS— pkg.
$1.29
... 1.9c
r ' A U M  171 A 1 ^ 1 7 Q  (Kellogg’s) Ocean Liner 
V  JT Model, free with 3 pkgs. «  ® w
M E  A T  D E P A R T M E N T
S IR LO IN  & ‘T ’’ B O N E  STEAK S— 2 lbs. 47c
R O U N D  STEAK — 2 lbs. 39c
T E N D E R  R U M P  R O AST— lb. 1,9c
BO N E LE SS  S T E W  B E E F — 2 lbs. 29c
BLADE RIB ROAST -  -  T 14c
FRESH
FISH
Friday
and
Saturday
BULK LARD
with other 
meat purchases
c FineSelection
o£
Cooked
Meats
We Reserve The Right To Limit Safeway Stores Ltd.
MAKE “ LILYBET” YOUR
for
CAKES and the famous M A L T  & M ILK
B R E  A D
Made by your well known baker, Fred Burr, Sr,
Our new thoroughly experiencced forelady wishes to meet 
aH of bur patrons and introduce to them the new dainty 
appetizing dishes, salads and sandwiches, and new fountain 
dainties. Drop in when you’re in town.
‘A N Y T H IN G  Y O U  L IK E  and the W ay  You Like It.*’
Kelowna Creamery 
ICE ClIEAM
IT ’S T H E
•I
YOU’L L  ENJOY the rich, delicious flavor of Kelowna Ice Cream and
you’re sure of the purity because it’s 
pasteurized and double-filtered as well. 
It is made from pure sweet cream and 
other high-quality ingredients in our 
sun-lit, modern plant. The merchant 
who supplies you with Kelowna Cream­
ery Ice Cream is a friend of the farmer 
in your own district and is helping to 
keep up Kelowna payrolls.
Sold in Half-Pints, Pints and 
Quarts. Look for the Big Red' 
Delicious Apple on the Carton.
PULL, CHOCOLATE COATED  
CREAM BARS —  O NLY  5c
ICE
Wrapped in. Cello Bags with K. C. 
Ice Cream Bar on each Bag.
A  generous portion 
of Kelowna Creamery 
Ice Cretam in a ripe 
cantaloupe is a ■ real 
delicacy. Try it)
' ,—  Always Ask for :—
K e l o w n a  C r e a m e a j r  
I c e  C r e a m
Tragedy descended into the home of ,
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Strang, East ___
Kelowna, on Monday, July 18, when ' ' ■ -  ~ ■ ■ ■ - ~ ■ '
their little seven-year-old son, John ; ^
Mary, Robert Michael, passed away at the just completed his first year of school- Eas^ Kelowna, at 2 o’clockThe wedding of Margaret obert ichael, passed a ay at the j t l t  is fir r f s l- East Kelowna, at 2 o’clock. Rev. C.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wos- Kelowna General hospital after a brief ing. E. Davis conducted the service J. H.
tradowski, to Mr. Michael Kayter, illness. He had contracted double The funeral service was held on Paterson, R. M. Hart, Col. W. H. Mood-
took place at the Catholic Rectory in pneumonia. Wednesday afternoon, July 20, from ie and Gordon Sutton were the pall-
Kelowna, on Saturday, July 16th. Rev. Born in Kelowna, the little chap had the church of St. Mary the .Virgin, at bearers.
m M S M U
I 1 'V'V.' '■'7%,7 ‘ it/'’
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-More About-
VALLEY FRUIT 
GROWERS
From Fuoe 1, Column ,7
oinall-holders tryinji to make u livinfj 
from 10 to .'10 acrcji. However, at tlie 
momont, another uiiKlo of the Okan­
agan nitualion seems to deserve much 
more attention than has been paid to 
It. We refer to the j»erslstenee of a 
“hangover’’ from the bad old days of 
speculative orchard planting which 
studded inferior land with trees that 
In the very nature of their location 
could never come to profitable fruition. 
For years after the land boom of 1012 
one could drive along Okanagan Val­
ley roads in almost any direction Hank-
various
to keep private properties clear of 
pests on the scale which has followed 
Improvident planting of uivmltahlo 
fruit land. If there is to bo profitable 
marketing of any crop there must first 
be a product worth marketing and it 
must be available In the quantity ncc- 
es.sary to stand the cost of carrying 
it (in till.') ca.se) to market 0.000 miles 
away, 'rhal means a great deal of 
very careful organization at the pro­
duction end. If tlie proportion of his 
number one. fruit is low, because of 
failure to spray, prune and thin his 
fruit trees, the grower will have little 
incentive to co-operate to tlio degree 
entailed by tliesc marketing i-egula- 
tlons. Hut, that apart, the disadvan­
tage to the Valley as a whole of liav- 
Ing a large acreage of neglected prop­
erties is BO manifest tliat tliooe who 
arc enthusiastic about plaiuied mar­
keting should bo active in finding a 
remedy. Urging politloian.s to pass
DRAKE, CAVENDISH TOOK THREE Re-Apply Value (or Doty o„
YEARS CIRCUNG GLOBE FOR RECORD Cantaloupes Afe, Week^s HoistR. Whillis Mixed Rink Successful 
in Major Match of Eveni
In one of Ujc most colorful meets 
of tile season, Penticton bowlers play­
ed hosts to a contingent of Kelowna 
bowlers on Thursday afternoon and 
evening of last week.
Kelowna sent down two rinks of 
ladies and two of men, all of which 
took part in tl»o day’s play.
In the afternoon llio Kelowna ladies 
met Penticton ladles and Kelowna men 
met tlie local men, when eacli team 
played two games.
In tlie men’s competitions, the score 
was even, each club winning two of
Far-Famed Nellie Bly 
Seventy-two Days
Did it 
1889
in
in
assault on tlie record before the air- 
plant entered competition to knock all 
previous marks galley-west. Mcars
Stratosphere Says 'What Next?'
Propliets said liis marie would stand 
forever.
But wltli tlie introduction of the
Eclipsing every around-lhe-worldl 
venture since tlie intrepid Portuguese
Apricot Deal Moving Satisfactor- expected to last about another week.
ilv  w ith  P h im i Fxnertcd  to I’^ueh plums and other varieties ofily with  ^Plu s i^xpcctcu to
Move in Volume m Pcw D ays  volume and the tariff committee is nsk-
--------- ing that the dump duty on various
Value for duty on cantaloupes has varieties of plums be applied by July 
been rc-appliod this week following 22. Fairly heavy movement is ex-, 
suggestion of the turllf committee of peeled by July 25. it Js said, 
the B.C.F.G.A., under the direction of Some peaches are starting to move. 
F. A. Lewis, chairman. Last week the from tlie Valley, but freestone varietiesexplorer, Ferdinand Magellan, first plane, globe-circling became u cluing- „  , , , n i ii. j  ,
circumnavigated the globe in 10«3 days cd sport—as dllTerent as Howard Dominion government applied the duty are not expected to arrive on the mar 
in 1519-1522, Howard Huglies dipped Hughes’s four-day rocket across the on cantaloupes without asking the Ok- kets until early August. Last year the
his silver monoplane out of the skies norUierii liomispliere and the legend- h was needed, and the larilT peach dump duty was applied on Aug
xr.1— X .1------ nry exploit of the ancient Greek Icarus suggested immediately that u.st 7 and in comparison with the oar-
pc .,.uc», c.,di„e
C8, by absentee speculators in big cit 
Icfl. Some of those places wore looked 
after in u perfunctory manner but 
most of them became a happy hunting 
ground for fine specimens of the en­
tomologist’s stocic in trade. As n ro- 
snlt, iat various times in the lost 2S 
years great battles have been fought 
with codling moth in certain distrlctis. 
The Provincial Government’s entomo­
logical service has been v.l/»ilant and 
methodical but it is too much to ox- 
poot the general thxpayor of British 
Columbia to provide an organization
returns to tho grower while oodUng lour points in the lead. The Pentlc
moth, woolly aphis and tent caterpillar 
arc busily catbig their way to llto 
heart of growing fruit must surely Im­
press those most Interested as an un- 
cooiiomic proposition."
VISITING FROM CALIFORNIA
Miss Beatrice Harrison, of Palo Alto,
California, is .spending her month’s ped by R. Whillis, of Kelowna, and In-
ton ladies set the pace in their clas­
sification, however, winning all four 
games.
In tho evening, when a large num­
ber of Penticton players wore pi‘0 .sent, 
tho players from both towns wore mix­
ed together and 12 rinks made up for 
an umbrella contest.
Prizes, donated by Mr. and Mrs. J. 
L. Hooper, were won by a team skip-
vacation with her cousins Misses Ma­
bel and Gladys Swainson.
PHONE GORDON’S 178 & 179
FRESH SALMON;
per lb.............................
BREAST OF LAMB;
per lb........................... ......................
SHOULDER ROASTS of SPRING
LAM B; per lb ......................................
LO IN  ROASTS of VEAL P
VEAL CHOPS III
NEW  ENGLAND LOAF; 19c
22c "■*' 25c 
12c
lb, for ........................................  -
Tomatoes Lettuce Com CauliOower Cabbage 
Onions Cucumbers Celery
Carrots
Manufactured from the City water supply. We will 
be pleased to take care of your requirements.
Roast Pork Cooked Ham . Jellied Veal and Ham Weiners 
Bologna Veal and Cheese Loaf JelUed Ox Tongue 
• Pure- Lard. Dripping Butter Eggs Cheese
D . K .  G O R D O N  U M I T E D
PROVISIONERS PHONES: 118 and 119
eluding Mrs. Ben Hoy, J. McGraw and 
Mrs. Haigh.
There were a large number of spec­
tators to watch the games.
It is planned for the Penticton club 
to make a return visit to Kelowna in 
the near future.
at Floyd Bennett fi ld after flying a 
round the “great circle” in four space- 
devouring days.
The sportsman-millionaire’s feat, al­
most cutting in half the previous rec­
ord time of 7 days, 10 hours, 49 min­
utes, established by tho lato Wiley 
Post in July, 1933, marked the fourth 
complete world-circling flight in a 
hoavler-than-alr machine.
Inspired By Trade
Earlier voyages around tho world, 
including those of Magellan, Sir Fran­
cis Drake and Thomas Cavendish, 
were inspired more by a lust for rich 
cargoes of spiced and new lands to 
claim than by a zest for competitive 
adventure.
Magellan was seeking a westward 
passage to the Spice Island of the East 
Indies when he set out from Seville,
‘Wliat nbxt?’
Spain, with five tiny vessels headed by tail trade licence. No matter how the
who soared from a high cliff with it be delayed until Valley supplies were Hness of the crop this year It should go - 
wings attached to his shoulders by ready in quantUy. into force on July 27. However, It is |
wfljc—until tho wux melted nnd he Consequently, ihc duty wos cancelled not unticiputed that the duty will be
plummeted to his death. July 13, and on application this applied before the first of August.
Icarus . . . Magellan . . . Nelly Bly week was re-applied on July 19. tho A.lvan««
Howard Hughes duty not to apply to bona fide pur- Auvanco Lonfcrcnco
Seemingly only the stratosphere chases and in transit purchases to Can- The conference of interested shippers
holds the answer to the question nda on or before July 10, or entered and growers to discuss the poach deal, |
at tho Canada Customs by July 28. called originally for Saturday in Pen-
_________  Cantaloupes are now rolling In vol- tlcton has been advanced'to Friday,!
ume this week and should be Incrcascil under auspices of the B.C.F.G.A. 
all next week. Tomatoes are increasing In volume!
Cols at Peak but there is still no word of any deal!
Cots arc also at the peak of their being made between the cannors and! 
movement and are meeting with good the growers in this particular arca.l 
demand, the supply only just meeting Generally, the prices arc fixed muchf 
the consumer wants. Prices remain eai’ller in tho season, but the carry- 
on an even keel, being .$1.05 for four- over in stocks from last year has forc-l 
basket crates and 65 cents for display cd tho canners to delay making any| 
lugs. Tho main movement of apricots deal this year, they state.
-More About-
BAKERS
PROTEST
4K .101
From Page 1, Column 5
FOREIGN PUPILS 
TOTAL 34 PER CENT
council members might feel individ­
ually, it was difficult to sec how the 
council could take a hand in the mat­
ter, as there was the legal aspect to 
consider, the mayor stated. His Wor­
ship suggested that the bakers best
the flagship, the Trinidad. He met 
his death at the hands of treacherous 
natives in the Phillippine Islands af­
ter rounding Cape Horn and discover­
ing the “great south sea” which he 
named the Pacific. Only one of Ma­
gellan’s ships, the Vittorla, completed weapon of defense was publicity as he
______  the voyage back to Spain. felt that the Kelowna public would
<?iirnri«in(y Percentapre of Elemeti- Sir Francis Drake was likewise not purchase the imported products, if
ourpns ng  ^ g   ^ seeking booty in the South Seas when it were conversant with the situation,
tary Pupils of Foreign Extrac- he sailed with five small ships in 1577. The petition presented to the coun- 
• j Drake completed the circuit in two
______  years and ten months—thirty-one days
X*. , Isss than Magellan’s voyage.
An interesting sidelight into affairs Ng^t came another Englishman,
of the Kelowna schools is revealed this Thomas Cavendish, whose sailors wore 
week with the announcement that 34.7 giik and whose ships had sails of dam­
per cent of the pupils attending the ^gk with a cloth-of-gold topmast cov- 
elementary school in Kelowna are of ering. Cavendish, setting out in 1586, 
foreign extraction. Of the 715 pupils reached home 781 days later, 
enrolled, 248 are of foreign parentage. Nelly Ely’s Feat
ave?Se^Xs 2 rpe?cenr^tThe°fl^^  Seventeen years after Jules Verne’s
for the junior arid senior high schools g^ ;,^ e^ "^ °“ound days the probable loss of some jobs for
cil was signed by Fred Burr Sr.; C. W. 
Cawthorne; A. C. Poole; Duggan; Su­
therland’s Bakery; Poole Bakery Ltd., 
and read:
“We the undersigned bakers of cake, 
etc., in Kelowna, wish to protest ag­
ainst the unethical practice of a local 
wholesale tobacconist for being allow­
ed under the same trade licence as we 
are paying, to import cakes from Van­
couver and flood the local market, 
thereby causing us loss of business
are not available as yet.V af-izor-Vio’c men. We have families here to
Following is anJntCTesting t^ble of an^^whU^^  ^ support and under the present stress
the elementary school foreign enroll­
ment:
Nationality Boys
Chinese  ................ 2
Japanese ..............J. 8
the great
A  LJETTER TO  Q U R  PA T R O N S  O F K E L Q W N A :—
During our long sojourn in Kelowna, the bulk of 
our money has been spent right here with our own 
town’s merchants. W e appreciate your support 
and whenever you patronize your local dealer you 
are also guaranteeing the return of your money 
to your pocket.
BUY PRODUCTS THAT ARE MADE IN 
KELOWNA-^YOU CAN BUY NO BETTER!
LILYBET CAKE SHOP
Your old time baker—^ FREi) BURR , SR.
German ............... . 38 43
Italian .......... ........ ... 9 11
Russian ............. . 25 17
Austrian ........ ...5 ' 4
Polish ................... .: 8 3
U.S.A, .......... .10 14
French ..................... 3
3
Swedish ................... ... 4 5
Hungary ....... ... 6
Dutch .................. 3
Greek ...... ......... . ... 1
Danish ................ .. 1 3
Roumanian ........... .. 1 5
paper reporter vindicated 
French writer.
In 1889, Elizabeth Cochrane, who 
wrote for Joseph Pulitzer’s old New  
York World--Tirraier the pseudonym of 
“Nelly Bly”, hustled around the globe 
in 72 days, 6 hours and 11 minutes—  
New York to London, across the In-
of business we think this ?s unfair to 
us. We might add that these cakes 
are being put into local stores on con­
signment.”
EMPRESS THEATRE PATRONS
FIND TEMPERATURE RIGHT
Patrons of the Empress Theatre dur- 
dian Ocean to Hong Kong, thence to ing the'past few days have been agree- 
San Francisco and back to New  York ably surprised with the temperature 
by rail. of the theatre. A  battery of large
George Francis Train broke the fans have kept a continuous movement 
dashing Nelly’s mark by five days the in the air and the addition bn Tuesday 
next year. ’Then at least six other of several large water spray fans has 
globe-trotting junkets shaved the rec- assisted in keeping the temperature at 
ord down to half Nelly’s time in the a comfortable degree. It might al- 
next two decades, until in 1913, John most be said that “the Empress is the 
Henry Mears made the final boat-rail coolest place in town. Adv.
Have a Biscuit?
Whether it is for Afternoon Tea, with a cool 
drink,-with Ice Cream, or at any other time. 
“A  good biscuit makes all the difference.”
TWELVE KINDS of H UNTLEY and PALMERS BISCUITS in 25o
packages.
TEN KINDS of HUNTLEY and PALMERS BISCUITS in bulk at 60c 
per pound—besides rich mixed. Ratafias and Fancy Crackerel 
in bulk as well.
TW ENTY DIFFERENT KINDS i of CHRISTIE’S BISCUITS in bulk
■’ at 40 cents per pound—and a big variety in packages includ­
ing Ritz, Cheerio, Cris Brown, Arrowroot, Lunch Graham 
and Sodas.
HUNTLEY and PALMERS are said to, be the best biscuits made in 
England and CHRISTIES the best in Canada.
“A  good biscuit makes all the differenoe.’
Specials lliis Week
A l l . subject to Stock.
25cKELLOGG’S CORN FLAKES—- 3 pkgs. with model Ocean Liner .................
PEARL WHITE SOAP—6 bars ...................... ............... !..... 21c
HONEY GRAHAM  WAFERS—per pkg.  ....... .............19c
HOMENE—2 bottles for ............ ;................... ..... ................. lie
PHONE 214
UNEMPLOYED 
REACH PENTICTON
Fifty unemployed men reached Pen­
ticton from Vancouver ort Tuesday 
night while one hundred more who 
stopped over at Princeton were ex­
pected to arrive in .the southern city 
Wednesday night. Two hundred more 
are understood to be at Ruby Creek 
enroute to either Penticton or Kam­
loops. Ten extra police have been 
moved into Penticton Within the past 
few days. -
MATINEES
Monday, Wednes. 
Friday, Saturday 
at 2.30 
26c and 10c
EVENINGS  
Two Shows, 7-9 
Adults, 40c 
Balcony, 30c 
Children, 15c
TONIGHT
THURSDAY, JULY 21st
FRIDAY - SATURDAY I MONDAY - TUESDAY
JULY 25th and 26thJULY 22nd and 23rd
AM[CH[ 
SIMONE SIMON 
NOBEBT YOUNO
L/m n^ jofin (jMuio
plus ---------
II.
THRILLS WITHOUT END!
The greatest romantic triiunph 
ef three great stars I
(.'MKK .\IVR.YA
TW O COMPLETE SHOWS
d i l B L E  L O Y
i ^ « « ^ T R A C Y "
m T P i i o r
LIONEL BARRYMORE
Screen Play by Vincent LawrenceMuS^^k  
and Waldemar Young
Original Story by Frank Wead 
Directedby VICTOR FLEMING
Pete Smith Novelty 
“M ODELLING FOR M ONEY" 
PARAM OUNT NEWS
ill
i s  a  h e w  k i n d  o f  
E N T E R T A I N M E N T !
The first heart-throb drama o£ 
a name-band’s climb to fame!
FRED MacMURRAT
himself a veteran bandleader 
re-lives his own life story
k/k
r
S W I M  S U IT S
Your “Extra f
NEVER BEFORE have you been offered 
Jantzen Bathing Suits at these prices so early 
in the season. AFTER ALL is there any 
other REAL SWIMMING SUIT !!
HARRIET HILLIARD
radio’s sweet-singer romances 
to the new song ‘Says My Heart’
----- -A D D E D -------
POPULAR SCIENCE 
NOVELTY —  METRO NEWS
S a t u r d a y
M a t i n e e
at 2.30 p.m. —  , CHAPTER SIX
“FLASH GORDON’S TRIP 
TO MARS”
with Larry "Buster” Crabbe as FLASH GORDON.
BRING YOUR 
NABOB 
C O U PO N S
SALE OF JANTZEN 
BATHING SUITS
This includes every suit in our entire stock 
—All this year’s buying as well as a few  
left from last year. One and two piece 
styles and every color.
Regular $4.95 for .. 
Regular $5.95 for .. 
Regular $6.95 for
........ $3.50
...... .. $4.50
..... $5.25
CHILDREN’S JANTZEN— One piece style,
10, 12 14 and 16 years at reg. $2.95. ^ 2  2 5
Special ........ ....... .......... ............
SKIN-TITE BATHING SUITS in lovely sun 
and tub fast prints. Sizes 14, 16,
18 and 20. Reg. $4.95. Special
HARVEY WOODS BATHING SUITS—in
plain and figured styles.
Special ........... ..........................
CHILDREN’S BATHING SUITS in all wool.
Sizes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 years.
Regular to $1.95 ; to clear at
$3.50
$2.95
II
75c
Geo. A. Meikle, Ltil.
P H O N E S : 143 and 215. QuaKty Merchandise.
\ '
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